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“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?”
“That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,” said the
Cat.
“I don’t much care where ...” said Alice.
“Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,” said the Cat.
“... so long as I get somewhere,” Alice added as an explanation.
“Oh, you’re sure to do that,” said the Cat, “if you only walk long
enough.”

from Alice’s Adventures in Wonderlandby Lewis Carroll
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 History, motivation and summary

This thesis is about model formulation, analysis and interpretation triggered by
four questions arising from biology and medicine, thereby placing the thesis in
the field of mathematical biology. For the most part, the thesis in fact deals with
various aspects of infectious disease dynamics.

Several notions pervade the many areas of mathematical biology, including
mathematical epidemiology. One of these widespread notions is thebasic repro-
duction ratio, commonly denoted byR0. In biological terms,R0 is defined as
the

expected number of offspring a ‘typical’ individual has in all of its life.

Or, in the context of infectious disease dynamics,R0 stands for the

expected number of secondary infections caused by a ‘typical’ primary
infection in an otherwise infection free population.

The basic reproduction ratio is a threshold quantity. That is, if, for instance an
infectious agent is introduced into an otherwise infectionfree environment and
we describe the spread of the disease by a deterministic model, then according to
this model the disease will start spreading if the basic reproduction ratio is larger
than 1 and will die out whenR0 < 1. The latter remains true also in a stochastic
setting, while the initially introduced infections may dieout in the initial stages
of an invasion (while they are still rare) even when their basic reproduction ratio
exceeds one (see [59] and Chapter 3 of this thesis).

The question of how the ‘typical’ in the biological definition should be trans-
lated into the calculation ofR0 for a given model remained an open question for a

5
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long time. It was only in 1990 that the basic reproduction ratio was, with the work
of Diekmann, Heesterbeek and Metz [36], given a precise mathematical defini-
tion as being the dominant eigenvalue of the so callednext generation operator
(cf. Chapter 2).

The underlying idea ofR0 and its threshold property, however, were noticed
long before that in the work of the British medical doctor Ronald Ross on the
spread of malaria. In 1902, Ross received the Nobel prize in medicine for his
discovery that malaria was caused by a protozoan parasite and transmitted via
Anopheles mosquitos and not via ‘bad’ air, as is suggested bythe name. In his
later work [95] Ross showed that there exists a quantity which, being suppressed
below one, guarantees disappearance of malaria from the area. He furthermore
observed that this quantity depends on the ratio of the mosquito : human density,
thus overthrowing the then common belief that the disease wasn’t related to the
abundance of mosquitos in the area.

Around the same time, the American biologist and actuary Alfred J. Lotka
investigated the dynamics of an age structured population [76]. He noted that, if
the survival functionF and the fecundity functionβ are known, then the rate of
natural increase of the populationr is obtained as a solution of

1 =
∫ ∞

0
e−raβ(a)F (a)da.

This equation was, in fact, derived already by Euler in 1760 in his work on deter-
mination of annuities [44]. However, Lotka and his coworkerSharpe took it one
step further (at least as far as the biological insight is concerned) by observing (i)
that the age distribution asymptotically behaves likeCert for some constantC and
(ii) that

r < 0 ⇐⇒
∫ ∞

0
β(a)F (a)da< 1,

r > 0 ⇐⇒
∫ ∞

0
β(a)F (a)da> 1.

(1.1)

Lotka and Sharpe did not give a name to the quantity
∫ ∞
0 β(a)F (a)da, nor did they

offer any interpretation [99]. Recalling, however, thatβ(a) andF (a) denote, re-
spectively, the survival and the fecundity function, a moment of reflection brings
about that

∫ ∞
0
β(a)F (a)da equals the basic reproduction ratioR0.

The parameterr goes by the name of theintrinsic growth rateor theMalthu-
sian parameter. As opposed toR0 that measures population growth on a gener-
ation basis, the Malthusian parameter measures growth on a real time basis. The
set of inequalities in (1.1) gives the known relation between the two.

The so calledinvasibility question(i.e. the question of whether a newly in-
troduced population is able to settle in the existing community) can be answered
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in terms of the basic reproduction ratio in several biological settings, not only
when it comes to introductions of infectious agents into susceptible populations.
In general we can say that when the process of invasion is described by a de-
terministic model, the newly introduced population meets with success when its
basic reproduction ratio exceeds 1 and fails when itsR0 is smaller than 1. What
exactly happens whenR0 passes the critical value 1?

It is this question that is central in the beginning of Chapter 2. We focus on
populations characterized by finitely many characteristics (such as, for instance,
sex, age class, stage in a progression of the disease, etc.) and assume that the
dynamics is described as a deterministic, continuous, or discrete time process,
either in the form of a parametrized system of differential equations

dx
dt
= f (x, µ), (1.2a)

or in the form of a parametrized map

x 7→ f (x, µ), (1.2b)

with the vectorx ∈ Rk describing the population state and the vectorµ ∈ Rp of
(in principle known) parameter values.

In the context of infectious disease dynamics, the problem was studied al-
ready in [105]. In the present study, we formulate the problem in a more general
setting, thus making the results applicable to various other biological scenarios,
such as, for instance, to study an introduction of a predatorthat preys on the res-
ident community, introduction of a population that competes for resources with
the resident, etc. We argue that population invasion models, regardless of the bi-
ology that underlies them, take a specific form, which significantly simplifies the
analysis. This particular form of population invasion models implies that the tran-
sition ofR0 through the value 1 corresponds to a transcritical bifurcation. From a
purely mathematical point of view there is but one type of a transcrical bifurcation
[56, 108]. In the biological context, however, there is a natural notion of positiv-
ity: the population sizes contained inx ∈ Rk must be, in order to be biologically
meaningful, nonnegative.

In the case of a transcritical bifurcation, in particular, we must thus distinguish
two cases according to whether the biologically meaningfulbranch of nontrivial
equlibria exists to the left ofR0 = 1, i.e. on some interval (1− δ, 1) with δ >
0, or to the right ofR0 = 1, i.e. on some interval (1, 1 + δ) (see Figure 1.1).
Accordingly, we call the former asubcritical or backwardbifurcation and the
latter asupercriticalbifurcation and derive a simple formula for the direction of
bifurcation from the ‘residents only’ steady state, which enables us to distinguish
between the two qualitatively very different outcomes.
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Figure 1.1: (A) Supercritical bifurcation. (B) Subcritical bifurcation. In both fig-
ures, the branch of nonnegative steady states is denoted by asolid line. A dashed
line represents steady states with negative components. Stability of equilibria is
indicated bys (for stable) andu (for unstable). (C) Catastrophic transition. Here,
the unstable part of the branch is depicted by a dashed, stable by a full line.

The question of which of the two bifurcations occurs in a particular biological
process, or better, in a particular model we have chosen to describe the process
with, is interesting in many cases, but is of particular relevance for control of in-
fectious diseases. Suppose a disease with anR0 greater than one is introduced into
a susceptible population. The number of infected individuals begins to increase.
When control measures are implemented that reduce the valueof R0 below one
and the system undergoes a supercritical bifurcation atR0 = 1, then these con-
trol measures are sufficient to eradicate the disease from the population. In the
malaria model of Ronald Ross, the bifurcation atR0 = 1 is supercritical, which
enabled Ross to arrive at his conclusions.

In the subcritical case, however, it often occurs that the unstable nontrivial
branch that exists (locally) forR0 < 1, bents forward in a saddle node bifurcation,
as is illustrated in Figure 1.1 C. In such a case, the epidemic, first of all, reaches
(often significantly) higher endemic levels, and secondly,the control measures
that pushR0 slightly below 1 are not sufficient to eliminate the disease. Only
whenR0 is reduced to a certain level (in Figure 1.1 C denoted byRc), the endemic
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branch becomes unstable, the population of infecteds ‘collapses’ to zero and the
disease vanishes from the population.

� � �

Chapter 2 deals with dynamics on a so calledecological time scale. This
means that we consider the parameters in the model (specifying, for instance,
reproduction, survival and maturation rates/probabilities) as given and investigate
the course of the population statex(t) in time. But how have these parameters
evolved themselves? Can we suggest mechanisms that drive their dynamics and
understand how they evolve in time?

The exciting and fairly new area of research called AdaptiveDynamics (initi-
ated in the 1990s by Metz and Geritz [49, 51]; see also [29, 30]for an introduc-
tion to the subject and a more extensive list of references) investigates this aspect
under the assumption ofseparation of time scales, explaining the dynamics of
the individuals’ characteristics as a process of mutation and selection on a much
largerevolutionary time scale.

Suppose that we single out one, or more, characteristics that are subject to
evolutionary change (these characteristics are in the context of Adaptive Dynam-
ics also calledtraits or strategies). Separation of times scales means that we
assume that the mutations occur on a time scale that is much larger compared to
the time scale of convergence to an ecological attractor. Accordingly, the resident
population (that is, a population with a particular trait) is assumed to reside at an
ecological attractor (that can either be a steady state or a dynamic attractor). One
then derives the basic reproduction ratio of a mutant in the resident population,
or, measured on a real time (instead of on a generation) basis, the rate of increase
of the rare mutant in the environment set by the residents. The intrinsic growth
rate is in the context of Adaptive Dynamics also called theinvasion exponentand
enables us to determine whether the invasion of a mutant trait is successful or not.

In this spirit we investigate in Chapter 3 the evolution of chronic infectious
diseases or, more precisely, the evolution of the within-host reproduction rate of
a pathogen that causes such a disease.

Parasites reproduce inside a host, but need to, in order to keep the reproduc-
tion cycle going, be transmitted to another host. Parasitesthus reproduce at two
different levels and are subject to natural selection at each of these. But while
an increased reproduction within a host may enhance transmission at the host
population level, it may also harm the host (by increasing host’s mortality) and
consequently decrease transmission to other hosts. So, naturally, the following
question arises: how are these two tendencies balanced in the course of evolution
and to what extent do the two levels of reproduction influencethe evolutionary
outcome?
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Building on the work of Gilchrist and Coombs [52], we relate the between-
host transmission to the dynamics inside an infected host. We introduce two
models, a model describing the within-host pathogen dynamics and a simple SI
model that captures the dynamics at the host population level. Natural selection
is assumed to act only on one trait, namely, on the value of thepathogen within-
host reproduction rate. We relate the pathogen’s between-host characteristics,
such as transmissibility and host mortality, to the dynamics within a host and
model introductions of mutant traits in an already infectedhost as superinfections.
In the spirit of [84] we introduce a superinfection functionφ = φ(p, q), giving
the probability with which pathogens with traitq (i.e., pathogens that reproduce
inside a host at a rateq), upon transmission to a host already infected by traitp,
‘take over’ the host.

The outcome of evolution depends heavily on the behaviour ofthe function
q 7→ φ(p, q) in the neighbourhood ofq = p. We demonstrate this by considering
three cases according to whether the functionq→ φ(p, q) (i) has a jump discon-
tinuity, (ii) is continuous, but not differentiable, or (iii) is differentiable inq = p.
We find that, in the first case, the within-host selection dominates and, with the
particular within-host model used in the study, the continuously stable strategies
are found by maximization of the pathogen’s within-host reproduction ratioRw

0 .
In case (iii), it is the transmission to susceptible hosts that dominates the evolu-
tion to the extent that the singular strategies are obtainedas the extrema ofR0. In
case (ii), both forms of reproduction contribute to the value of a singular trait. We
argue that case (ii) is the biologically most relevant case.Indeed, ifφ is derived
from a branching process variant of the submodel for the within-host interaction
of pathogens and target cells, the superinfection functions fall under case (ii).

Even though it appears at first sight that in case (i) the evolutionary dynamics
is essentially the same as evolution within a single infected host, we demonstrate
that this is in fact not the case. In particular, while we find optimization in the
course of evolution inside a single infected host, there is no optimization principle
when superinfections are taken into account. In fact, we findthat there is no
optimization principle for the superinfection model, regardless of the smoothness
of the superinfection function.

When the singular traits can not be characterized by way of anoptimization
principle, the skew symmetry of the pairwise invasibility plots is lost and the PIPs
make it clear that we may encounter so called protected dimorphisms. Whether
such dimorphisms bear any evolutionary significance relieson the (lack of) their
convergence. And while converging dimorphisms have no evolutionary signifi-
cance, diverging dimorphisms are important since they may lead to coexistence
of (at least) two distinct traits on the evolutionary time scale. By way of numerical
examples, we show that the superinfection model presented in Chapter 3, allows
for converging, as well as diverging dimorphisms.
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� � �

A majority of models describing the spread of an infectious agent possess a
disease free equilibrium in which there are no infected individuals present in the
population. For most cases, this is, of course, natural (imagine, for instance, a
model that describes the spread of measles in a community or amodel describing
the spread of classical swine fever on a pig farm etc.). Hospital settings, however,
are an example of a setting in which such an equilibrium in general won’t exist.
Consequently, the basic reproduction ratio is in such a setting not defined and
we can not make use of it to investigate the relative effects of different control
measures.

In Chapter 4 we present one model that describes the spread ofpathogens in
intensive care units (ICUs) and does (in a generic case) not exhibit a disease free
steady state. Our study aims to determine the relative effects of barrier precau-
tions (use of gloves, gowns, etc.) and antibiotic prophylaxis on the prevalence of
colonization in ICUs and can be applied to several pathogenscommonly found in
ICUs, such asPseudomonas Aeruginosa, entericGram-negativebacteria, MRSA
andenterococci.

It is known [9] that nosocomial bacterial infections in critically ill patients are
generally preceded by asymptomatic carriage (i.e. colonization) at one, or even
several, body sites such as the skin, the gastro-intestinaland the respiratory tract.
Different routes of transmission between the colonized sites create a complex
epidemiology, which is additionally complicated by the smallness of the patient
population size and the rapid patient turnover, characteristic for intensive care
units. Naturally occuring large fluctuations in the prevalence of colonization make
it very difficult to determine the efficacy of control measures that aim to reduce
the prevalence of bacteria in ICUs.

Theoretical models can often sharpen our intuition throughcarefully designed
thought experiments. In this spirit, we introduce and investigate two models that
incorporate the fact that colonization may occur at multiple body sites. Due to the
small size of ICU population, it seems natural to model the dynamics in the ICU
as a stochastic process. However, exactly this randomness makes it very difficult
to draw conclusions about the efficacy of control strategies. We thus formulate
a Markov chain model and, for comparison, also a deterministic model and in-
vestigate the effects of barrier precautions (improved hygiene, use of gloves and
gowns etc.) and of administration of non-absorbable antibiotics on the prevalence
of colonization in ICUs. We find that the effect of the controversial, though widely
used, antibiotic prophylaxis can only be substantial if thepatient-to-patient trans-
mission has already been reduced to a ‘subcritical’ level bybarrier precautions.
Taking into account that the very use of antibiotics may increase the selection for
resistant strains and may thereby only add to the ever increasing problem of an-
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tibiotic resistance, our findings represent a firm theoretical argument against the
routine use of topical antimicrobial prophylaxis for infection control.

� � �

The contents of Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are completed manuscriptsthat have al-
ready been either published or accepted for publication (see Section 1.3). Chapter
5, on the other hand, is work in progress.

The aim of Chapter 5 is to contribute to understanding of the dynamics of
enterotoxigenicEscherischia coli(ETEC) in piglets. ETEC is one of the causative
agents of the post-weaning diarrhoea (PWD), a disease that occurs commonly in
piglets during the first two weeks after weaning. It is known [48] that ETEC can
adhere to the microvilli of the small intestine enterocytes. When attached, bacteria
produce enterotoxins that act locally on the enterocytes, resulting in increased
secretion of fluid and NaHCO3, which can lead to diarrhoea, dehydration, acidosis
or even death.

To this day, several experimental studies have been conducted in order to ob-
tain some insight on how various factors (such as weaning age, litter size, etc.)
contribute to the occurrence and the clinical symptoms of PWD. The recent field
work performed by P. Geenen [48] furthermore provided some data on the shed-
ding patterns of piglets and transmission of ETEC between piglets. However, the
real understanding of the dynamics of ETEC in piglets is still missing. There
are many questions to be answered, both regarding the dynamics of ETEC within
one host and at the (piglet) population level. Since the latter requires informa-
tion about the former, we begin our investigation of this disease by setting up
and analysing a model that describes the microbial dynamicsin the intestine of a
single infected piglet.

Even though the long term objective is to study more complicated models of
within-host dynamics, we begin with a very simple linear model. We describe the
intestine as a cylindrical tube and consider two types of bacteria in the intestine:
the ones moving downstream and the ones attached to the wall of the intestine.
Bacteria can at any point in time change their state and we assume that bacteria
in both states are able to reproduce.

We focus in particular on the invasibility question for two scenarios. To begin
with, we determine the Malthusian parameter for the so called single infection
case, meaning that a piglet is infected by a single dose of ETEC at timet = 0 and
no bacteria enter its intestine aftert = 0. Since it is likely that the infected piglet
comes into contact with its faeces that contain the bacteria, we furthermore inves-
tigate the conditions for persistence when the piglet is reinfected with a fraction
of the shed bacteria.

In the spirit of Lotka’s demographical model, we furthermore investigate
whether there exists a stable bacterial distribution, bothfor the single infection
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and the reinfection case. While in the single infection casethere is no conver-
gence to a stable distribution, we find that such a stable distribution exists in the
reinfection case, provided that bacteria in the intestine are, in a sense, well mixed
(we postpone the precise explanation of the term ‘well mixed’ until Chapter 5).

� � �

The biological motivation in the four problems and the toolsused for their
analysis are quite diverse. We thus present the results of their investigation in the
form of four self-contained chapters. In each of these chapters, we shall along
the way also introduce (hopefully) all the necessary notions and known results
needed for understanding of our work. But before we begin with the main part of
the thesis, some words on what the future may hold.

1.2 Outlook

The results of the thesis provide a basis and offer several possibilities for further
research. For instance, results of Chapter 2 apply when the resident populations
reside in a steady state, but the same questions can of coursebe posed when the
resident community resides in a dynamic attractor.

The within-host modeling performed in Chapter 5 can provideuseful infor-
mation for studying the dynamics of ETEC at the piglet population level. For
instance, it seems reasonable to assume that piglet’s infectiousness is related (or,
in the simplest case, proportional) to the amount of shed bacteria, something for
which we derive an explicit expression in Chapter 5.

Some of the prospects for further work are also included in the concluding
parts of the chapters. Here we wish to discuss in more detail how the models
and tools of Chapter 3 can provide a basis for future study of the evolution of
infectious diseases.

In Chapter 3 we investigate the evolutionary dynamics of a chronic infectious
disease. Along with the work of Gilchrist and Coombs [52] andAlizon [1], the
model of Chapter 3 represents one of the first models in which the evolution of
an infectious disease is studied while explicitly incorporating a sketch of within-
host pathogen dynamics into a model for the spread of the disease at the host
population level.

In our work, we focus on chronic diseases that are at the host population level
described by an SI model. Hence, once a host is infected, it retains the infection
until death.

The within-host dynamics is described by the following set of differential
equations,
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dT
dt
= λ − kVT− dT

dT∗

dt
= kVT− (µ(p) + d)T∗

dV
dt
= pT∗ − kVT− cV.

(1.3)

Here,T, T∗ and V denote, respectively, the number of uninfected target cells,
infected target cells and free pathogens. The parametersλ andd denote, respec-
tively, the growth and the per capita death rate of target cells in the absence of the
infectious agent. The mass action termkVT models how infection of target cells
occurs: it states that the rate at which pathogens find uninfected target cells, bind
to their surface and/or enter the target cell, is proportional (with proportionality
constantk) to the abundance of both the uninfected target cells as wellas the free
pathogens. Infected target cells produce new pathogens at arate p and experi-
ence an increased (when compared to uninfected cells) deathrateµ(p) + d. Free
pathogens die at a constant per capita ratec.

In order not to isolate the within-host evolution from the one occuring at the
host population level, we must allow individuals to be reinfected (indeed, if vari-
ations in traits created by mutation inside one host can trigger selection, then this
should also be possible for mutants introduced from the outside). In Chapter 3 we
choose to model these reinfections as superinfections. However, at the cell pop-
ulation level, we do not allow for reinfections. One possibility for future work
is thus to expand (1.3) to allow for the fact that target cellscan be infected by
different pathogen traits.

But perhaps more interesting, and certainly more challenging, is the question
of incorporating some description of the immune system. In an SI setting that we
consider in Chapter 3, the host or, rather, its immune system, fails to tackle the
infection. The effect of immune response in (1.3), be that antibody or cellularim-
mune response, could perhaps be interpreted as being contained in the increase of
mortality of infected target cells, but such a response is not sufficient to eliminate
the infection in a host.

The immune system is a very complicated system and its response to patho-
gens is in many cases poorly understood. To incorporate an explicit account of
such a system, one should thus first start with simple suggestions of its working
and increase the complexity only once the simplest models have been understood.

By introducing a new variable representing the abundance ofimmune effec-
tors, sayI (t), the simplest equation for the dynamics of the immune system is
perhaps the equation

dI
dt
= γ − dI I ,
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whereγ is assumed to be strictly positive when the infectious agentis present and
zero otherwise. In the absence of an infection, the number ofimmune effectors
exponentially decreases to zero at a ratedI .

We furthermore rewrite the equation for the dynamics of infected target cells
as

dT∗

dt
= kVT− (µ(p) + d)T∗ − κ(p)T∗ I ,

to describe the situation where the effectors kill the infected target cells at a rate
κ(p).

It can be seen that, with such an immune response, the infection will persist
if the pathogen’s within-host reproduction ratio in the presence of the immune
response is larger than one (but the steady state level of free pathogens as well as
infected target cells will be lower than in the case of no immune response) and
will be cleared when the within-host basic reproduction ratio in the presence of
the immune response is smaller than one.

Alternatively, one could suggest

dI
dt
= γT∗ − dI I ,

to describe the fact that the growth of immune effectors is proportional to the
abundance of infected target cells (but not their own abundance) or

dI
dt
= γT∗I − dI I ,

to incorporate also the dependence of the growth on the abundance of the immune
effectors. There are, of course, several other options to describe the interactions
of immune effectors with infected target cells.

In Chapter 3, the analysis is significantly simplified by double separation of
times scales: (i) to make use of the tools of Adaptive Dynamics we first assume
that mutations are rare on the ecological time scale and (ii)we assume that the
within-host processes are fast compared to processes at thehost population level.
Thus

within-host time scale� between-host time scale
︸                                                             ︷︷                                                             ︸

� time scale of mutations.
︸                         ︷︷                         ︸

ecological time scale evolutionary time scale

When the immune response is explicitly included into the analysis, but is not
strong enough to eliminate the infection, then the analysis, and perhaps also the
outcome of evolution, should not be that much different from the analysis of
Chapter 3.
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However, if the immune system can clear the infection, the within-host pro-
cesses are much more intertwined with the processes at the host population level
(note also that the model describing the dynamics at the hostpopulation has to be
altered), which makes the analysis much more challenging.

1.3 Publications

The contents of this thesis relate to the following publications:

(1) Chapter 2 is adapted with minor changes from
B. B.: Introducing a population into a steady community: the critical
case, the center manifold and the direction of bifurcation, SIAM J. Appl.
Math, Vol. 66 (2006), pp. 1424 - 1453,

(2) Chapter 3 is adapted with minor changes from
B. B, O. D.: Superinfections can induce evolutionarily stable
coexistence of pathogens. To appear in Journal of Mathematical Biology,

(3) Chapter 4 is adapted with minor changes from
B. B, M. J. M. B, O. D.: Relative effects of barrier
precautions and topical antibiotics on nosocomial bacterial transmission:
results of multi-compartment models, Bulletin of Mathematical Biology
(2007). Available in electronic form: DOI:10.1007/11538-007-9205-1,

(4) Chapter 5 is an unpublished manuscript,
B. B.: Persistence and spread of enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli in
the gastro-intestinal tract of piglets.



Chapter 2
Introducing a population into a
steady community: the critical
case, the center manifold and the
direction of bifurcation

2.1 Motivation and aims

Let us begin with an (overly simple) example to motivate the ideas and the goals
of this chapter.

Consider a population (of, say, plants, cells, rabbits, etc.) that grows logisti-
cally with intrinsic growth rater and carrying capacityK. If we denote byx(t)
the size of this population, thenx(t) obeys the differential equation

dx
dt
= rx

(

1− x
K

)

.

Imagine now that a second population is introduced, one which preys on the
resident community (for instance, herbivorous animals, viruses, foxes). Let us
denote byy(t) the size of the predator population and assume that (i) in the ab-
sence of prey, predators die at per capita rated (prey is thus essential for preda-
tors’ survival) and (ii) when both populations are present,prey is captured at per
capita rate proportional to the size of the predator population (with proportion-
ality constantc) and predators are born according to mass action principle with
proportionality constantb.

These assumptions give rise to the following variation of the classical Lotka-
Volterra model [42]

17
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dx
dt
= rx

(

1− x
K

)

− cxy

dy
dt
= bxy− dy.

(2.1)

One of the simplest questions one might ask is the following.

Suppose that a new population (predators) is introduced into the resident (prey)
community. Under which conditions will the newly introduced population be able
to grow and when will the dynamics lead to its extinction?

The question of invasibility is one of the basic questions ofmathematical
biology and the literature that deals with it is vast and diverse. We could roughly
group the biological settings into the following categories.

I. In ecologyone is studying an introduction of (i) a population of predators
that forages on the resident prey community [19, 26, 42, 62, 65, 77, 80,
87, 103], or (ii) a population that competes for resources with the resident
community (for examples of competition models see [19, 42, 62, 80, 100]).

While it is common that the newly introduced population is also a new
species, i.e., one that is not present in the resident community, there are
also examples in which one is interested in the ability of what we shall call
a reproductively isolated subpopulationof one species to be able to set-
tle among individuals of another subpopulation of the same species. We
shall define the precise meaning of the term reproductive isolation later on.
The reader may at this point have in mind, for instance, studying interac-
tions (say, competition for shared resources) among different year classes
of semelparous species [12, 18, 20, 21] or among different morphs in size
structured populations [13, 14].

II. In a branch of the theory of evolution calledadaptive dynamicsone is inves-
tigating the ability of a rare mutant phenotype to invade theenvironment set
by the resident community (see [29, 30, 49, 61] and the references therein).

III. Epidemiology of infectious diseasesis concerned with introductions of in-
fectious pathogens into susceptible populations [35, 40, 41, 54, 103, 105].

Let us return briefly to (2.1) and assume that, prior to an invasion, the size
of the prey population takes the (nontrivial) equilibrium value,x = K. Since in
the very first stages of an invasion the depletion of they preydue to predation can
be ignored (at least in this deterministic description, that is), we can rewrite the
equation for the predator dynamics in the initial stages of an invasion as

ẏ = (bK − d)y.
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Hence, the predators will increase in numbers if the per capita growth ratebK−d
is positive, and will die out whenbK − d < 0. We can alternatively formulate
the answer in terms of the predators’basic reproduction ratio, R0. The predators’
basic reproduction ratio is defined as the expected number ofoffspring born to
one predator that is introduced into a steady prey population. In this case,R0 can
easily be determined. Namely, the predators live on average1

d units of time, in
which they producebK offspring and soR0 =

bK
d . Hence, the predators grow if

R0 > 1 and go extinct ifR0 < 1.

This result holds, in fact, in a much more general setting: when the resident
community is at a stable equilibrium and we describe the process of invasion by
a deterministic model we can, regardless of the biological background, answer
the invasibility question in terms of the basic reproduction ratio of the invading
population,R0, as follows: ifR0 < 1 the invading population will go extinct,
while the invader will settle in the community ifR0 > 1 [34, 35].

What happens whenR0 passes the critical value one? The answer can be for-
mulated mathematically or biologically. In mathematical terms one says that a
transcritical bifurcationof a steady state and anexchange of stabilitytake place
[16, 17, 56, 108]. From a strictly mathematical point of viewthere is but one
generic type of transcritical bifurcation. But when it comes to seeing the results
from a biologist’s point of view one must realize that a steady state is only mean-
ingful when all its components are nonnegative, in particular those corresponding
to the invading population. In many models the latter requirement is only fulfilled
whenR0 > 1. The bifurcation is then calledsupercriticalor forward or, also,soft
or smoothsince the size of the invading population remains small whenR0 − 1 is
positive but small. In other models, however, the positivity requirement is fulfilled
only forR0 < 1 and one then speaks of asubcriticalor backwardbifurcation.

While in the case of a supercritical bifurcation the invasion fails whenR0 of
the invading population falls below one, the invader can meet with success even
if R0 < 1 (when introduced in sufficiently large quantities) when the bifurcation
is backward. Moreover, even when the invader is introduced in small quantities a
small perturbation ofR0 to a value greater than one can in a subcritical case lead
to a rather large invader population size. This phenomenon is sometimes called
catastrophic transition(see Figure 2.2).

Clearly then, it is important to be able to tell which of the two cases applies
in any given situation and the purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with
a simple criterion to distinguish between the two scenarios.

The invasibility question is, of course, meaningful also when the resident commu-
nity resides in a dynamic attractor. This situation is, however, outside the scope
of this chapter: we shall assume throughout that, prior to aninvasion, the resident
community resides in a stable equilibrium. Moreover, we shall consider only
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communities whose members differ in a finite number of characteristics (such
as, for instance, sex, age class, etc.). These characteristics are in the context of
population models often calledi- states[34, 35], with i standing for individual.
Although a finite number ofi- states is, of course, a restriction, we believe for
two reasons that the results presented in this chapter applyto a broad variety of
models. Firstly, a lot of population models in fact deal withfinite dimensional
state spaces and secondly, even if the state space is infinitedimensional to be-
gin with, one often makes approximations to make the problemcomputationaly
manageable.

Ideally, i- states should capture precisely the features that are relevant for the
description of the process one is studying and are hence to beconsidered for each
problem separately. In a general setting we assume that the community is divided
into m + n subpopulations, of whichm subpopulations constitute the invading
population and the remainingn make up the resident community. We denote by

Y = {(y1, ..., ym) ; y j ≥ 0 for j = 1, ...,m} = Rm
+

the population state space (p- state space) of the invading population (i.e., for
eachj ∈ {1, ...,m} we denote byy j the number (fraction/density) of individuals in
the j- th subpopulation) and by

Z = {(z1, ..., zn) ; zj ≥ 0 for j = 1, ..., n} = Rn
+

the community state space of the resident community. Thec- state space of the
joint community will be written asY ×Z.

Now let (y(t), z(t)) denote the community state at timet, where time is mea-
sured from some conveniently chosen point on. The dynamics of (y(t), z(t)) in
time often depends not only on the present community state, but also on a num-
ber of parameters, such as per capita death rates, birth rates, etc., and, quite com-
monly, population models involve more than one parameter.

The aim of this chapter is to study the ability of a newly introduced popula-
tion to invade the existing community for the case when its basic reproduction
ratio is near one and to derive a formula for the direction of bifurcation from a
‘residents only’ steady state. We shall therefore later on concentrate on one dis-
tinguished parameter, which we call the bifurcation parameter (i.e., we shall keep
all parameters but one fixed).

With this in mind we already at this point include but one (real) parameterµ
and assume that the process we study is either a continuous time process described
by a parametrized system of ordinary differential equations

ẏ = g(y, z, µ)

ż= h(y, z, µ) y ∈ Rm, z ∈ Rn, µ ∈ R,
(2.2a)
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or a discrete time process described by a parametrized map

y 7→ g(y, z, µ)

z 7→ h(y, z, µ) y ∈ Rm, z ∈ Rn, µ ∈ R.
(2.2b)

If we consider a steady state of (2.2a) (or (2.2b)) in which the invading popu-
lation is not present (these steady states lie on the boundary of thec- state space)
and study the effect of perturbations corresponding to an introduction (in small
quantities) of the missing population, we find that such an equilibrium is locally
asymptotically stable whenR0 of the invading population is below one, and unsta-
ble whenR0 exceeds one. Moreover, stability can in these two cases be inferred
from the linearization of (2.2) around the steady state.

The Perron - Frobenius theory of nonnegative matrices [7, 72], which applies
to problems in population dynamics, leads us to the observation that the criti-
cal case, i.e., the case whenR0 = 1, corresponds to the situation when (i) the
linearization of (2.2a) around the steady state yields a zero eigenvalue and (ii)
the linearization of (2.2b) around the steady state yields an eigenvalue one. In
other words, whenR0 = 1 we are dealing with nonhyperbolic steady states and
it is well known [56, 108] that the stability of nonhyperbolic equilibria cannot be
determined by linearization alone.

Several papers ([26, 33, 40, 41, 54, 68, 77, 87, 105] to name but a few) deal
with this situation in the context of population models, most of them (with the
exception of [33]) treating special cases or restricting tomodels describing the
spread of infectious diseases.

In this chapter we study the critical case for general finite dimensional popu-
lation models. We argue that an introduction of either one new species or a repro-
ductively isolated subpopulation of one of the existing species yields a property
of (2.2) that significantly simplifies the center manifold analysis. More precisely,
(2.2a) will be shown to be of the form

ẏ = G(y, z, µ)y

ż= h(y, z, µ) y ∈ Rm, z ∈ Rn, µ ∈ R.
(2.3)

An analogous decomposition can be obtained for parametrized maps in (2.2b).
This will lead us to the observation that an introduction of apopulation whose

basic reproduction ratio is close to one corresponds to a transcritical bifurcation
of a steady state of (2.2) in which only the resident populations are present. In
order to obtain the direction of bifurcation from such a steady state only the first
derivatives ofG andh are needed. This reduction of the order of the derivatives
needed (in general, second order derivatives are needed) is, of course, most useful
when one is dealing with large systems.
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We will also see that among those bifurcation parameters forwhich





µ < 0 ⇐⇒ R0 < 1

µ = 0 ⇐⇒ R0 = 1

holds on some neighborhood ofµ = 0 and the crossing of the pointR0 = 1 occurs
at a nonzero ‘speed’, we obtain the same direction of bifurcation.

Moreover, we will show howG in (2.3) can be obtained by only consider-
ing the basic modeling ingredients, such as birth, growth and survival rates - an
approach that might be of interest to more biologically inclined readers.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2.2 we studycontinuous time
population invasion models described by (2.3). Section 2.3is devoted to justi-
fying the use of this particular form of models. We argue thatthis form is char-
acteristic of population invasion models. It appears in allbiological scenarios
mentioned in the beginning of this Introduction and hence allows us to make a
uniform study of the invasibility question for ecological,adaptive dynamics and
disease transmission models. We also show howG is obtained from basic mod-
eling ingredients. Population models in discrete time are the theme of Section
2.4. Section 2.5 provides some interpretation of the assumptions made in pre-
vious sections and draws attention to the link between continuous and discrete
time population models. In Section 2.6 we give some examplesto illustrate the
theory of the preceding sections. Throughout the text, the reader will also en-
counter boxes, in which we collect some basic definitions andresults regarding
physiologically structured population models. We close this first chapter with an
Appendix, in which we put the notions of apopulationand of areproductively
isolated subpopulationin a more mathematical setting.

2.2 Population invasion models in continuous time

We begin our study of continuous time population models by recalling the de-
composition of the community state space

Y ×Z = Rm
+ × Rn

+,

whereY = Rm
+ denotes the state space of the invading population andZ = Rn

+

the state space of the resident community. The processes we study in this section
are continuous time processes described by

ẏ = G(y, z, µ)y

ż= h(y, z, µ) y ∈ Rm, z ∈ Rn, µ ∈ R,
(2.4)

where we shall furthermore assume thatG ∈ Mm×m(C1(Rm × Rn × R,R)) and
h ∈ C1(Rm× Rn × R,Rn).
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The form (2.4) is characteristic of continuous time population invasion mod-
els and one with which experienced modelers may already be familiar. We shall
at this point take for granted that the systems indeed take this form, but we will
return to this subject in the next section and explain, in both mathematical and
biological terms, why and how this form is obtained.

By writing

x =

[

y
z

]

f =

[

Gy
h

]

(2.5)

we shall write (2.4) as ˙x = f (x, µ) and also use (2.2a) whenever this notation will
be more convenient.

Consider now an equilibrium of (2.4) of the forme= (0, z0) for somez0 ∈ Z,
i.e. a steady state in which only the resident populations are present. In general,
(2.4) can have more than one steady state of this form and these steady states may
also depend onµ. So let us note this dependence onµ explicitly: e(µ) = (0, z0(µ))
with z0(µ) ∈ Z.

To study the linearized stability ofe(µ) we write

D f
(
(0, z0(µ), µ)

)
=

[

G(e(µ), µ) 0
hy(e(µ), µ) hz(e(µ), µ)

]

,

where

hy(y, z, µ) =
∂h(y, z, µ)

∂y
and hz(y, z, µ) =

∂h(y, z, µ)
∂z

. (2.6)

The spectrum ofD f (e(µ), µ) can thus be written as

σ
(

D f (e(µ), µ)
)

= σ
(

G(e(µ), µ)
) ∪ σ(

hz(e(µ), µ)
)

.

The next assumption we shall make is that the equilibriume(µ) = (0, z0(µ))
is internally asymptotically stable, i.e., it is asymptotically stable under pertur-
bations within the invariant subspace{0}m × Z. In other words, as long as no
new populations are introduced, the steady state of the resident community,z0(µ),
is locally asymptotically stable. We shall make the slightly stronger assumption
that the stability can be inferred from the linearization. In mathematical terms
this means that we assume

A1 : if λ ∈ σ(
hz(e(µ), µ)

)
thenRe(λ) < 0.

The spectrum ofG(e(µ), µ) hence completely determines the linearized stability
of the steady statee(µ).

For the existence and uniqueness assertions that follow we actually only need
‘internal hyperbolicity’, i.e. thatRe(λ) , 0 for anyλ ∈ σ(

hz(e(µ), µ)
)
. Assump-

tion A1 will allow us to make more detailed stability assertions, which are known
as thePrinciple of the Exchange of Stability[16, 17, 56].
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Now, we would like to know whether the newly introduced population is able
to settle in the community. As mentioned in the Introduction, the answer isno
when the basic reproduction ratio of the invading population is below one andyes
whenR0 of the invading population exceeds one.

The basic reproduction ratio is by definition the spectral radius of the next
generation matrix (cf. Box 2.2). All the modeling ingredients needed to write
down the next generation matrix in the context of the model given by (2.4) are
contained inG (remember thatR0 of the invading population is the one we need)
and it is known [35, 105] thatR0 of the newly introduced population relates to the
spectral bound ofG(e(µ), µ) in the following way,






s
(
G(e(µ), µ)

)
< 0 ⇐⇒ R0 < 1

s
(
G(e(µ), µ)

)
= 0 ⇐⇒ R0 = 1

where the spectral bound,s(.), is given by

s(A) = max{Re(λ); λ ∈ σ(A)}.

Since the next generation matrix is a nonnegative matrix we can apply the
Perron - Frobenius theory [7] to conclude thatR0 is an eigenvalue with a corre-
sponding nonnegative eigenvector. The dominant eigenvalue is often called the
transversal eigenvalueand if it exceeds 1 we say that the newly introduced popu-
lation is able toinvade successfully. If R0 is below one, the invasion of the newly
introduced population is doomed to fail.

The interesting situation to consider is hence the situation when the parameter
µ is such thats(G(e(µ), µ)) = 0, the case where linearization around the steady
state does not yet answer the question of invasibility.

Now, in many models the computation of the basic reproduction ratioR0 and
certainly the spectral bounds(G(e(µ), µ)) yields complicated functions of param-
eters that we may not be able to express explicitly. We therefore choose a bifur-
cation parameterµ with the following properties,

A2 :






µ < 0 ⇐⇒ s(G(e(µ), µ)) < 0 ⇐⇒ R0 < 1

µ = 0 ⇐⇒ s(G(e(µ), µ)) = 0 ⇐⇒ R0 = 1.

The results that follow are based on local information only.It therefore suffices
thatA2 holds on some neighbourhood ofµ = 0.

AssumptionA2 means that the functionµ 7→ s(G(e(µ), µ)) crosses the origin.
We shall furthermore assume that this crossing occurs at a nonzero ‘speed’,

A3 : d
dµ s(G(e(µ), µ))

∣
∣
∣
µ=0 > 0.

We now denote bye an equilibrium that corresponds toR0 = 1, i.e. e = e(0),
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definee′ = e′(0) and also shorten the notation by defining

Hy = hy(e, 0), Hz = hz(e, 0), G0 = G(e, 0). (2.7)

Denoting byEc the center subspace ofG0 we shall furthermore assume that

A4 : dim Ec = 1.

We have already given the interpretation behind the first three assumptions. We
shall return to this last assumption in Section 2.5 and explain in more detail which
biological requirements are sufficient in order forA4 to hold. Let us only remark
that, in systems that arise from modeling population dynamics, the matrixG0

will be a matrix with nonnegative off-diagonal entries and hence the Perron -
Frobenius theory guarantees thatA4 is satisfied whenG0 is irreducible.

Before stating the main result we make the following observation that will be
useful later on.

Lemma 2.1. Let µ 7→ G(e(µ), µ) ∈ C1(R,Rm×m), assume A2 and A4 and let w
and v denote respectively the left and the right eigenvectorof G0 corresponding
to eigenvalue zero, normalized, so that v· w = 1. Then

d
dµ s(G(e(µ), µ))

∣
∣
∣
∣
µ=0
= w ·

(

DxG(e, 0)e′ + DµG(e, 0)
)

v. (2.8)

Proof. According to the Implicit Function Theorem there exists a neighborhood
of µ = 0, sayU, on which a branch of eigenvalues ofG(e(µ), µ) is defined. That
is,

G(e(µ), µ)v(µ) = λ(µ)v(µ) (2.9)

for µ ∈ U, and, sinceµ 7→ G(e(µ), µ) ∈ C1(R,Rm×m) we haveµ 7→ λ(µ) ∈
C1(U,R). Moreover,µ 7→ v(µ) ∈ C1(U,Rm). Differentiation of (2.9) with respect
to µ yields

(∂G
∂e

e′(µ) +
∂G
∂µ

)

v(µ) +Gv′(µ) = λ′(µ)v(µ) + λ(µ)v′(µ). (2.10)

Since zero is also the spectral bound ofG0 and the spectral bounds(G(e(µ), µ)) is
a continuous function ofµ we have thatλ(µ) = s(G(e(µ), µ)) in some neighbor-
hood ofµ = 0. By takingµ = 0 in (2.10) and taking into account thatλ(0) = 0
we obtain

d
dµ s(G(e(µ), µ))

∣
∣
∣
∣
µ=0

v =
(

DxG(e, 0)e′ + DµG(e, 0)
)

v+G0v′(µ)
∣
∣
∣
∣
µ=0

,

which brings us, after premultiplication byw on both sides, to (2.8). �

We can now prove the following
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Figure 2.1: Left: supercritical bifurcation. Right: subcritical bifurcation. The
branch of nonnegative steady states is denoted by a solid line. A dashed line rep-
resents steady states with negative components. Stabilityof equilibria is indicated
by s (for stable) andu (for unstable).

Theorem 2.1. Consider a population model described by(2.4) and let e(µ) =
(0, z0(µ)) be a steady state of(2.4). Assume that A1,A2,A3 and A4 hold. Further-
more assume thatµ 7→ e(µ) ∈ C1(R,Rn+m) and denote by e the steady state that
corresponds toR0 = 1, i.e. e= e(0) and by e′ = e′(0). Let G0,Hy and Hz be as in
(2.7)and let w and v denote, respectively, the left and the right eigenvector of G0
corresponding to eigenvalue zero, normalized, so that v· w = 1 . Let

M =
∑

i, j,k=1,...m

wi

(∂Gi j (e, 0)

∂yk
+
∂Gik(e, 0)

∂y j

)

v jvk−

− 2
∑

i, j=1...m
k=1...,n

wi
∂Gi j (e, 0)

∂zk
v j(H

−1
z Hyv)k.

(2.11)

There exists aδ > 0 such that

(i) if M < 0 there is a branchµ 7→ (y(µ), z(µ)), defined forµ ∈ (0, δ), of positive,
locally asymptotically stable steady states of(2.4).

(ii) if M > 0 there is a branchµ 7→ (y(µ), z(µ)), defined forµ ∈ (−δ, 0), of
positive, unstable steady states of(2.4).

In other words, there exists, in a neighborhood ofµ = 0, a branch of non-
trivial, positive (and hence biologically meaningful) steady states of(2.4)and M
tells us about its initial slope. The former case, case(i), is often referred to as a
supercritical bifurcation and the latter, case(ii ), as asubcritical or backward
bifurcation (cf. Figure 2.1).

At this point the following remark regarding the terminology is in place.
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Remark 2.1. As already mentioned in the Introduction, the resulting bifurcations
are the so calledtranscritical bifurcations. They correspond to an intersection of
two branches of equilibria, the trivial and the nontrivial one, atµ = 0, where
the branches exchange stability. In contrast with the purely mathematical point of
view where these two transitions are qualitatively the same, we need to distinguish
between the two in the biological context since in that case only the nonnegative
equilibria are of any relevance.

Remark 2.2. Note that only the first order derivatives ofG andh are needed to
determine the direction of bifurcation frome. Moreover, the expressionM for
the direction of bifurcation is independent of the bifurcation parameter but for
the restrictionsA2 and A3. In other words, provided thatA2 and A3 are satis-
fied, we obtain the same direction of bifurcation for any choice of the bifurcation
parameter.

The principle of the exchange of stability guarantees that the biologically
meaningful, nontrivial bifurcating branch consists of stable equilibria in the su-
percritical case and of unstable equilibria in the subcritical case. The stable mani-
fold of an unstable equilibrium then serves as a separatrix between the domains of
attraction of the ‘residents only’ steady state and some other attractor (frequently
the same branch bent forwards in a saddle node bifurcation).

Imagine now that an invader is introduced in small quantities into the resident
community. In both, the supercritical and the subcritical case, the invasion will
fail if the basic reproduction ratio of the invader falls below one. In the supercrit-
ical case, the invader will be successful when its basic reproduction ratio exceeds
one, but its population size will be small whenR0 − 1 is small. Because of this
smooth transition one sometimes calls this bifurcationsoftor smooth. In the sub-
critical case, on the other hand, a small introduction of theinvading population
with R0 − 1 small but positive leads to a large invader population size. Accord-
ingly, one also calls this bifurcationhard or catastrophic. Moreover, the invader
can meet with success, despiteR0 < 1, if it is introduced in sufficiently large
quantities. Catastrophic transition is illustrated in Figure 2.2, where the unstable
equilibria are depicted by a dashed, stable by a solid line.

We could then restate Theorem 2.1 as follows. When a new population, an
invader, is successfully introduced into the community, weobserve one of the
following: either

(i) a smooth change to a positive, but small invader population size or

(ii) a sudden, catastrophic transition to a rather large invader population size.

When all the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are met, the sign ofM in (2.11) deter-
mines which of the two scenarios we will observe in a concretesituation.
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y
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Figure 2.2: Catastrophic transition

We now prove Theorem 2.1.

Proof. We haveG0v = 0,wTG0 = 0 andv·w = 1. According toA1, the matrixHz

is invertible. The left and the right zero eigenvectors ofD f (e, 0), we shall denote
them byW andV, are then of the form

W =

[

w
0

]

, V =

[

v
−H−1

z Hyv

]

. (2.12)

Moreover,V ·W = 1. By A1 andA4 the dimension of the center linear subspace
equals one and the subspace is spanned byV.

We now take the (generalized) right eigenvectors ofD f (e, 0) for the basis
of Rm+n. It is known that the right (generalized) eigenvectors ofD f (e, 0) that
correspond to nonzero eigenvalues are orthogonal toW.

The center manifold theory [56, 108] states that the center manifold of the
equilibrium e, denoted byMc(e), can be (locally) parametrised byµ and a real
variableu as

Mc(e) = {(x, µ); x = e(µ) + uV + Φ(u, µ)},
whereΦ(.) is defined on some neighbourhood of the origin. Moreover,Φ(0, 0) =
DΦ(0, 0) = 0 andW · Φ(u, µ) = 0 for everyu andµ. The center manifold is
furthermore invariant under (2.4), that is,

ẋ = u̇V+ Φ̇(u, µ) = f (x, µ) = f (e(µ) + uV+ Φ(u, µ), µ).

SinceW · d
dt(Φ(u, µ)) = d

dt(W ·Φ(u, µ)) = 0 andV ·W = 1, the inner product with
W yields

u̇ =W · f (e(µ) + uV+ Φ(u, µ), µ) = w · g(e(µ) + uV+ Φ(u, µ), µ),

where we have used (2.12) in the last equality. Using the Taylor series expansion
around (e, 0) we can continue as follows

u̇ = w · g(e, 0)+ w · Dxg(e, 0)(e(µ) − e+ uV+ Φ(u, µ)) + w · Dµg(e, 0)µ +

+ 1
2w · Dµµg(e, 0)µ2 + 1

2w · Dxxg(e, 0)(e(µ) − e+ uV+ Φ(u, µ))2 +

+ w · Dµxg(e, 0)(e(µ) − e+ uV+ Φ(u, µ))µ + O(3),
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whereO(3) contains the terms of third and higher order inu andµ.
Now, sincee is an equilibrium of (2.4), the first term equals zero. So doesthe
second becausewTG0 = 0 andDzg(e, 0) = 0. Sinceg = Gy, the third and the
fourth term also equal zero. Hence

u̇ = 1
2w · Dxxg(e, 0)(e(µ) − e+ uV+ Φ(u, µ))2

+ w · Dµxg(e, 0)(e(µ) − e+ uV+ Φ(u, µ))µ + O(3).

By writing e(µ) = e+e′(0)µ+O(2) and taking into account thatΦ has no constant
and linear terms inu andµ we can continue with

u̇ = w ·
(

1
2Dxxg(e, 0)e′2 + Dµxg(e, 0)e′

)

µ2

+ w ·
(

Dxxg(e, 0)e′V + Dµxg(e, 0)V
)

µu+ 1
2w · Dxxg(e, 0)u2V2 + O(3)

= w ·
(

Dxxg(e, 0)e′V + Dµxg(e, 0)V
)

µu+ 1
2w · Dxxg(e, 0)u2V2 + O(3),

where we have in the last equality taken into account that thefirst m components
of e(µ) equal zero and the fact thatg = Gy impliesDzzg(e, 0) = Dzµg(e, 0) = 0.
Moreover, the special form ofg then gives us

u̇ = µuw ·
(

DxG(e, 0)e′ + DµG(e, 0)
)

v+ 1
2w · DxG(e, 0)u2V2 + O(3),

which, by denoting

N = w ·
(

DxG(e, 0)e′ + DµG(e, 0)
)

v

and using (2.11), (2.12), becomes

u̇ = µNu+ 1
2 Mu2 + O(3). (2.13)

Note that, according to Lemma 2.1,N = d
dµ s(G(e(µ), µ))

∣
∣
∣
∣
µ=0

and so, by assump-

tion A3, N , 0.
Now, the center manifold theory also states that the stability of the steady state

under the initial system is determined by its stability under the restriction of the
system to the center manifold. This restriction is now givenin (2.13). Foru andµ
close to zero we can neglect the higher order terms that are collected inO(3). The
nontrivial steady state solutions of (2.13) that are near the origin are then close to
the lineu = −2µNM−1, assuming, of course, thatM , 0. By assumption,N is
strictly positive.

Our assumptions were that the equilibriume is locally stable forµ < 0 and
unstable whenµ > 0. This steady state corresponds tou = 0. The local stability
analysis shows that the nontrivial steady states are locally stable whenµ > 0 and
unstable whenµ < 0. We shall see in the following section that we can choose
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the eigenvectorsv andw so that all their components are nonnegative. Hence, the
steady states of (2.4) that correspond to nontrivial equilibria of (2.13) can only
be biologically meaningful when eitherM < 0 andµ > 0 or M > 0 andµ < 0.
Of course, whenM equals zero, higher order terms of the Taylor expansion need
to be taken into account in order to obtain some information about the nontrivial
equilibria of (2.13). �

The determination of the direction of bifurcation simplifies in a number of
cases. For example, as mentioned before we can choose the eigenvectorsv andw
so that all their components are nonnegative. The sign ofM can hence sometimes
be determined without explicitly calculating the eigenvectors. In the remarks that
follow we describe a couple of situations in which further simplifications can be
made.

Remark 2.3. One situation in which the expression for the direction of bifurca-
tion can be further simplified is when (2.4) describes the spread of an infectious
disease. Introduction of an infectious agent into the community of hosts results
in a redistribution of hosts into new compartments of individuals, such as, for
example, latent or infectious individuals. A quite common assumption is that the
population of hosts has reached an invariant attracting affine set (the reader can
find two such examples in Section 2.6), which means that we caneliminate one
of the variables. In the case when the population of susceptible hosts is homoge-
neous (i.e.,n = 1) we can, by choosing to eliminate the variable corresponding to
the susceptible subpopulation (z) redefineG (which is now a function ofy only
and will be denoted bŷG) and arrive at

M =
∑

i, j,k=1,...m

wi

(∂Ĝi j (e, 0)

∂yk
+
∂Ĝik(e, 0)

∂y j

)

v jvk.

Remark 2.4. Another circumstance that allows for simplification of (2.11) is
when the newly introduced population is homogeneous, i.e.m = 1. We can then
choosev = w = 1 and the expression for the direction of bifurcation becomes

1
2 M =

∂G(e, 0)
∂y

−
∑

k=1...,n

∂G(e, 0)
∂zk

(H−1
z Hy)k.

The reader can find two examples in this spirit in Section 2.6.
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2.3 On the characteristic form of population invasion
models

The purpose of this section in twofold. We first fulfill the promise made in the
previous section and show that assuming that the populationinvasion models in
continuous time have the form (2.4) did not confine our study to a certain subclass
of population invasion models. We will see that population invasion models, re-
gardless of the biology that underlies them, indeed have a distinctive form, of
which the continuous time version is given in (2.4). Once this part is established
we shall provide the reader with a way of obtainingG by only considering the
basic modeling ingredients, such as birth, survival and reproduction rates.

So let us suppose that the process of invasion is described bythe more general
(2.2) withg ∈ C2(Rm× Rn × R,Rm) andh ∈ C1(Rm× Rn × R,Rn).

In ecology and adaptive dynamics we consider invasions of either one new
species or a reproductively isolated subpopulation of one of the already present
species and we have by the very definiton of reproductive isolation (cf. Appendix)
that g(0, z, µ) = 0 for everyz ∈ Z, µ ∈ R and alsoh(y, 0, µ) = 0 for every
y ∈ Y, µ ∈ R.

On the other hand, when (2.2) describes the spread of an infectious disease in
a population of susceptible hosts, a slight modification of terminology is needed.
Namely, when an infectious agent is introduced in a population of susceptible
hosts we indeed introduce another species, i.e. the pathogen. However, from that
point on we are, on a population level, interested in how thisagent spreads in
the population of hosts. In this case, therefore,Y captures the subpopulations
of hosts (i.e. members of the resident community) that carrythe agent (i.e. the
invading species). Since susceptible individuals don’t have infected offspring we
haveg(0, z, µ) = 0 for everyz ∈ Z, µ ∈ R. But since infected individuals (that
belong toY) may become susceptible again (i.e. enterZ) once they get rid of the
infection or they might have susceptible offspring, the subspace of the invading
community,Y × {0}n, may not be invariant under (2.2).

In any case we can say the following: since individuals inZ don’t have off-
spring inY, the subspace of the resident community,{0}m×Z, remains invariant
under (2.2). That is,

g(0, z, µ) = 0 for every z∈ Z, µ ∈ R. (2.14)

Hence the following known result, due to Hadamard, can be used.

Lemma 2.2. Let f = ( f1, ..., fk)T ∈ Cr(Rm × Rn,Rk) for some r∈ N be such that
f (0, y) = 0 for every y∈ Rn. There exists an F∈ Cr−1(Rm× Rn,Rk×m) such that

f (x, y) = F(x, y)x, x = (x1, ..., xm)T .
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The proof of this result can be found in [38].

The property (2.14) therefore yields a matrixG ∈ Mm×m(C1(Rm×Rn×R,R)) such
thatg in (2.2) can be written as

g(y, z, µ) = G(y, z, µ)y, y = (y1, ..., ym)T . (2.15)

Note that this decomposition is in general not unique as the following simple
example shows.

Example 2.1. Takey = (y1, y2) andg = y1y2. ThenG = [y2, 0] andG = [0, y1]
yield two possible decompositions.

This nonuniqueness will, however, not affect our results - for our purposes,
any correct decomposition will do. We shall nevertheless now point out one, a
more interpretation motivated (and hence perhaps mainly ofuse to more biologi-
cally inclined readers), way of obtainingG in (2.15).

The key to this decomposition is the so calledenvironmental condition[32,
34]. The defining property of an environmental condition is that individuals are
independent of one another (and hence the equations are linear) when this con-
dition is prescribed as a function of time. We then view (2.2)as linear systems
together with feedback equations that tell us how, in turn, the environment is in-
fluenced by the population size and composition. In general,the environment is
set by all subpopulations involved. The environmental condition will hence be a
function of x = (y, z).

Readers that find this general definition a bit unclear are encouraged to have
a look at Box 2.1, where we explain the notion of an environmental condition by
way of a simple example.

In order to arrive directly at the desired decomposition ofg in (2.2a) we first
separate the reproduction inY from all other processes.

Since individuals inZ don’t have offspring inY the invading population com-
pletely determines the reproduction inY. To describe it we define the following
matrix,

Pi j (x) : = the rate at which individuals with birth state i are born to

an individual with state j, given a constant environmental

condition x∈ X.

What remains is to describe other processes, namely maturation and survival. We
consider the dynamics of an individual’s state after birth as a Markov process on
the set ofi- states, where the probabilities of changing a state are again determined
by the environmental conditionx ∈ Y×Z. We define the matrixQ(x) as follows:
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Box 2.1. Environmental condition

The defining property of anenvironmental condition [32, 33, 34] (also called
environmental variableor input) is that individuals are independent of one an-
other when this condition is prescribed as a function of time.
The notion of the environmental condition can perhaps most easily be clarified
by way of examples. So let us consider the following competition model, first
used by Gause in 1934 [63],

Ṅ1 = r1N1
K1 − (N1 + α2N2)

K1

Ṅ2 = r2N2
K2 − (N2 + α1N1)

K2

Here,N1 andN2 denote the sizes of two competing populations. When popu-
lation j ( j = 1, 2) is absent, populationi , j grows logistically with intrinsic
growth rater i and carrying capacityKi . The parameterαi (i = 1, 2) represents
the intensity of the negative influence that populationi has (due to competition)
on the other population.
In this case both populations influence the rates at which these two populations
interact. Hence, defining the environmental variableI asI = (I1, I2) = (N1,N2),
we can rewrite the equations so that all interactions are expressed in terms of the
environmental conditionI ,

Ṅ1 = r1N1
K1 − (I1 + α2I2)

K1

Ṅ2 = r2N2
K2 − (I2 + α1I1)

K2
,

And indeed one sees that whenI is prescribed as a function of time the individuals
act independently of one another, i.e., the equations are linear.

Qi j (x) : =






the rate of leaving state j to go to state i; i , j

− the rate of leaving state j ; i = j,

given the environmental conditionx.
Hence, the off-diagonal elements ofQ describe the changes of states as long

as the individual remains alive and does not move toZ, while the diagonal ele-
ments denote the rate of leaving the state, either by leavingto another state inY,
toZ or by death. By taking into account all the processes we can now write the
matrixG as

G = P+ Q. (2.16)
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This decomposition has, apart from offering biological interpretation, another ad-
vantage. Since the off-diagonal elements ofG in (2.16) are nonnegative we can
apply the theory of nonnegative matrices [7] to see that we can indeed choose the
(left and the right) eigenvector ofG0 in (2.7) corresponding to eigenvalue zero
to be nonnegative. If the off-diagonal elements ofG0 are strictly positive, the
eigenvectors can be chosen to be strictly positive. In many cases this observation
makes it a lot easier to determine the sign ofM in (2.11).

Now, the above definition of the matricesP andQ leads to the decomposition
of g for continuous time models. The discrete time analogue can be obtained
in a similar manner, by replacing the rates with appropriateprobabilities. In the
discrete time case, however, the matrixG = Q+ P will be a positive matrix.

Note also that one could make a similar ‘per capita’ description for the resi-
dent populations. For our purposes, however, this description is irrelevant since
we are only interested in thec- states of the resident community that are not close
to zero. It might help, though, when one wants to findz0(µ) [33].

2.4 Population invasion models in discrete time

Sometimes the nature of the problem, the available data or some other reason
makes it more convenient to formulate a discrete time population model. Since the
linearization theorem of Hartman and Grobman [56, 108] and the center manifold
theory apply for discrete time dynamical systems generatedby maps as well as for
flows generated by vector fields we can reformulate the problem and the results
to hold for population invasion models in discrete time.

In the same way as before we decompose the population state space

Y ×Z = Rm
+ × Rn

+,

so thatY denotes the population state space of the newly introduced population
andZ the state space of the resident community. We shall now studyprocesses
described by parametrized maps

y 7→ G(y, z, µ)y

z 7→ h(y, z, µ) y ∈ Rm, z∈ Rn, µ ∈ R,
(2.17)

where we assume thatG ∈ Mm×m(C1(Rm×Rn×R,R)), h ∈ C1(Rm×Rn×R,Rn). We
shall also use the notation in (2.2b) or (2.5) to write the map(2.17) asx 7→ f (x, µ)
whenever this notation will be more convenient.

Suppose now that we have a steady state, that is, a fixed point of (2.17) of the
form e(µ) = (0, z0(µ)) for somez0(µ) ∈ Z. The associated linear map is then
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given by

D f
(
e(µ), µ

)
=

[

G(e(µ), µ) 0
hy(e(µ), µ) hz(e(µ), µ)

]

.

Hence
σ
(

D f (e(µ), µ)
)

= σ
(

G(e(µ), µ)
) ∪ σ(

hz(e(µ), µ)
)

.

We shall again assume that the steady statee(µ) is internally asymptotically sta-
ble, i.e., that it is asymptotically stable under perturbations within the invariant
subspace{0}m × Z and that this can be inferred from the linearization. In the
discrete time setting this means that we assume

B1 : if λ ∈ σ(
hz(e(µ), µ)

)
then|λ| < 1.

The spectrum ofG(e(µ), µ) hence determines the linearized stability ofe(µ). Again,
the theory of nonnegative matrices tells us that the spectral radius of G is an
eigenvalue and that the corresponding eigenvector can be chosen to be nonnega-
tive. The interesting case to consider is therefore when theparameterµ is such
that G(e(µ), µ) has an eigenvalue one, a situation where the linearizationalone
does not tell us whether the newly introduced population is able to settle in the
community.

We now again take for a bifurcation parameter some parameterµ, such that
the fixed points of (2.17) of the forme(µ) = (0, z0(µ)) are linearly stable forµ < 0
and unstable whenµ > 0. Thus

B2 :






µ < 0 ⇐⇒ r(G(e(µ), µ)) < 1 ⇐⇒ R0 < 1

µ = 0 ⇐⇒ r(G(e(µ), µ)) = 1 ⇐⇒ R0 = 1

wherer(.) denotes the spectral radius. We refer the reader to [19, 72]for the
justification of the equivalence betweenr(.) andR0. Since the results that follow
rely upon local information only, it suffices thatB2 holds in some neighbourhood
of µ = 0.

AssumptionB2 tells us that the functionµ 7→ r(G(e(µ), µ)) crosses the point
(µ, r(.)) = (0, 1). We shall again assume that this crossing occurs at nonzero
‘speed’, i.e.,

B3 : d
dµ r(G(e(µ), µ))

∣
∣
∣
µ=0 > 0.

Let e denote the equilibrium that corresponds toR0 = 1, i.e., e = e(0) and let
e′ = e(0). We shall furthermore use the notation introduced in (2.7). Denoting by
Ec the center subspace ofG0 we shall furthermore assume that

B4 : dim Ec = 1

and refer the reader to the next section for the biological interpretation of this
assumption.
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We can now write the discrete time analogue of Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.2. Consider a population model described by(2.17)and let e(µ) =
(0, z0(µ)) be a steady state of(2.17). Assume that B1, B2, B3 and B4 hold. Fur-
thermore assume thatµ 7→ e(µ) ∈ C1(R,Rn+m) and denote by e the steady state
that corresponds toR0 = 1, i.e., e= e(0) and by e′ = e′(0). Let G0,Hy and Hz be
as in (2.7)and let w and v denote, respectively, the left and the right eigenvector
of G0 corresponding to eigenvalue one, normalized, so that v· w = 1. Let

M =
∑

i, j,k=1,...m

wi

(∂Gi j (e, 0)

∂yk
+
∂Gik(e, 0)

∂y j

)

v jvk−

− 2
∑

i, j=1...m
k=1...,n

wi
∂Gi j (e, 0)

∂zk
v j((I − Hz)

−1Hyv)k

(2.18)

There exists aδ > 0 such that

(i) if M < 0 there is a branchµ 7→ (y(µ), z(µ)), defined forµ ∈ (0, δ), of positive,
locally asymptotically stable steady states of(2.17). In other words, the
bifurcation is supercritical.

(ii) if M > 0 there is a branchµ 7→ (y(µ), z(µ)), defined forµ ∈ (−δ, 0), of posi-
tive, unstable steady states of(2.17). That is, the bifurcation is subcritical.

Remark 2.5. We again see that only the first order derivatives ofG andh are
needed to determine the direction of bifurcation frome. Moreover, the expression
for the direction of bifurcation is independent of the bifurcation parameter but for
the restrictionsB2 andB3. In other words, provided that all the assumptions of
Theorem 2.2 are satisfied, we obtain the same direction of bifurcation for any
bifurcation parameter.

Remark 2.6. For some further remarks on the terminology and on the interpre-
tation of the results of Theorem 2.2 in biological terms we refer the reader to the
remarks made after Theorem 2.1.

Proof. We haveG0v = v,wTG0 = wT andv · w = 1. According toB1, the matrix
I − Hz is invertible. We can then calculate the left and the right eigenvector of
D f (e, 0) corresponding to eigenvalue one, we shall denote them byW andV, and
find that

W =

[

w
0

]

V =

[

v
(I − Hz)−1Hyv

]

. (2.19)

Moreover,V ·W = 1.
By B1 and B4 the dimension of the center linear subspace equals one and

the subspace is spanned byV. We take the set of (generalized) eigenvectors of
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D f (e, 0) for the basis ofRm+n. The right eigenvectors ofD f (e, 0) that correspond
to eigenvalues different from one are orthogonal toW.

The center manifold theory states that there exists a centermanifold of the
equilibriume, denoted byMc(e), that can be locally parametrised byµ and a real
variableu as

Mc(e) = {(x, µ); x = e(µ) + uV + Φ(u, µ)},

whereΦ is defined on some neighbourhood of the origin. Moreover,Φ(0, 0) =
DΦ(0, 0) = 0 andW · Φ(u, µ) = 0 for everyu andµ. Since the center manifold is
also invariant under (2.17) we have

x(k + 1) = e(µ) + u(k + 1)V + Φ(u(k + 1), µ)

= f (x(k), µ)

= f (e(µ) + u(k)V + Φ(u(k), µ), µ).

We calculate the inner product withW, take into account thatW·e(.) = 0,W·V = 1
andW · Φ(.) = 0 and obtain

u(k + 1) = w · g(e(µ) + u(k)V + Φ(u(k), µ), µ).

Written differently, the restriction of (2.17) to the center manifold isgiven by the
map

u 7→ w · g(e(µ) + uV+ Φ(u, µ), µ).

Using the Taylor series we can now write

u 7→ w · g(e, 0)+ w · Dxg(e, 0)(e(µ) − e+ uV+ Φ(u, µ)) + w · Dµg(e, 0)µ

+ 1
2w · Dxxg(e, 0)(e(µ) − e+ uV + Φ(u, µ))2 + 1

2w · Dµµg(e, 0)µ2

+ w · Dµxg(e, 0)(e(µ) − e+ uV+ Φ(u, µ))µ + O(3)

whereO(3) denotes third and higher order terms inu andµ.
Now, the first term equals zero sincee is a fixed point of f and therefore

g(e, 0) = 0. The second term equalsu sincewTG0 = wT , W · e(µ) = W · e = 0,
W · V = 1 andW · Φ(.) = 0.

Sinceg = Gy, the third and the fourth term are also equal to zero. Further-
more, by writinge(µ) = e(0) + e′(0)µ + O(2), taking into account thatΦ has no
constant and no linear terms inu andµ and noting thatWT = (w, 0)T we are left
with

u 7→ u+ w ·
(

1
2Dxxg(e, 0)e′2 + Dµxg(e, 0)e′

)

µ2

+ w ·
(

Dxxg(e, 0)e′V + Dµxg(e, 0)V
)

µu

+ 1
2w · Dxxg(e, 0)u2V2 + O(3),
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which, by writing

N = w ·
(

DxG(e, 0)e′ + DµG(e, 0)
)

v,

taking into account thatg = Gy, (2.18) and the fact that the firstmcomponents of
eequal zero, becomes

u 7→ u+ 1
2 Mu2 + µNu+ O(3). (2.20)

Similar reasoning as in Lemma 2.1 establishes that assumptionsB2 andB4 lead
to

d
dµ r(G(e(µ), µ))

∣
∣
∣
µ=0= w ·

(

DxG(e, 0)e′ + DµG(e, 0)
)

v (2.21)

and so by (2.21) and assumptionB4, N > 0.
For u andµ close to zero we can neglect the higher order terms that are col-

lected inO(3) and look for fixed points ofu 7→ u+ 1
2 Mu2 + µNu. Nonzero fixed

points are then near the line given byu = −2µNM−1.
Our assumptions were that the steady statee is locally stable forµ < 0 and

unstable whenµ > 0. This steady state corresponds tou = 0. The local stability
analysis yields that the nontrivial steady states are locally stable whenµ > 0 and
unstable whenµ < 0. As we have argued in Section 2.2, we can choose the
eigenvectorsv andw so that all their components are nonnegative. Hence, the
steady states of (2.17) that correspond to nontrivial equilibria of (2.20) can only
be biologically meaningful when eitherM < 0 andµ > 0 or M > 0 andµ < 0.
If M is zero then higher order terms of the Taylor expansion need to be taken
into account in order to obtain some information about the nontrivial equilibria of
(2.20). �

All the situations mentioned at the end of Section 2.2 that lead to a simplified
formula for the direction of bifurcation, occur, of course,also in the discrete time
setting. However, modifying the obtained formulas forM to apply for discrete
time models is a rather straightforward matter and we therefore omit it.

2.5 On the basic reproduction ratio. The caseR0 = 1

The aim of this section is to offer some interpretation of the assumptions made in
previous sections. In order to do this we shall state some known results and refer
the reader that is interested in their proofs to the literature. Two basic notions, the
one of the next generation matrix and the other ofR0 are also defined in Box 2.2.

The basic reproduction ratioR0 is defined as the expected number of offspring
an ‘average’ individual has in all of its life and is mathematically expressed as
the spectral radius of the next generation operator [34, 35,105]. The key to the
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calculation ofR0 of the newly introduced population in the context of the model
is a decomposition ofg which separates reproduction inY from other transitions
(for instance, separates new infections from progression of the disease to another
stage), as was already done in Section 2.3.
We then write

g(y, z) =
(
P(y, z) + Q(y, z)

)
y,

whereP andQ are as in Section 2.3.
Let us focus on the continuous time case. If we now denote bye = (0, z0)

a steady state of the system and defineP = P(e) andQ = Q(e), thenP is a
nonnegative matrix and−Q is a nonsingularM-matrix [7, 105]. Hence,Q is
invertible and−Q−1 is nonnegative. Moreover, the entries ofQ come with an
interpretation, namely, the element−Q−1

jk equals the time an individual born with

i- statek is expected to spend in statej [7, 35, 105]. The matrix−Q−1 describes
individual’s i- state dynamics. The matrixP, on the other hand, describes the
reproduction and so the product−PQ−1 yields the next generation matrix∗. By
definition,R0 equals its spectral radius. One can also prove [7, 35, 105] that the
following holds






R0 = r(−PQ−1) < 1 ⇐⇒ s(P + Q) = s(G0) < 0

R0 = r(−PQ−1) = 1 ⇐⇒ s(P + Q) = s(G0) = 0,
(2.22)

wherer denotes the spectral radius ands the spectral bound.
Now, it is reasonable to assume irreducibility of the next generation matrix

(cf. Appendix) . This guarantees that the spectral radius isan algebraically simple
eigenvalue and that we can choose a strictly positive corresponding eigenvector
[7]. In biological terms, the assumption of irreducibilityof the next generation
matrix means that the invading subpopulations are well mixed, that is, for every
pair of i- statesj andk the individuals of thej-th subpopulation will eventually
have offspring in thek-th subpopulation.

Under a more strict condition, namely the primitivity [7] ofthe next genera-
tion matrix, the modulus of the spectral radius is strictly greater than the modulus
of any other eigenvalue of−PQ−1. In biological terms the assumption of primi-
tivity means that we require that, from some generation on, individuals with birth
state j can have offspring with birth statek for any two conceivablei- states at
birth j andk.

We have assumed in sections 2.2 and 2.4 that the dimension of the center
subspace ofG0 equals one. Now, in the discrete time setting the matrixG0 is a
nonnegative matrix. Its primitivity therefore guaranteesthat the assumptionB4 is

∗For the continuous time case, while for the discrete time decompositionG = Q + P, the next
generation matrix is given byP(I − Q)−1 [72]
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Box 2.2. The next generation matrix andR0

The basic reproduction ratio, R0, is defined as the expected number of off-
spring that an ‘average’ individual has in all of its life. For some very simple
examples (such as for instance (2.1)), the basic reproduction ratio is easy to com-
pute. When the populations are not homogeneous, however, things become more
complicated. In particular, the right way of finding this ‘average’ individual is
not a priori clear.
The mathematical definition ofR0 for general physiologically structured popula-
tion models first appeared around 1990 (see [31, 35, 36]) and it goes as follows.
First, one needs to find the set of conceivablei- states at birth. We then com-
pute thenext generation matrix, which we denote byRand which is defined as
follows

Ri j (I ) := the expected number of offspring with birth state i,

born to one individual that was born with state j,

given a constant environmental condition I.

The basic reproduction ratio,R0(I ), is by definition [31, 32, 34, 35, 36] the spec-
tral radius ofR(I ).
Let us, as a very simple example, consider an infectious disease that spreads in
a population of hosts via vectors. For instance, one may havemalaria in mind,
with humans being hosts and mosquitos being the vectors. Letus label the hosts
as havingi- state 1 and vectors as havingi- state 2. Since hosts cannot infect
hosts directly and vectors also cannot infect vectors, the next generation matrix
takes the form

R=

[

0 r12

r21 0

]

,

wherer12 andr21 denote, respectively, the expected number of vector-host and
host-vector transmissions. ThenR0 =

√
r12r21.

For more examples ofR0 computations see Section 2.6 and [35, 103, 105].

satisfied. In contrast with the discrete time setting we knowthatG0 in the con-
tinuous time case is a nonnegative off - diagonal matrix. The Perron - Frobenius
theory then tells us that already the assumption of an irreducible G0 guarantees
that A4 holds, i.e., the zero eigenvalue is an algebraically simpleeigenvalue and
all other eigenvalues have strictly negative real parts. Inbiological terms an irre-
ducibleG0 means that for every pair ofi- statesj andk ( j , k) we will eventually
observe an inflow of individuals of thej- th subpopulation to thek- th subpopu-
lation.

We have seen that the fact that the linearization theorem of Hartman and Grob-
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man and the center manifold theory run for discrete time dynamical systems gen-
erated by maps parallel to the one for flows generated by vector fields, allows us
to formulate the results for both settings. The basic reproduction ratio,R0, pro-
vides, due to relation (2.22), a further connection and links the continuous time
results directly to corresponding discrete time results.

2.6 Examples

In this section we present four examples to illustrate the theory presented in pre-
vious sections.

In the first example we study a continuous time model describing the dynam-
ics in a community in which the predator selectively forageson a stage structured
prey. This example is motivated by the work of de Roos et al. [26] and, hope-
fully, demonstrates how little effort is needed to study the occurrence of subcrit-
ical equilibria for a class of models, in this particular case, models obtained by
varying the preference of the predators.

The second example is a discrete time model describing the life cycle of bi-
ennials. This example is inspired by the work of Davydova et al. [20, 21] and
demonstrates how the theory can also be applied to study reproductively isolated
subpopulations of the same species to see whether one missing year class is, after
being introduced, able to settle among the existing year classes.

The last two examples are simple continuous time epidemic models related
to the author’s other work, namely, modelling the spread of infectious agents that
can reside at several different parts of the host’s body. Though very simple in the
first place, they illustrate how the determination of the direction of bifurcation can
be further simplified by (i) assuming that the total population size has reached an
equilibrium and (ii) the fact that the eigenvectors in question can be chosen to be
nonnegative (see Remark 2.3).

After determining the direction of bifurcation from a ‘residents only’ steady
state we shall in all of these examples write some interpretation of the results for
the problem at hand. We have, however, already in the remarksafter Theorem
2.1 described in biological terms what can in general be saidabout an invasion
given that we know the direction of bifurcation. We shall therefore not repeat
these general facts in the examples and rather refer the reader to Section 2.2.

Example 2.2. In this first example we study a continuous time model describing
interactions in a community that consists of a stage structured prey population
and a population of predators that preys exclusively on one of the prey stages.

Suppose that the prey is divided into three stages - juveniles, subadults and
adults, and let their numbers be denoted respectively byJ, S andA. The number
of the predators will be denoted byP. We describe the dynamics of the predator
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population that forages exclusively on the adult stages of prey by the following
differential equation,

dP
dt
=

(
φ f (A) − ν)P. (2.23)

Here,φ indicates the conversion efficiency of prey biomass into newborn preda-
tors, ν denotes the per capita death rate of the predators andf (.) stands for the
predator functional response (for example, Holling type 2 or Holling type 3 re-
sponse). In what follows, the functionf will not be specified; we shall only
assume that it is an increasing function of the abundance of the adult prey.

We shall take a closer look at the situation in which the regulation of the prey
population takes place within the subadult stage. We describe the dynamics of the
prey population by the following system of differential equations,

dJ
dt
= βA− (ρ + µJ)J

dS
dt
= ρJ − (π(S) + µS(S))S

dA
dt
= π(S)S − µAA− f (A)P.

(2.24)

Here, the parameters have the following meaning:β denotes the adult fecun-
dity, ρ the maturation rate from the juvenile to the subadult stage and µJ the per
capita death rate of the juveniles. Functionsπ(S) andµS(S) denote, respectively,
the (possibly density dependent) maturation rate of subadults into adults and per
capita death rate of the subadults. The per capita death rateof the adult prey in
the absence of predators is denoted byµA.

Regulation of the subadult prey population through maturation and/or mortal-
ity can occur if the maturation rateπ(.) decreases and/or the mortality rateµS(.)
increases with an increase in the abundance of subadults. Weshall therefore as-
sume thatπ(.) is a nonincreasing andµS(.) a nondecreasing function ofS and
exclude the situation in which the derivatives of both vanish in some point.

We now first calculate the steady states of (2.24) in the absence of the preda-
tors. We obtain (the steady state values are denoted by∗)

J∗ =
βA∗

µJ + ρ
=

βπ(S∗)S∗

µA(µJ + ρ)
,

A∗ =
π(S∗)S∗

µA

as the steady state numbers of the juvenile and adult prey andthe following equi-
librium equation for the (nontrivial) steady state value ofthe abundance of the
subadult prey,

ρβπ(S∗)
µA(µJ + ρ)

= π(S∗) + µS(S∗). (2.25)
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Now, in our previous notation we would havey = P and (z1, z2, z3) = (J,S,A) and
soG = φ f (A) − ν. Since the predator population is homogeneous, we can take
w = v = 1. Furthermore, we consider the case when the basic reproduction ratio
of the predators equals one, i.e.,

R0 =
φ f (A∗)
ν

= 1

and sof (A∗) = ν
φ
.

SinceG is a function ofA only we have

M = −2G′(A∗)(H−1
z Hy)3, (2.26)

where

Hy =





0
0

− f (A∗)




=





0
0
− ν
φ





and

Hz =





−(ρ + µJ) 0 β

ρ −(π(S)S + µS(S)S
)′∣∣
∣
S=S∗

0
0

(
π(S)S

)′∣∣
∣
S=S∗

−µA





.

Since only the last component ofHy is nonzero and we only need the third com-
ponent ofH−1

z Hy it suffices to calculate (H−1
z )33. We have

(
H−1

z
)

33 =
1

detHz
(ρ + µJ)

(
π(S)S + µS(S)S

)′∣∣
∣
S=S∗

and we can now rewrite (2.26) as

M = 2ν(ρ + µJ) f ′(A∗)
(
detHz

)−1(
π(S)S + µS(S)S

)′∣∣
∣
S=S∗

. (2.27)

The parametersν and (ρ + µJ) are positive. According to our assumptions, so is
f ′(A∗). Using (2.25) we can furthermore see that

detHz =
βρS∗

(
π′(S∗)µS(S∗) − π(S∗)µ′S(S∗)

)

π(S∗) + µS(S∗)
,

which is, by our assumptions onπ(.) andµS(.), strictly negative. We have there-
fore arrived at the fact that

sign M = −sign
(
π(S)S + µS(S)S

)′∣∣
∣
S=S∗

,

as was also found in [26].
We have assumed thatµS is a nondecreasing function of the subadult abun-

dance. The functionµSS is therefore an increasing function. In more biological
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terms we could therefore say that a subcritical bifurcationcan only occur when an
overcompensation in the total maturation rateπ(S)S takes place, i.e. for certain
values ofS, an increase in the abundance of subadults actually decreases the total
maturation rate, and that this overcompensation is sufficiently strong.

In [26] the authors also studied the cases when the predator forages exclu-
sively on either the juvenile or the subadult prey and found that the emergent
Allee effect can occur (with a suitable overcompensation in the regulation) when
the predators forage on one of the nonregulating stages of the prey population and
can never occur when they forage on the regulating stage.

Hopefully, this example shows how little effort it would take to, with the tools
that we have developed in the previous sections, consider these and also many
other situations of interest.

Example 2.3. In this example we consider a community of strict biennials,that
is, a community that consists of two age classes, with only the eldest class re-
producing. Time will in this case be measured in years. We shall label the two
classes by indices 0 and 1, the 0 denoting the subpopulation of individuals that
have not reached age one and 1 the subpopulation of one year old individuals. If
individuals survive till the end of their second year they reproduce and die.

Survival and reproduction rates are described in terms of anenvironmental
condition I , which will be taken to be the weighed sum of the two populations.
More precisely, ifx j(t) denotes the number (or the density) ofj-year old individ-
uals (j = 0, 1) at timet, we take

I (t) = c0x0(t) + c1x1(t).

The weightsc0 andc1 are also called theimpactsof the corresponding age classes.
Now let us denote byF0(I (t)) the probability of surviving the first year and by
F1(I (t)) the number of offspring of an individual that survives till the end of its
second year. Since increasing the value ofI means worsening the conditions for
both classes, the functionsF0 and F1 are decreasing functions. We shall also
assume that they are differentiable at least once.

We can now formulate the following discrete time model

x0(t + 1) = F1(I (t))x1(t)

x1(t + 1) = F0(I (t))x0(t).

The functionsFi are also calledsensitivities to the environmentand the index
specifies how this sensitivity depends on age. Typical examples of sensitivity
functions are the so called

(i) Ricker familywhereFi(I ) = aie−bi I and
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(ii) Beverton - Holt familywhereFi(I ) = ai
(
1+ bi I

)−1
.

In order to illustrate the theory on this example we first compute the Full Life
Cycle map, that is, we apply the map

[

x0(t)
x1(t)

]

7→
[

0 F1(I (t))
F0(I (t)) 0

] [

x0(t)
x1(t)

]

twice to obtain the community state after a two year time interval. We have

x0(t + 2) = F1(I (t + 1))x1(t + 1)

= F1

(

c0F1(I (t))x1(t) + c1F0(I (t))x0(t)
)

F0(I (t))x0(t)

= F1(I1(t))F0(I (t))x0(t),

where
I1(t) := c0F1(I (t))x1(t) + c1F0(I (t))x0(t)

denotes the environmental condition in the second year.
The Full Life Cycle map is then given by

x0(t + 2) = F1(I1(t))F0(I (t))x0(t)

x1(t + 2) = F0(I1(t))F1(I (t))x1(t).

Now let us assume that only individuals with label zero are present in every sec-
ond year and that the population is in a steady state, sayx∗0. This means that

F1(c1F0(c0x∗0)x∗0)F0(c0x∗0) = 1. (2.28)

Furthermore, the assumption that the basic reproduction ratio of invaders, i.e.,
individuals with label one equals one, translates into

F0(c1F0(c0x∗0)x∗0)F1(c0x∗0) = 1. (2.29)

In our previous notation we have

G = F0(I1(t))F1(I (t))

h = F1(I1(t))F0(I (t))x0(t).

Let us now compute the required derivatives for the case where both sensitivity
functions belong to the Ricker family. We obtain

∂G
∂x1
= F0(I1)F1(I )

(

b0b1c0c1F1(I )x1 + b2
0c2

1F0(I )x0 − b0c0F1(I ) − b1c1

)

∂G
∂x0
= F0(I1)F1(I )

(

b0b1c2
0F1(I )x1 + b2

0c0c1F0(I )x0 − b0c1F0(I ) − b1c0

)

∂h
∂x1
= F0(I1)F1(I )x0

(

b2
1c0c1F1(I )x1 + b0b1c2

1F0(I )x0 − b1c0F1(I ) − b0c1

)

∂h
∂x0
= F0(I1)F1(I )

(

x0
(

b2
1c2

0F1(I )x1 + b0b1c0c1F0(I )x0 − b1c1F0(I ) − b0c0
)

+ 1
)

.
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We evaluate these derivatives inx0 = x∗0, x1 = 0, take (2.28) and (2.29) into
account and denote the results respectively byG1,G0,H1 andH0. We arrive at

G1 = b2
0c2

1F0(c0x∗0)x∗0 − b0c0F1(c0x∗0) − b1c1

G0 = b2
0c0c1F0(c0x∗0)x∗0 − b0c1F0(c0x∗0) − b1c0

H1 = x∗0
(

b0b1c2
1F0(c0x∗0)x∗0 − b1c0F1(c0x∗0) − b0c1

)

H0 = x∗0
(

b0b1c0c1F0(c0x∗0)x∗0 − b1c1F0(c0x∗0) − b0c0

)

+ 1,

Now, equalities (2.28) and (2.29) in the Ricker case imply that

b0 = b1 or
(

F0(c0x∗0) = c0
c1

and F1(c0x∗0) = c1
c0

)

. (2.30)

Moreover, we can takev = w = 1 in (2.18). The expression for the direction of
bifurcation then translates into

M = 2G1 − 2G0H1

(

H0 − 1
)−1

and one can quickly see, by taking (2.30) into account, that the bifurcation is
vertical (i.e.,M = 0), as was also found in [20].

In [20, 21] it was actually shown that the bifurcation is vertical in the stronger
sense that a family of period two points exists for exactly the critical parameter
combination.

Example 2.4.Consider an infectious disease that spreads in a populationof hosts
that are susceptible to this infection and assume that thereare two parts of the
body (the same two parts for all individuals) that can becomeinfected. We shall
assume that one of these two parts, let us name it part one, is necessarily the
part where an individual’s first infection occurs. Once infected at part one, the
infection can spread on by endogenous transmission to part two. We shall use the
following notation and assumptions:

(i) β1 denotes the rate at which one individual that is infected at part one infects
a susceptible individual,β12 the rate at which one individual that is infected
at both parts infects a susceptible individual,

(ii) α denotes the rate of endogenous transmission of individual’s infection from
part one to part two,

(iii) infected individuals become infectious at the momentof infection,

(iv) infected individuals retain their infection(s) untildeath,

(v) the death rate is the same for all individuals and is denoted byµ,
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(vi) the population birth rate is denoted byλ,

(vii) all newborns are susceptible.

Now let S denote the number of susceptible individuals,I1 the number of those
infected at part one andI12 the number of individuals infected at both parts. If
the sizes of all subpopulations are large, we can write the following system of
differential equations to describe the dynamics,

dS
dt
= λ − β1I1S − β12I12S − µS

dI1
dt
= β1I1S + β12I12S − (α + µ)I1

dI12

dt
= αI1 − µI12.

(2.31)

Put into our previous notation we have

y = (I1, I12) ∈ R2
+, z= S ∈ R+

and the disease free steady state ise= (0, 0, λ
µ
).

Now, we have only onei- state at birth in this case - all individuals are born
(from an epidemiological point of view) by acquiring the infection at part one.
Each individual that is infected at part one is expected to retain (only) this in-
fection for time 1/(µ + α). In this time it is expected to infectβ1λ/µ individuals
(assuming, of course, that it is introduced into an otherwise infection free envi-
ronment). With probabilityα/(α+ µ) the individual also becomes infected at part
two. It is then expected to remain as such for time 1/µ and in that time infects
on averageβ12λ/µ susceptibles. The basic reproduction ratio (i.e., the expected
number of new infections caused by an infected individual that is introduced into
a completely susceptible population, in all of its infectious period) hence equals

R0 =
λβ1

µ(µ + α)
+

λαβ12

µ2(µ + α)
.

The elaboration of the direction of the bifurcation can be further simplified in this
case if we assume that the total population size has reached an equilibrium. The
size of the whole population is thenλ/µ and we can eliminate one of the equations
in (2.31). By choosing to eliminate the first and replacingS byλ/µ− I1− I12 in the
other two equations we see that we don’t need to computeHy andHz in (2.11).
To compute the direction of bifurcation we write

G =

[

β1S − α − µ β12S
α −µ

]
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with S = λ
µ
− I1 − I12. Then

∂G2i

∂y j
= 0 for i, j = 1, 2

and

∂G11(e, 0)
∂y1

= −β1,
∂G11(e, 0)

∂y2
= −β1

∂G12(e, 0)
∂y1

= −β12,
∂G12(e, 0)

∂y2
= −β12.

Hence
M = w1

(−2β1v2
1 − 2(β1 + β12)v1v2 − 2β12v

2
2
)
.

Since the off-diagonal elements ofG0 are strictly positive we can choosew to be
strictly positive. Sincev can always be chosen to be nonnegative we see thatM is
negative and the bifurcation is supercritical. That is, control measures with which
we will decrease the value ofR0 below one will allow us to eradicate the disease,
while the infection will spread further as long asR0 stays above one.

The attentive reader must have noticed that we have not specified the bifur-
cation parameter. As explained in Section 2.2 we obtain the same direction of
bifurcation for all bifurcation parameters, provided thatthe assumptions of The-
orem 2.1 are satisfied. That they are indeed satisfied in this case can easily be
verified and we leave the details to the reader.

Example 2.5. Consider again an infectious agent that spreads in the population
of susceptibles and suppose again that there are two different parts of the body
(the same for all individuals) at which a susceptible can become infected. These
are the additional assumptions and the notation:

(i) susceptibility and infectivity of an individual have independent influences
on the rate of transmission. Susceptibility to infection does not change if one
is already infected at the other part of the body. That way we can write the
rate at which someone who is itself infected atJ ⊆ {1, 2}, infects someone
at part j asb j BJ ,

(ii) once infected at one of the parts, individuals can only become infected at
the other part by another cross transmission,

(iii) infected individuals become infectious at the momentof infection,

(iv) infected individuals retain their infection(s) untildeath,

(v) the death rate is the same for all individuals and is denoted byµ,
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(vi) the population birth rate is denoted byλ,

(vii) all newborns are susceptible.

Let S denote the number of susceptibles andI1, I2, I12 the number of infected
individuals that carry an infection respectively at the first, second and both parts
of the body.

If we assume that the sizes of all subpopulations are large, we can describe
the dynamics with the following system of differential equations,

dS
dt

= λ −
(

µ + (b1 + b2)B1I1 + (b1 + b2)B2I2 + (b1 + b2)B12I12

)

S,

dI1
dt

= b1S(B1I1 + B2I2 + B12I12) − b2I1(B1I1 + B2I2 + B12I12) − µI1,

dI2
dt

= b2S(B1I1 + B2I2 + B12I12) − b1I2(B1I1 + B2I2 + B12I12) − µI2,

dI12

dt
= (b2I1 + b1I2)(B1I1 + B2I2 + B12I12) − µI12.

Put into our previous notation we have

y = (I1, I2, I12), z= S

and the disease free equilibrium ise= (0, 0, 0, λ
µ
).

There are twoi- states at birth in this case, i.e., becoming first infected at
part one being the firsti- state and becoming first infected at part two being the
second. We label these two birth states with 1 and 2, respectively. The next
generation matrix is hence a 2× 2 matrix, which, written for the case when an
infected individual is introduced into a ‘virgin’ environment, takes the form

R=
λ

µ2

[

b1B1 b1B2

b2B1 b2B2

]

.

The basic reproduction ratioR0 equals its dominant eigenvalue. SinceR is a
matrix of rank one,R0 equals its trace,

R0 =
λ

µ2

(

b1B1 + b2B2

)

.

We shall again assume that the total population has reached an equilibrium and
eliminateS by takingS = λ/µ − I1 − I2 − I12.
To compute the direction of bifurcation we take

G =





b1B1S − b2Y− µ b1B2S b1B12S
b2B1S b2B2S − b1Y − µ b2B12S
b2Y b1Y −µ




,
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with Y = B1I1 + B2I2 + B12I12 andS = λ/µ − I1 − I2 − I12.

As was the case in the previous example, all bifurcation parameters yield the
same direction of bifurcation from the disease free steady state. However, we
cannot tell the sign ofM right away. We hence compute the left and the right zero
eigenvectors ofG0 and obtain

w =





B1

B2

B12




, v =





b1

b2

0




.

ThenM = M1 + M2 + M3 with

M1 = B1
( − 2(b2 + b1)b2

1B1 − 2(b1B2 + b2B2 + b1B1)b1b2 − 2b1b2
2B2

)

,

M2 = B2
( − 2(b2 + b1)b2

2B2 − 2(b2B1 + b2B2 + b1B1)b1b2 − 2b2b2
1B1

)

,

M3 = B12
(
2b2

1b2B1 + 2(b1B1 + b2B2)b1b2 + 2b1b2
2B2

)
.

In contrast with the previous example, bifurcation from a disease free steady state
may not always be supercritical. However, if we don’t expectany ‘amplification’
of individual’s infectiousness by multiple infected parts, that is, if we assume that

B12 ≤ B1 + B2,

one would expect a supercritical bifurcation and a simple computation (which we
leave to the reader) indeed shows that in such a caseM < 0. As in the previous
case, control measures that suppressR0 below one are sufficient to eradicate the
disease.

2.7 Appendix. On the notion of a species, a population
and of a reproductively isolated subpopulation

In the main part of this chapter we have used terms such aspopulationand re-
productively isolated subpopulationin a vague, intuitive way. The aim of this
section is to describe these notions in mathematical terms (here we are inspired
by an unpublished note of Mats Gyllenberg [57]).

First, the following definition.

Definition 2.1. A square matrix A isreducible if there exists a permutation matrix
P such that

P−1AP=

[

A1 0
B A2

]

.

A matrix that is not reducible isirreducible .
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Following [57] we shall call a matrix Adecomposableif the permutation
matrix P can be chosen so that B= 0. A matrix that is not decomposable is
indecomposable.

Now, if an element of the next generation matrix, sayRi j (I ), is strictly positive
for some environmental conditionI , then, by definition, individuals with birth
state j can have offspring with birth statei in this environment. Or, equivalently,
the predecessors of individuals with birth statei may, in the environmentI , be
individuals with birth statej.

If R(I ) is indecomposable for some environmental conditionI , then all thei-
states at birth are in this environment related by either ancestry or descent and
hence belong to one species. On the other hand, if the next generation matrix is
decomposable for some environmental conditionI then the set ofi- states at birth
partitions into (at least) two disjoint sets of birth statesthat are not reproductively
connected inI .

We speak ofreproductive isolationof two sets ofi- states at birth (and of
reproductive isolation of the corresponding subpopulations) when these two sets
are reproductively isolated in any conceivable environment. Two sets ofi- states at
birth (and the corresponding subpopulations) that are not reproductively isolated
arereproductively connected.

A population is a collection of subpopulations that are reproductively con-
nected and are at the same time the maximal connected collection in the sense
that they are reproductively isolated from every subpopulation that is not included
in the collection.

We now make these terms more precise and make the following, almost math-
ematical definition (where ‘almost’ refers to the unspecified ‘conceivable’ below).

Definition 2.2. Consider a finite setJ of i- states at birth and let R(.) denote the
corresponding next generation matrix. We say that

(i) the setJ of i- states at birth isreproductively connected if there exists
a conceivable environmental condition I in which the corresponding next
generation matrix R(I ) is indecomposable.

(ii) If the setJ of i- states at birth is not reproductively connected, it consists of
(at least) tworeproductively isolated subsets of i- states at birth. In other
words, ifJ is not reproductively connected, the matrix R(I ) is decomposable
for every conceivable environmental condition I. Note, however, that, in
principle, different environmental conditions may yield a different number
of blocks in the next generation matrix.

(iii) Let J1 ⊆ J. We say that individuals with i- states at birth inJ1 form a
population if
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(a) J1 is reproductively connected and

(b) if J1 ⊆ J2 ⊆ J andJ2 is reproductively connected thenJ1 = J2.

Reproductive isolation is certainly a property that underlies the concept of
species, i.e., two different species are reproductively isolated. Reproductive iso-
lation alone, however, is not sufficient to deduce that we actually observe different
species. Think of, for example, two groups of individuals that belong to the same
species but live on areas that are not connected, say, on two different continents.

Another display of this fact would be the semelparous species, species that
reproduce only once in their lives and die afterwards. Suppose that we observe
a community whose individuals live for a fixed maximum lengthof time, say,l
years. If individuals survive till the end ofl-th year they reproduce and die.

We could characterize individuals by the year of their birth. Instead of do-
ing so, we split the whole community into year classes according to the year of
birth (modulol). For instance, ifl = 2, we divide the community into two year
classes, one consisting of individuals that were born in oddnumbered years, and
the other of individuals born in even numbered years. Different year classes are
reproductively isolated subpopulations of the same species that interact (for ex-
ample, compete for food, etc.) and we can study whether a missing year class is,
after being introduced into the community, able to settle among the existing year
classes. The reader can find one example in this spirit in Section 2.6.

Consider now a community, consisting of several species perhaps, whose in-
dividuals are characterized by finitely manyi- states. We introduce one new pop-
ulation and assume that the set of conceivablei- states of this population is also
finite. We find the set of all possiblei-states at birth and write the next generation
matrix of the combined community, which is for every conceivable environmental
conditionI of the form

R(I ) =

[

R(I )new 0
0 R(I )old

]

.

Since the resident community might consist of several populations, the matrix
R(I )old may be decomposed further into indecomposable blocks. However, find-
ing a way to deduce the number of reproductively isolated subpopulations from
the next generation matrix and recognizing the set ofi-states that constitute a
population is not our aim here. We therefore refrain from these further decompo-
sitions.



Chapter 3
Superinfections can induce
evolutionarily stable coexistence of
pathogens

3.1 Introduction

Evolution of virulence is an intriguing topic that has been on the minds of scien-
tists for many decades. It was believed for a long time that all pathogens would
eventually evolve to be benign to their hosts. The words of R.Dubos (1965)
reflect this, in that time widely accepted, idea: “Given enough time, a state of
peaceful coexistence eventually becomes established between any host and para-
site.”

This belief, sometimes termedconventional wisdom, was rejected only very
recently (the first ideas and models can be found in [2, 45, 46,69, 70, 71, 79]),
when it was realised that it was based on the misconception that natural selection
favours what is best for a species as a whole.

If, on the other hand, we take as a starting point that naturalselection acts
on finer levels, such as for example the parasite’s reproductiveness, then some
ambiguity arises in the case of microparasites (bacteria, viruses, protozoa and
fungi) that reproduce within a host, but need to be transmitted at some stage to
another host to keep the reproduction cycle going. These parasites reproduce at
two different levels and are subject to natural selection at each of these.

For instance, imagine a simple within-host scenario in which pathogens com-
pete for only one resource (i.e., one particular kind of cells that we shall call
‘target’ cells), and where the pathogen’s reproduction rate is the only trait subject
to natural selection. In such a case, the pessimization principle [30, 86] applies:

53
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optimal or, more precisely, continuously stable values of the pathogen’s reproduc-
tion rate are those that minimize the availability of uninfected target cells within
the single host that is being considered.

Imagine, on the other hand, that the spread of an infectious agent in a popu-
lation of susceptible hosts is described by a simple SI model,

dS
dt
= b− βS I− δS

dI
dt
= βS I− (α + δ)I ,

(3.1)

whereS and I denote, respectively, the number of susceptible and infected (and
also infectious) individuals,b stands for the population birth rate,β is the trans-
mission rate and the parametersα andδ denote, respectively, the disease induced
mortality and the death rate related to causes other than thedisease. The disease
induced death rateα is what a majority of the literature refers to asvirulence
[3, 29, 30, 46, 52, 84, 88, 92, 93].

If we now consider the virulenceα as the only evolving trait and assume that
infection with pathogens of one trait provides individualswith complete immu-
nity to infections with different traits, then the pessimization principle implies
that, at the host population level, the evolutionary winneris the trait that (locally)
minimizes the steady state value of the number of susceptible hosts,Ŝ. Since
Ŝ = b

δR0
, we can equivalently say that natural selection tends to (locally) maxi-

mize the pathogen’s basic reproduction ratioR0 (i.e. the expected number of new
infections, caused by one infected individual that is introduced into a disease free
environment), which is in this case given by

R0 =
b
δ
· β

α + δ
.

If b, β andδ are kept constant, then the basic reproduction ratio increases when
α decreases and so the pathogens indeed evolve to be avirulent, just as the con-
ventional wisdom predicts (here we exclude the possibilityof mutualism, i.e.,α
cannot take negative values). This seems, however, a very unlikely scenario: vir-
ulence as well as transmissibility are in reality likely to be related to within-host
characteristics, such as the rate at which pathogens reproduce inside a host or the
pathogen load. But while an increased reproduction within ahost may enhance
transmissibilityβ, it may also harm the host by increasingα. In other words, there
is a trade-off between pathogen production and transmissibility on the one side
and virulence on the other.

In the last years several papers and books [1, 4, 22, 29, 46, 47, 52, 67, 71,
84, 88, 89, 92, 93] appeared in which the evolution of virulence was studied,
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while taking into account such trade-offs. Most of them (with the exception of
[1, 52]), however, kept the within-host characteristics implicit and only assumed
that the transmission parameterβ is somehow directly related to virulence. In
other words, it is assumed thatβ = β(α).

In [52], the very paper that inspired this work, both the within-host and the
between-host dynamics were made explicit. The authors considered the rate at
which pathogens are produced inside a host as the only trait subject to natural
selection and determined the continuously stable strategies (CSSs) for selection
at the within-host, as well as for selection at the host population level. However,
even though the between-host model was related to the dynamics within a host,
the authors used a single infection model to describe the between-host dynam-
ics. According to this model, no host can harbour more than one pathogen trait,
which directly excludes re-infection induced evolution atthe within-host level.
The two levels at which natural selection works thus remain separated and, as a
consequence, natural selection at these two levels may appear to be in conflict,
i.e. the evolutionarily stable trait on one level may differ from the evolutionarily
stable trait on the other.

In reality, natural selection doesn’t act exclusively at any of these two levels.
When random mutations of the pathogen evoke variation and, subsequently, se-
lection within one individual, this also influences the evolutionary dynamics at
the host population level (say, by influencing transmission) which, in turn, may
have an effect on the within-host dynamics. In order to study the evolution of in-
fectious diseases in a realistic manner, we must therefore consider the two levels
as being coupled: we must relate the between-host dynamics to within-host char-
acteristics and furthermore take into account that hosts may harbour more than
one pathogen trait, either at one and the same time or consecutively.

Multiple infections, which may result either from additional transmissions or
from random mutations of the pathogens inside a host, can be modeled in different
ways, depending also on the within-host model used. The particular within-host
model we use in this chapter doesn’t allow for steady coexistence of different
traits. In other words, there may be a period in which severaltraits are present
within a host, but one of them will eventually outcompete theothers. Coinfec-
tion models take the period of coexistence explicitly into account. Superinfection
models, on the other hand, assume that, if the new trait takesover, it does so im-
mediately. Both ways of modeling the additional infectionshave advantages as
well as downsides. One can rightfully argue that superinfection models are less
realistic compared to coinfection models since there will always be a period of
time, however short, in which several traits will be presentinside a host. But the
added realism in coinfection models entails specification of the pathogen level
immediately after transmission took place and there is, in general, hardly any bi-
ological information that can be translated into such a specification in the context
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of caricatural models of within-host dynamics.
In this chapter we model multiple infections as superinfections. We take the

SI model underlying (3.1) as the basis for the description ofthe spread of an
infectious agent in a population of hosts. We relate the transmissibility β and
the disease induced death rateα to within-host dynamics. By assuming that the
dynamics within a host is fast compared to the dynamics at thehost population
level, β andα will actually depend on the steady state values of the within-host
variables. Moreover, this difference in time scales of within- and between-host
processes implies that when more than one trait is present inside a host, the best
within-host competitor immediately eliminates all other traits. Multiple infections
thus indeed manifest themselves as superinfections.

We assume throughout that mutations are rare on the time scale of transmis-
sion and demography. We thus adopt the Adaptive Dynamics point of view and
use some standard terminology of this field throughout the chapter. Readers that
are not familiar with this terminology are advised to consult Boxes 3.1 and 3.2,
where we provide the definitions.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2 we present the two
basic ingredients of the main superinfection model in Section 3.3, i.e., the within-
host and the single infection between-host model. We singleout the pathogen’s
within-host reproduction ratep as the only evolving trait and characterize the
continuously stable values ofp for the evolution at each of the two isolated levels.

In Section 3.3 we show that the singular strategies obtainedat the two isolated
levels can be seen as two extreme ends of the possible evolutionary outcomes of
the combined selection. The precise value of a singular strategy, however, will de-
pend on the way superinfections are incorporated into the model. Following [84],
we introduce asuperinfection functionφ(p, q), describing the ability of pathogens
with trait q to ‘take over’ a host that is already infected by pathogens with trait p,
and show that when the functionq 7→ φ(p, q)

(i) has a jump discontinuity inq = p, then the continuously stable strategies
coincide with the CSSs at the within-host level,

(ii) is continuous, but not differentiable, inq = p, then both levels contribute
to the value of a singular strategy. In particular, when the CSSs at the two
isolated levels are unique, the convergence stable strategy lies in-between
the within-host CSS and the CSS of the single infection model.

(iii) is differentiable inq = p, then the singular strategies are the same as the
ones given by the single infection model,

For the ease of formulation we sometimes use the termsjump , mechanistic,
andsmooth to describe, respectively, case (i), (ii) and (iii). This terminology is
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justified in Section 3.6, where we model in more detail the initial stages of the in-
troduction of a mutant trait in a single infected host. Sincethe mutant trait is then
likely to be present only in small quantities, we model the invasion as a stochastic
birth-and-death process. We find that the smoothness of the superinfection func-
tion relates to the ability of the mutant trait to survive theinitial phase of low
abundance in an already infected host, which itself dependson the starting dose
of the mutant.

In Section 3.4 we observe that singular strategies can no longer be charac-
terized by way of an optimization principle when superinfections are taken into
account. Among other things, this implies that the superinfection model allows
for coexistence of pathogen traits at the host population level. While epidemi-
ological coexistence (namely, coexistence on the time scale of transmission and
demography) comes as no surprise (in fact, many previous papers in which su-
perinfection models were studied [60, 84, 88, 92, 93, 102] have also encountered
such coexistence), the fact that coexistence can be maintained on the evolutionary
time scale is a bit surprising (cf. [93] and Section 3.7) and has, to our knowledge,
in the context of a superinfection model only been found in [88].

The results on evolutionary coexistence are collected in Section 3.5, where we
furthermore demonstrate that the existence of branching points (which can lead to
evolutionary coexistence), is promoted by a high transmission dose. The branch-
ing points we encounter in numerical experiments are of an unusual, asymmetric
type.

Even though the models we use are very caricatural, the results of this chap-
ter highlight the following important point: in order to understand the evolution
of infectious diseases one needs to form a sound understanding of how the host
mediates interactions between slightly different strains that infect the host, either
simultaneously or consecutively. Indeed, the (non)smoothness of the superinfec-
tion function has a huge impact on the outcome of evolution and hence the details
matter!

Some concluding remarks are collected in Section 3.7.
Admittedly, we have chosen a very particular setting, namely, an SI model

which assumes that individuals retain the infection until death, but that, perhaps
due to reinfections or random mutations that take place inside the host, the patho-
gens’ trait may change in the course of the infection. Although this shortens
significantly the list of infectious diseases that are covered, we believe that this
setting is worth studying for two reasons. Firstly, the assumptions made here pro-
vide an acceptable caricature for many relevant pathogens such as HIV, Hepatitis
B and Hepatitis C virus. Secondly, the ideas and the framework presented in this
chapter can be extended to study evolutionary dynamics in other settings that in-
corporate different dynamics at the within-host, as well as at the host population
level (SEI, SIR, etc. models, different incidence rates etc.).
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3.2 Preliminaries

The aim of this section is to introduce two models, the within-host and the single
infection between-host model, that will constitute the building blocks of the main
model in the next section.

3.2.1 The within-host dynamics

To describe the dynamics within one host we use the followingsystem of ODEs,

dT
dt
= λ − kVT− dT (3.2a)

dT∗

dt
= kVT− (µ(p) + d)T∗ (3.2b)

dV
dt
= pT∗ − kVT− cV. (3.2c)

The three variables in (3.2),T,T∗ andV represent, respectively, the number
of uninfected and infected target cells and the number of free pathogens. The
system (3.2) corresponds to the following scenario.

In the absence of the infectious agent, target cells are produced at a constant
rateλ and die at a constant per capita rated. When the host is infected, free patho-
gens inside a host die at per capita ratec. The mass action termkVT is used to
model the process of infection within a host: it says that therate at which patho-
gens find uninfected target cells, successfully bind to the surface of the cell and/or
enter the target cell, is proportional to the product of the numbers of uninfected
target cells and free pathogens. Upon infection, the uninfected target cell and
the pathogen that infected it, form an infected cell. Hence,the termkVT is sub-
stracted from (3.2a) and (3.2c) and added in (3.2b). Infected target cells produce
free pathogens at a ratep. This production comes at a cost, namely, it increases
the death rate of infected target cells byµ(p). We shall assume thatµ ∈ C2(R) and
that it is a nonnegative, increasing function of the production ratep.

Remark 3.1. According to (3.2), a free pathogen infects individual cells of the
host. The model is thus certainly a meaningful description for viruses (that, after
binding to a cell, enter, or at least inject their genetic material, into the host cell
[89]), but not so for bacteria and fungi that live in the interstitial fluid.

Remark 3.2. System (3.2) is one of the models commonly used in the literature
to describe the virus dynamics within a host [25, 91]. According to (3.2), a free
pathogen disappears as a free particle at the moment it infects a target cell. A
variation of this model, which is also used quite often [52, 89], neglects the term
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−kVT in (3.2c). The reasoning behind this omission is that the number of patho-
gens is much higher than the number of target cells and while the term−kVT
is relevant in (3.2a), it is negligible (compared to other terms) in (3.2c). While
this simplified model was shown to yield a very good fit for, forinstance, some
stages of HIV progression, it may not do so in the very first stages of an infection,
when the pathogens are rare. Since we are in this chapter mainly interested in
the ability of mutant traits to invade the resident pathogenpopulation (and so we
focus precisely on the initial stages of the introduction ofa mutant trait) we shall
work with the full model (3.2). Note, however, that omissionof the term−kVT
in (3.2c) has one important modeling consequence. Namely, if we leave out the
term−kVT in (3.2c), the free pathogen is not ‘lost’ upon infecting a target cell
and can therefore infect more than one cell. This observation will be of great im-
portance in Section 3.6, where we shall describe the initialstages of a reinfection
as a stochastic birth-and-death process.

System (3.2) has two equilibria: the infection free steady state in which there
are no pathogens and no infected target cells,

V̂ = T̂∗ = 0 and T̂ =
λ

d
=: T0 (3.3)

and a nontrivial equilibrium given by

T̂ =
c

k(B0(p) − 1)
(3.4a)

T̂∗ =
B0(p)

p

(

λ − cd
k(B0(p) − 1)

)

(3.4b)

V̂ =
λ

c

(

B0(p) − 1
)

− d
k
. (3.4c)

Here,B0 stands for the so calledburst size, i.e. the expected number of patho-
gens produced by one infected target cell. If the pathogen production rate of the
infected target cell equalsp, then

B0(p) =
p

µ(p) + d
.

The nontrivial steady state given by (3.4) is biologically meaningful only
when all three components in (3.4) are positive. The first,T̂, is positive when
the burst size exceeds one. If we then rewrite (3.4b) (and (3.4c)), we find that the
other two components are strictly positive only when the pathogen’s within-host
reproduction ratio is larger than one. The within-host basic reproduction ratio of a
pathogen,Rw

0 (the superscriptw serves to distinguish it from the pathogen’s basic
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reproduction ratio at the host population level), is definedas the expected number
of new pathogens produced by a single pathogen introduced into a virgin cell en-
vironment. Since free pathogens need to enter uninfected target cells in order to
reproduce and since the probability with which the pathogenenters a target cell
in a virgin environment equalskλ

kλ+dc, the within-host basic reproduction ratio of
a pathogen with traitp equals

Rw
0 (p) =

kλ
kλ + dc

B0(p).

The nontrivial equilibrium is thus biologically meaningful only whenRw
0 (p) > 1.

When it exists, it is also locally asymptotically stable, while the infection free
steady state is unstable in that case (see [25] for a global stability result and also
[85] for local stability of variants of (3.2)).

We shall throughout the chapter consider the rate of pathogen productionp as the
only trait subject to natural selection. All the other parameters in the within-host
model will be kept constant throughout. Furthermore, we shall sometimes omit
the word ‘pathogen’ and simply describe hosts or cells as being ‘infected by a
certain trait’.

We assume for simplicity that, if a target cell is infected with pathogens of one
trait, it is protected from further infections. In other words, we do not consider
superinfections or coinfections at the cell level. Since this assumption implies
that the pathogens compete within a host for only one resource, viz. uninfected
target cells, the evolutionary dynamics at the within-hostlevel is very simple.
Namely, when a mutant trait, sayq, is introduced into a host where the traitp is
resident, the mutant is successful (according to the deterministic model) if and
only if it exploits the resource better than the resident, i.e. whenT̂(q) < T̂(p).
This is sometimes called thepessimization principle: when the environment the
pathogens experience is one dimensional and an invasion results in competitive
exclusion of one of the traits, then natural selection necessarily leads to the worst
possible environment [30, 50, 86] (note, incidentally, that minimization of T̂ is
equivalent to maximization ofB0 and also to maximization ofRw

0 ).
The precise conclusions, however, will depend on the trade-off functionµ(p).

In the following two examples we present the two most commonly used trade-off
relations.

Example 3.1. Let µ be a concave function of the formµ(p) = ap
p+b. This makes

T̂(p) a strictly decreasing function. The requirementRw
0 > 1, which can be rewrit-

ten asT̂(p) < T0 (see (3.3) and (3.4a)), hence gives a lower bound for the admis-
sible values ofp, denoted bypmin, but there exists no upper bound forp (see
Figure 3.1). In this case the minimum ofT̂(p) is not reached for finitep. In prac-
tice, however, it is likely that there are physiological constraints on the pathogen
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Figure 3.1: An example of a concave trade-off functionµ(p) and the correspond-
ing T̂(p).

production ratep. In such a case then, natural selection will drivep towards the
physiological maximum,pmax.

Example 3.2. Let us now takeµ(p) + d = deap. Requiring that 0< T̂(p) < T0,
we find a lower, as well as an upper bound, for feasible values of the pathogen
production rate (see Figure 3.2). The minimal value ofT̂(p) is now obtained for
some intermediate valuep∗ ∈ (pmin, pmax).

Figure 3.2: An example of a convex trade-off functionµ(p) and the corresponding
T̂(p).

In general, of course, the trade-off functionµ may be more complicated and
there may be more than one CSS (cf. Box 3.1 for the definition ofa CSS) for the
within-host selection. We shall in any case assume that

- there exists a finite interval [pmin, pmax] of feasible values ofp,

- the functionT̂(p) is nowhere locally constant and

- there are no accumulation points of the extrema ofT̂(p).

If we denote the set of all within-host CSSs byC∗, thenp∗ ∈ C∗ is either one
of the boundary points,p∗ ∈ {pmin, pmax}, or a point in (pmin, pmax) that, in a
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Box 3.1. Some basic notions of Adaptive Dynamics

Theinvasion exponentσp(q) is defined as the growth rate of a mutant population
with trait q in the environment set by the resident population with traitp.
If the invasion exponent is differentiable as a function ofq in the pointq = p,
then the sign of theselection gradient

∂σp(q)

∂q

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p

determines the direction of evolution from the resident trait p. If it is positive, the
trait will (at least locally) increase in the course of evolution and if it is negative,
the trait will (locally) decrease in the course of evolution. Singular strategies
are trait values in which the selection gradient vanishes, i.e. when

∂σp(q)

∂q

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p
= 0.

A singular traitp is calledconvergence stable, if a nearby strategy can be in-
vaded (only) by traits that are nearer top. That is, if p < p, thensp(q) > 0 for
p < q < p, while for p > p the invasion exponent is positive whenp < q < p.
Convergence stable strategies are thus (local) attractorsfor monomorphic evolu-
tionary dynamics.
An evolutionarily stable strategy(ESS) is a strategy that cannot be invaded by
neighbouring traits. That is,p is an ESS ifsp(q) < 0 for q ∈ (p− ε, p+ ε) with
someε > 0. Despite the enticing ‘stable’ in its name, an ESS may not bean
evolutionary attractor. If it is, it is called acontinuously stable strategy(CSS).
An evolutionary branching point is a singular strategy that is convergent stable,
but not an ESS.
If the invasion exponent is differentiable twice, then the second partial derivatives
allow us to classify the singular points. In particular, if

∂2σp(q)

∂q2

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p

< 0,

the pointq = p is an ESS. If

∂2σp(q)

∂q2

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p

<
∂2σp(q)

∂p2

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p

,

thenp is convergence stable. A singular point for which

∂2σp(q)

∂p2

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p

>
∂2σp(q)

∂q2

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p

> 0

is a branching point.
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generic case, satisfies

dT̂(q)
dq

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p∗
= 0 and

d2T̂(q)

dq2

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p∗

> 0.

Note that we have assumed thatT̂(p) is differentiable twice and so we can indeed
compute and characterize singular points for the within-host evolution by way of
differentiation.

3.2.2 The single infection between-host model

When studying the spread of an infectious agent at the host population level, one
can make several different assumptions concerning the way in which traits interact
within one host. Thesingle infection model[52], for instance, assumes complete
cross-immunity between different traits. That is, hosts infected by some traitp are
completely protected from further infections by other traits. In our opinion, this
assumption is inconsistent with acknowledging that within-host selection may
take place. Indeed, if an internally produced mutant may take over, then why
would that be impossible for a competitor introduced from outside?

We shall nevertheless now formulate this single infection model as we shall
need it (or, more precisely, the singular traits it admits) in the next section.

We make the following assumptions regarding the dynamics atthe host popula-
tion level. In a disease free environment, individuals are born at a rateb and die at
per capita rateδ. Individuals become infectious at the moment they are infected
and retain the infection until death, which now occurs at an increased per capita
rateα+δ. Transmission occurs according to mass action with proportionality con-
stantβ, which incorporates both the rate at which a susceptible individual comes
into contact with an infectious host and the probability with which a contact re-
sults in a transmission.

We shall assume that the parametersb andδ, which capture the population
dynamics in the absence of the disease, are constant. The disease induced mor-
tality α and the transmission parameterβ, however, will depend on the infection
status of the host. For instance, one can imagine that hosts that carry more patho-
gens may be more infectious than the ones in which the amount of pathogens is
lower. Similarly,α may depend on the parasite abundance in the host but perhaps
also on the amount of uninfected target cells (which seems likely at least in the
case of HIV, where the virus attacks the very cells that should serve to protect the
host). We shall therefore assume thatα andβ depend on the production ratep,
but that this dependence is expressed mechanistically in terms of the within-host
variables,T,T∗ andV. Since we have furthermore assumed that the dynamics
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within a host is fast compared to the dynamics at the population level, we assume
thatα andβ are in fact functions of the steady state valuesT̂, T̂∗ andV̂, say,

α(p) = A(T̂(p), T̂∗(p), V̂(p)), β(p) = B(T̂(p), T̂∗(p), V̂(p))

and assume thatA, B ∈ C2(R3,R).
If we now assume that two traits, say,p andq, circulate in the population,

then the above assumptions give rise to the following system

dS
dt
= b− β(p)S Ip − β(q)S Iq − δS

dIp

dt
= β(p)S Ip − (α(p) + δ)Ip

dIq
dt
= β(q)S Iq − (α(q) + δ)Iq,

whereS denotes the number of susceptible individuals andIp, Iq denote the num-
ber of individuals infected by, respectively, traitp and traitq. Note that there are,
due to complete cross-immunity between the traits, no doubly infected individu-
als.

In the absence of traitq, the system admits two equilibria: the disease free
steady state

Ŝ(p) =
b
δ
=: S0, Îp(p) = 0,

and the nontrivial equilibrium, which is biologically meaningful only when

R0(p) =
b
δ
· β(p)
α(p) + δ

> 1.

When the endemic steady state exists, it is also a global attractor (cf. [35], Exer-
cise 3.11).

Since selection at the host population level occurs in this case solely through
the subpopulation of susceptible hosts, we already know that the pessimization
principle will apply and that the basic reproduction ratioR0(p) will be (locally)
maximized in the course of evolution. However, with our minds already on the
following section, we now reformulate the CSS conditions interms of theinva-
sion exponent, sp(q), which denotes the growth rate of the subpopulation of hosts
infected by traitq, when introduced into a steady resident population in which
(only) trait p is present. In this case

sp(q) = β(q)Ŝ(p) − (α(q) + δ), (3.5)

with

Ŝ(p) =
α(p) + δ
β(p)

. (3.6)
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The number of local maxima ofR0 will depend on the choice of trade-off func-
tions α andβ and the value ofδ. These choices will, along with the condition
0 < Ŝ(p) < S0, pose restrictions on the values ofp that guarantee persistence
at the host population level. Taking these, along with similar restrictions at the
within-host level (see the previous subsection) into account, we obtain the set of
feasible values of the pathogen production ratep.

If we denote byC• the set of CSS values for selection at the between-host
level (in the context of the single infection model), thenp• ∈ C• either lies on
the boundary of the domain, or is a point in the interior, which in a generic case
satisfies

∂sp•(q)

∂q

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p•
= 0 and

∂2sp•(q)

∂q2

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p•

< 0.

3.3 The superinfection model

If infected individuals are not fully protected from colonization by novel traits,
there are several ways in which we can incorporate multiple infections into the
between-host model. As already written in the introduction, we treat all reinfec-
tions as superinfections by assuming that the within-host dynamics is fast com-
pared to population dynamics. Since the within-host model we use does not allow
for coexistence of different traits, this means that when a mutant trait is introduced
(in one host) into a monomorphic pathogen population, the invasion is either un-
successful, or it results in an immediate trait substitution within the host. The
single infection model is therefore replaced by the following, so calledsuperin-
fection model,

dS
dt
= b− β(p)S Ip − β(q)S Iq − δS

dIp

dt
= β(p)S Ip − (α(p) + δ)Ip + Φ(q, p)IpIq

dIq
dt
= β(q)S Iq − (α(q) + δ)Iq + Φ(p, q)IpIq,

(3.7)

where

Φ(p, q) = β(q)φ(p, q) − β(p)φ(q, p) (3.8)

and where thesuperinfection function φ(p, q) describes the ability of the patho-
gens with traitq to ‘take over’ a host that is already infected by traitp. More
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precisely, we define

φ(p, q) := the probability with which the trait q, upon transmission toa host

already infected by trait p, eliminates p and thus takes overthe host.

Since the ability of the invading traitq to grow in a host that is already infected
by trait p is completely determined bŷT(p) andT̂(q), we shall actually deal only
with functionsφ(p, q) that can be written as functions ofT̂(p) andT̂(q), say,

φ(p, q) = ψ(T̂(p), T̂(q)). (3.9)

Suppose now that the newly introduced traitq does worse at the within-host level
than the resident traitp, i.e. T̂(p) < T̂(q). Trait q is thus unable to reinfect a host
infected byp. And since also the traits that reduceT̂ to exactly the same level as
the resident cannot grow (cf. Section 3.6), we shall assume thatψ is a nonnegative
function that satisfies

H1. ψ(x, y) = 0 whenevery ≥ x.

To determine whether a traitq will grow when introduced into the resident pop-
ulation of hosts with traitp, we compute the invasion exponent, which we shall
now denote byrp(q), and which in this case equals

rp(q) = β(q)Ŝ(p) − (α(q) + δ) + Φ(p, q)Î (p)

= sp(q) + Î (p)
(

β(q)ψ(T̂(p), T̂(q)) − β(p)ψ(T̂(q), T̂(p))
)

,
(3.10)

wheres denotes the invasion exponent for the single infection model (given in
(3.5) and (3.6)) and

Î (p) =
b

α(p) + δ
− δ

β(p)
=

b

β(p)Ŝ(p)
− δ

β(p)

denotes the equilibrium value ofI in the absence of traitq.

The evolutionary dynamics ofp and, in particular, the corresponding singular
strategies, depend heavily on the behaviour ofψ(x, y) when y ↑ x. We shall
consider the following three possibilities forψ as a function ofy: (i) the ‘jump ’
case, i.e. wheny 7→ ψ(x, y) has a jump discontinuity in the pointy = x, (ii) the
‘mechanistic’ case, i.e. wheny 7→ ψ(x, y) is continuous, but not differentiable, in
y = x and (iii) the ‘smooth’ case wheny 7→ ψ(x, y) is differentiable iny = x (cf.
Figure 3.3).

The remaining part of this section is devoted to showing thatthese three
classes of superinfection functions determine three very different ways in which
natural selection can work out. We shall not, however, be concerned at this point
with details on how the behaviour ofψ(x, y) for y ↑ x reflects the way in which
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Figure 3.3: For every functionψ we haveψ(x, y) = 0 whenevery ≥ x. Fory < x,
the solid line represents the ‘jump’ case, the two dashed lines in the middle rep-
resent the ‘mechanistic’ case and the bottom dashed line represents the ‘smooth’
case.

interactions of different traits within one host are modeled. This will be our task
in Section 3.6. We furthermore emphasize that the analysis of this section is
local analysis, based on the assumption that mutations are not only rare on the
time scale of transmission and demography, but also ‘sufficiently’ small. In other
words, we assume that the mutant traitq is ‘sufficiently’ close to the resident trait
p. Some observations regarding the global evolutionary dynamics are collected
in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

So let us denote byC•∗ the set of continuously stable strategies of the super-
infection model and begin with case (i).

3.3.1 The ‘jump’ case

As an example of a discontinuous superinfection function, one may have the fol-
lowing in mind.

Example 3.3. Let

φ(p, q) =






1, T̂(q) < T̂(p)

0, otherwise
(3.11)

In this case, superinfections occur in accordance with the deterministic de-
scription: the invading traitq is successful if and only if it is able to win the
internal competition with the resident traitp. In particular,φ does not distinguish
between winning strategies: traits that are only slightly better at the within-host
level have the same advantage over the resident than significantly better within-
host strategies.

So let us assume thatψ is a nonnegative function that satisfiesH1 and has a
jump discontinuity in (x, x). Because of this discontinuity, we cannot find and
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characterize singular strategies by way of differentiation. Instead, a simple ob-
servation of orders of magnitude will show that (i) singularstrategies coincide
with the ones given by the within-host model and (ii) their ‘character’ is the same
as in the context of the within-host model. In particular, the continuously stable
strategies coincide with the CSSs of the within-host model.In symbols,C•∗ = C∗.

To see that this is indeed the case, we first considerp∗ ∈ C∗. Since the within-
host CSSp∗ (locally) minimizesT̂(p), we can find a neighbourhood ofp∗, sayU,
such that forq ∈ U \ {p∗} we haveT̂(q) > T̂(p∗). So if q ∈ U then

rp∗(q) = sp∗(q) − β(p∗)Î (p∗)φ(q, p∗).

Sincesp(q) is differentiable as a function ofq in the pointq = p andsp(p) = 0,
we havesp∗(q) = O(ε) for q = p∗ + O(ε). The termβ(p∗)Î (p∗)φ(q, p∗), on the
other hand, isO(1) and sorp∗(q) < 0 whenq = p∗ + O(ε) ∈ U. That is,p∗ is an
ESS.

To see thatp∗ is also an evolutionary attractor we first takep < p∗ such
that T̂′(q) ≤ 0 for q ∈ [p, p∗]. For p ∈ (p, p∗) and ε > 0 small enough so
that p < q− = p − ε we haveT̂(q−) > T̂(p). Similarly, for ε > 0 such that
q+ = p+ ε < p∗ we haveT̂(p) > T̂(q+). Hence, traits that move closer top∗ do
better at the within-host level than the residents, while the traits that move away
from p∗ do worse. We therefore have

rp(q+) = sp(q+) + β(q+)Î (p)φ(p, q+),

rp(q−) = sp(q−) − β(p)Î (p)φ(q−, p)

and with the same comparison of orders of magnitude of the twoterms on the
RHS we find thatp∗ is locally attracting from the left.

In a similar fashion we find thatp∗ is (locally) attracting from the right and
so p∗ is indeed a CSS. Furthermore, these last arguments also showthat (i) there
can be no evolutionarily stable strategies but the elementsof C∗: if p < C∗ then
rp(q) will be positive, forε small enough, on at least one of the intervals (p−ε, p)
or (p, p + ε) and (ii) there are no other singular strategies but the extrema ofT̂.
Moreover, in the case whenC•∗ contains more than one point, it is the traits that
(locally) maximizeT̂ that separate the domains of attraction, exactly as is the case
for within-host evolution.

We conclude this subsection with two examples.

Example 3.4. Let us takeλ = 1, k = 10, c = 0.1, d = 1 in the within-host
model andδ = 0.1, b = 2 for the between-host model. We furthermore choose
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Figure 3.4: (A) PIP for the single infection model, along with the within-host
CSS,p∗ = pmax. (B) PIP for the superinfection model withφ as in (3.11). The
white and the black areas correspond to the regions in (pres, pinv) space that yield,
respectively, positive and negative values of the invasionexponent.

µ(p) = p
p+1 and

α(p) = k
λ
V̂(p),

β(p) = V̂(p) + T̂∗(p).

In this case,T̂(p) is a strictly decreasing function. Taking into account the
restriction 0< T̂(p) < T0, we therefore find a lower bound,pmin, for the ad-
missible trait values at the within-host level, but the model gives no upper bound
on p (see also Example 3.1). We assume, however, that there is a physiological
restriction pmax = 6 on the values of the pathogen production rate. The con-
dition 0 < Ŝ(p) < S0 yields a lower boundp′min, but no upper bound. Since
in this casepmin < p′min < pmax, we plot the pairwise invasibility plots on
[p′min, pmax] × [p′min, pmax]. Figure 3.4 shows two pairwise invasibility plots (cf.
Box 3.2 on how PIPs are constructed): in (A) we see the PIP for the single in-
fection model, while (B) shows the PIP for the superinfection model, where the
superinfection function is the discontinuous function given in (3.11). The white
and the black areas correspond to the regions in (p, q) space that yield, respec-
tively, positive and negative values of the invasion exponent. The single infection
model in this case yields a unique CSS,p• ∈ (p′min, pmax), while the evolution at
the within-host level drivesp towards the physiological maximum,p∗ = pmax.
We see that, when superinfections are modeled with a discontinuous superinfec-
tion function,p∗ is indeed the only CSS at the host population level, i.e.p•∗ = p∗.
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Box 3.2. Pairwise invasibility plots

Pairwise invasibility plots (PIPs) are a handy way of representing graphically
the ability of a mutant trait to grow in the resident community. A PIP is con-
structed by plotting the sign of the invasion exponentσp(q) for all feasible pairs
(p, q) of (resident, mutant) trait values.
If the resident population is at a stable equilibrium, thenσp(p) = 0 and so the zero
contour lines contain at least the main diagonal. The shapesof other zero contour
lines, if there are any, contain important information about the course of evolu-
tion. In particular, singular points are found as intersections of zero contour lines
with the main diagonal. If we now imagine that black and whiteregions in the
PIP represent the regions where the invasion exponent is, respectively, negative
and positive, then the ‘character’ of a singular strategy can easily be recognized
from a pairwise invasibility plot. Namely, ifp is to be an ESS, and hence un-
invadable by the neighbouring strategies, the straight vertical line through (p, p)
must lie, at least locally, in the region where the invasion exponent is negative,
i.e. in the black region. The singular traitp is convergence stable when the re-
gions left of (p, p) are, at least close to the diagonal, white above the diagonal
and black below the diagonal (i.e.p is locally attracting from the left), while the
regions right of the point (p, p) are (at least close to the diagonal) black above
the diagonal and white below the diagonal (in other words,p is locally attracting
from the right).

Example 3.5. We now take the same parameter values and trade-off functions
α andβ as in the previous example, only nowµ(p) + d = de0.2p. Taking into
account the restrictions 0< T̂(p) < T0 and 0< Ŝ(p) < S0, we first find the
intervals of feasible values of p, [pmin, pmax] and [p′min, p

′
max], respectively. For

the chosen trade-off functionsµ, α andβ and the chosen parameter values we find
that pmin < p′min and p′max < pmax and so we plot the pairwise invasibility plots
on [p′min, p

′
max] × [p′min, p

′
max].

In this case,p∗ is unique (and will hence be a global attractor for the within-
host evolution) and takes some intermediate value. The single infection model,
however, admits two CSSs. The pairwise invasibility plots for this example are
shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5A shows the PIP for the single infection model,
along withp∗. With a discontinuous superinfection function,p∗ becomes the only
CSS also at the host population level, as is demonstrated in Figure 3.5B.
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Figure 3.5: Pairwise invasibility plots for (A) the single infection model (withp∗

also shown) and (B) the superinfection model withφ as in (3.11). The white and
the black areas correspond to the regions in (pres, pinv) space that yield, respec-
tively, positive and negative values of the invasion exponent.

3.3.2 The ‘mechanistic’ case

Suppose now thatψ(x, y) is a nonnegative function that satisfiesH1 and is further-
more continuous as a function ofy in the pointy = x.

Sinceψ(x, y) = 0 wheneverx ≤ y, the functiony 7→ ψ(x, y) is differentiable
from the right iny = x. In fact,

lim
y↓x

ψ(x, y)
y− x

= 0.

We shall now furthermore assume that

H2. The limits

lim
y↑x

ψ(x, y)
y− x

and − lim
y↓x

ψ(y, x)
y− x

exist, are either negative or zero, and are for any feasiblex equal to each other.
We denote them byD(x).

Note that, whenD(x) = 0 for somex, the functiony 7→ ψ(x, y) is differentiable
in the pointy = x. In this subsection we consider the case whenD(x) is not
identically zero, leaving the caseD = 0 for the next subsection.

The reason for posing the additional assumptionH2 onψ is twofold. Firstly,
we believe that this condition poses no real restriction, aswe shall see in Section
3.6 that this assumption is fulfilled for the most natural choices of superinfection
functions, i.e., the superinfection functions obtained when modeling the initial
stages of a superinfection as a stochastic birth-and-deathprocess. Secondly, we
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shall now prove that with this additional assumption, the functionΦ(p, q) in (3.8)
is differentiable as a function ofq in the pointq = p, which means that we can, at
least in principle, determine the singular strategies analytically.

Let us mention, however, that we have also performed a seriesof numerical
experiments (not shown here) with continuous superinfection functions that do
not satisfy assumptionH2, and found that all the results that we shall present
below (apart from, of course, analytical characterizationof singular points) hold
also for such functions.

Lemma 3.1. Let y 7→ ψ(x, y) be continuous in y= x. Furthermore, assume that
ψ satisfiesH1 andH2 and let

D(x) = lim
y↑x

ψ(x, y)
y− x

= − lim
y↓x

ψ(y, x)
y− x

. (3.12)

The function

Φ(p, q) = β(q)ψ(T̂(p), T̂(q)) − β(p)ψ(T̂(q), T̂(p))

is differentiable as a function of q in the point q= p.

Proof. Let us verify that the limits

lim
ε↓0

Φ(p, p− ε)
−ε and lim

ε↓0

Φ(p, p+ ε)
ε

exist and are equal.
We shall only consider the case whenT̂′(p) > 0, i.e., in a neighbourhood of

p, the potentially successful invaders are precisely the ones that lie to the left of
p. The other cases are considered in a similar manner.

In this case, there exists an interval, say (p, p′), so that for everyε > 0 for
which p < p+ ε < p′ we haveT̂(p) < T̂(p+ ε) < T̂(p′) and so

Φ(p, p+ ε) = β(p+ ε)ψ(T̂(p), T̂(p+ ε)) − β(p)ψ(T̂(p+ ε), T̂(p))

= −β(p)ψ(T̂(p+ ε), T̂(p)).

Hence

lim
ε↓0

Φ(p, p+ ε)
ε

= β(p)D(T̂(p))
dT̂
dq

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p

.

Furthermore, there exists an interval (p′′, p) so that for everyε > 0 such that
p′′ < p− ε < p we haveT̂(p′′) < T̂(p− ε) < T̂(p), and so

Φ(p, p− ε) = β(p− ε)ψ(T̂(p), T̂(p− ε)) − β(p)ψ(T̂(p− ε), T̂(p))

= β(p− ε)ψ(T̂(p), T̂(p− ε)).
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Hence

lim
ε↓0

Φ(p, p− ε)
−ε = β(p)D(T̂(p))

dT̂
dq

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p

.

�

We can thus compute the selection gradient and find that

∂rp(q)

∂q

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p
=
∂sp(q)

∂q

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p
+ β(p)D(T̂(p))Î (p)

dT̂
dq

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p

= −β(p)
[dŜ
dq

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p
− D(T̂(p))Î (p)

dT̂
dq

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p

]

,

(3.13)

where we have used in the second line that

∂sp(q)

∂p
+
∂sp(q)

∂q
= 0

holds on the lineq = p.
Singular points are obtained by putting

∂rp(q)
∂q

∣
∣
∣
q=p
= 0.

If D(T̂(p)) = 0 for some feasible trait valuep, then p is a singular strategy
if and only if it is a singular strategy for the selection at the between-host level
in the context of the single infection model. IfD(T̂(p)) , 0, thenp can only
be a singular strategy when (i) it is both a singular strategyfor selection at the
between-host level (as given by the single infection model)and for the within-host
selection or (ii) selection at the within-host level works in a different direction
than selection at the between-host level (in the context of the single infection
model). Indeed, if selection tends to increasep at both levels then̂S′(p) < 0 and
T̂′(p) < 0, which gives a positive selection gradient inq = p. Similarly, there can
be no singular points in regions where both selection pressures tend to decrease
p. In particular, (3.13) implies that whenp∗ and p• are unique, the convergence
stable singular strategy can only lie inbetween the within-host CSS and the CSS
obtained with the single infection model (cf. Example 3.6).

Remark 3.3. Note that whendŜ
dq

∣
∣
∣
q=p
= 0, then

sign
∂rp(q)

∂q

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p
= −sign

dT̂
dq

∣
∣
∣
q=p

,

which can be interpreted as meaning that superinfection leads to an increased
virulence: indeed, ifŜ has a unique minimum,p = p•, then evolution ends in
p• if superinfections are ignored, but when we take superinfections into account,
we move fromp• in the direction of decreasinĝT and, for reasonable choices
of how α depends on the internal state (T̂, T̂∗, V̂), this means increasingα. The
increased CSS value of virulence as a consequence of superinfections has also
been observed by others [84, 88, 92, 93].
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In contrast with the single infection case and the ‘jump’ case, however, we
may encounter convergence stable singular traits that are invadable, viz. branch-
ing points (cf. Figure 3.7D). Such traits turn out to be very interesting for the
course of evolution since they evoke evolutionary branching and can, subse-
quently, lead to evolutionary coexistence of pathogen traits [51, 81]. We shall
return to this important point in Section 3.5.

Let us now present two examples. In both of the examples we take superinfection
functions with

ψn(x, y) =






1−
(

1− kx
c+ kx

+
ky

c+ ky

)n
, y < x

0, otherwise
(3.14)

for somen ∈ N. As we shall see in Section 3.6, these are the functions obtained
when we describe the initial stages of a superinfection as a stochastic birth-and-
death process.

Figure 3.6: Pairwise invasibility plots for (A) single infection model (B) the
‘mechanistic’ case and (C) the ‘jump’ case. The CSS for the mechanistic case,
p•∗, lies inbetweenp• andp∗.

Example 3.6. In this example we basically repeat the experiment from Exam-
ple 3.4, only this time with a continuous superinfection function. In Figure 3.6
we plot three PIPs: for comparison, (A) and (C) show, respectively, the PIP for
the single infection model and the superinfection model with a discontinuous su-
perinfection function (i.e. the ‘jump’ case), while (B) shows the PIP when the
superinfection function is constructed withψn in (3.14), takingn = 100. In this
case, the convergence stable singular strategyp•∗ is also an ESS, hence a CSS.

Example 3.7. We now take the same parameter values and trade-off functions as
in Example 3.5. In Figure 3.7 we plot six pairwise invasibility plots. For compar-
ison, we include the PIP for the single infection model (Figure 3.7A) and the PIP
for the ‘jump’ case (Figure 3.7F). In Figures 3.7 B-E we construct superinfection
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Figure 3.7: Pairwise invasibility plots for (A) single infection model (B)-(E) su-
perinfection model with continuous superinfection functions derived from (3.14)
with, respectively,n = 10, 50, 100 and 1000, (F) the ‘jump’ case.

functions withψn given by (3.14) with, respectively,n = 10, 50, 100 and 1000.
While in Figures 3.7B and 3.7C the convergence stable singular traits are also
ESSs, this is no longer the case in Figures 3.7D and 3.7E.

3.3.3 The ‘smooth’ case

We have seen that, in the ‘jump’ case, a slightly better within-host competitor
has a large advantage at the host population level and, as a consequence, singular
strategies at the host population level coincide with the singular strategies of the
within-host model.

By contrast, whenD(x) in (3.12) is equal to zero for every feasiblex, we find
that

∂rp(q)

∂q

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p
=
∂sp(q)

∂q

∣
∣
∣
∣
q=p

, (3.15)

or, in words, the selection gradient is exactly the same as when the possibility of
superinfections is ignored.

Equality (3.15) then implies the following: (i) singular strategies of the su-
perinfection model coincide with the ones given by the single infection model,
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(ii) singular strategies that are (local) evolutionary attractors in the context of the
single infection model are also attractors for the monomorphic dynamics in the
context of the superinfection model and (iii) singular traits that are (local) re-
pellors in the context of the single infection model remain repellors also when
superinfections are taken into account.

In those points in which the selection gradient vanishes, (3.15) offers no in-
sight into the course of evolution. And while the convergence stable strategies are
necessarily ESSs in the context of the single infection model, this may no longer
be the case for the superinfection model. We may, in fact, encounter evolutionary
branching points, which is impossible in the context of the single infection model.
Note, however, that wheny 7→ φ(x, y) andy 7→ φ(y, x) are differentiable twice in
y = x, these derivatives are necessarily zero and hence the singular traits have
precisely the same character as in the context of the single infection model. In
particular, convergence stable singular traits are also uninvadable.

3.4 An interlude: dimension of the environment, (non)ex-
istence of an optimization principle and mutual inva-
sibility

Once the singular strategies have been determined, one needs to establish their
properties (such as convergence stability and (un)invadability) to determine the
possible evolutionary scenarios.

For selection at the two isolated levels, the pessimizationprinciple implies
that the convergence stable strategies are necessarily uninvadable, while evolu-
tionary repellors are invadable. In Section 3.3.1 we showedthat this is also the
case if the superinfection function is discontinuous, i.e.when a slightly better
within-host competitor has a large advantage over the resident. One might thus
be tempted to believe that an optimization (or pessimization) principle exists, at
least in the ‘jump’ case, also for the superinfection model.This is, in fact, not so.

The aim of this section is to show that singular traits can notbe character-
ized by an optimization (and hence also not by a pessimization) principle in the
context of the superinfection model. Along the way we shall also introduce some
notions that will be useful in the following section.

When infected individuals are fully protected from furtherinfections, selec-
tion at the host population level occurs entirely through the size of the subpopu-
lation of susceptible individuals. As a consequence, evolution drives the within-
host reproduction rate in the direction that will push the pathogen’s between-host
basic reproduction ratioR0 towards a local maximum.

If, on the other hand, infected hosts can be reinfected, thenthe environment
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the pathogens experience is no longer one dimensional as thepathogens can, con-
ditionally on their capacity to win the within-host competition, also superinfect
an already infected host. When the dimension of the environment is larger than
one we can, in general, no longer expect that we will find optimization in the
course of evolution [82], nor can we be sure that the pathogenpopulation remains
monomorphic at the host population level.

To see that the singular traits can no longer be characterized by way of an
optimization principle when superinfections are taken into account, we recall the
results of [82], stating that an optimization principle exists if and only if the envi-
ronmentactsin a one dimensional manner. More precisely, let us denote byX the
set of feasible trait values, byE the set of all feasible environmental conditions
and byρ(x,E) the invasion fitness of the traitx ∈ X in an environmentE ∈ E.
Metz et al. [82] showed that an optimization principle exists if and only if there
exist a functionθ : E→ R and a functionη : X×R→ R, decreasing in its second
variable, such that

signρ(x,E) = signη(x, θ(E))

for everyx ∈ X, E ∈ E.
The (non)existence of an optimization principle can be recognized from a

pairwise invasibility plot. Namely, if such a principle exists, the PIPs must be
skew symmetric [28] (meaning they are invariant under reflection across the main
diagonal and simultaneous exchange of the two signs/colors, in our case black
and white). The examples of Section 3.3 (in particular, Figures 3.4B, 3.5B, 3.6B,
3.6C and 3.7B-F) thus clearly show that the outcome of evolution can not be
determined by an optimization principle when superinfections are possible (these
examples in fact only show that there is no optimization in the ‘jump’ and the
‘mechanistic’ case. Skew symmetry is lost also in the ‘smooth’ case, but since
this case is biologically not as relevant as the other two, wedo not include the
PIPs).

The lack of skew symmetry implies that we encounter pairs (p, q) for which
either rp(q) > 0 andrq(p) > 0 or rp(q) < 0 andrq(p) < 0. In the former case,
the traits are said to bemutually invadable, while they aremutually uninvadable
in the latter. In words, ifp andq are mutually invadable, traitp is able to invade
q whenq is rare, but is not able to outcompete it sinceq can also invadep when
p is rare. In such a case, a so calledprotected dimorphismarises.

Mutual (un)invadability can easily be read off from a pairwise invasibility
plot. Namely, interchangingp and q corresponds geometrically to reflection
across the main diagonal. If we plot the reflected PIP along with the original
one, then the regions where bothrp(q) > 0 andrq(p) > 0 correspond to the re-
gions where both PIPs are white, whilep andq are mutually uninvadable if both
rp(q) andrq(p) fall into the black region.
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3.5 Coexistence of pathogen traits on the evolutionary
time scale

We have thus established that coexistence of pathogens at the host population
level is possible when superinfections are taken into account. The evolution-
ary significance of dimorphisms (or, more generally, polymorphisms) relies on
whether they are maintained also on the evolutionary time scale.

The aim of this section is to demonstrate that the superinfection model can,
in fact, sustain also evolutionary coexistence. In principle, two questions need
to be answered. First, if the pathogen population is monomorphic to begin with,
can polymorphisms be created and maintained in the course ofevolution? And
second, if the pathogen population level is polymorphic to begin with, can poly-
morphisms stand the test of evolutionary persistence?

Retaining the assumption of Section 3.3 that mutations are small (and rare),
we begin with the first question. We shall in fact only deal with the ‘mechanistic’
and the ‘jump’ case since these two cases have clear biological interpretation.
Let us only remark that evolutionary coexistence was found by way of numerical
experiments also in the ‘smooth’ case.

3.5.1 Evolutionary branching points

When the trait of an initially monomorphic pathogen population evolves, by a
series of trait substitutions, into a neighbourhood of a convergence stable singu-
lar trait around which coexistence is possible, the population becomes dimorphic.
If the convergence stable singular trait is also uninvadable (and hence a CSS),
dimorphisms occur only as transients in the evolution towards a monomorphic
pathogen population and hence have no evolutionary significance. Such dimor-
phisms are also calledconvergingdimorphisms [51, 81].

If, on the other hand, the population becomes dimorphic in a neighbourhood
of abranching point, i.e. a singular trait that is convergence stable and invadable,
the dimorphisms can not be dismissed: the two traits become more and more
distinct in the course of evolution (at least for a while, that is) and can lead to
coexistence of two (or more, since further branching may occur) pathogen traits
on the evolutionary time scale. One also speaks ofdiverging dimorphisms[51,
81]. In the long run, the population may end up being monomorphic by way of
extinction of one of the branches or an attractor coalition of two, or more, traits
may develop.

In the ‘jump’ case, the singular strategies are the same, andfurthermore have
the same character, as the ones obtained with the within-host model. And since
the within-host model does not allow for branching points, neither does the su-
perinfection model in that case. Hence, if the pathogen population is initially
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monomorphic, the outcome of evolution at the host population level will be the
same as the outcome in a single infected host, only that perhaps the CSS is at the
host population level approached also via polymorphisms, and not only through
trait substitutions, as is the case within one host. However, as we will see later
on, existing dimorphisms can be maintained in the course of evolution provided
that some additional conditions are satisfied.

By contrast, the (biologically most relevant) mechanisticsuperinfection mo-
del can induce branching points. Now, for a singular traitp•∗ to be uninvadable,
the invasion exponent has to be negative at both sides ofp•∗, i.e., the function
q 7→ rp•∗(q) has a strict local maximum inq = p•∗. If the functionq 7→ rp•∗ (q)
belongs toC2(R), then a sufficient condition for uninvadability is that the second
derivative evaluated inq = p•∗ is strictly negative. In the present case, the second
derivative in the pointq = p•∗ need not exist. We can compute the right, as well
as the left second derivative, and when both are negative, the singular point will
be an ESS and hence a CSS when it is also convergence stable. Let us remark
that we have computed these derivatives, but found that theyoffer no clear road to
meaningful biological interpretation. Since they furthermore incorporate second
derivatives ofŜ andT̂, it seems almost impossible to make any general conclu-
sions (remember that, in the ‘mechanistic’ case, the singular trait will generically
lie inbetween the extrema of̂S andT̂) as to when the singular trait will be unin-
vadable (or convergence stable, for that matter). We hence chose not to include
these explicit expressions in the presentation.

Generically, branching points are convergence stable singular traits p•∗ for
which q 7→ rp•∗ (q) has a strict local minimum inq = p•∗. That is, in a generic
case, the left as well as the right second derivative ofq 7→ rp•∗ (q) in q = p•∗ will
be strictly positive. But in the present ‘mechanistic’ situation, it is not unusual for
the left and the right second derivatives to have different signs! That this indeed
does happen is demonstrated in Figure 3.8C. In such a case, evolution does not
stop when a sequence of trait substitutions brings the traitinto a vicinity of p•∗.
Just as in the case of a minimum ofq 7→ rp•∗(q), mutual invasibility may lead to
coexistence, but now (cf. Figure 3.9) there is asymmetry, with very little scope
for one trait (in this case the lower trait) when compared to the scope of the other
(upper) trait.

When a population undergoes branching, the invasion exponent rp(q) is no
longer useful as it presupposes a monomorphic population. Instead, we replace
it by rp1,p2(q), which denotes the growth rate of the population with traitq, when
introduced into a steady host population in which traitsp1 and p2 are resident.
Note that this formalism needs to be extended again if the population undergoes
further branching. It is known that the dimension of the environment sets an upper
bound on the number of pathogen traits that can coexist in a steady state [33].
When superinfections are taken into account, the environment is, in principle,
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infinite dimensional and given by{Ŝ, Îp} with p in the domain of feasible trait
values. Moreover, there may exist other attractors and not only steady states.
We shall not go any further into the attractors of (3.7) and their stability at this
point: the aim of this section is merely to demonstrate that evolutionarily stable
coexistence of two pathogen traits is possible in the context of the superinfection
model.

We therefore focus on the case with two resident traits and compute the inva-
sion exponentrp1,p2(q), which takes the form

rp1,p2(q) = β(q)Ŝ(p1, p2) − (α(q) + δ) + Φ(p1, q)Îp1(p1, p2) + Φ(p2, q)Îp2(p1, p2),
(3.16)

whereŜ(p1, p2) denotes the steady state value of the susceptible population when
traits p1, p2 are present in the population andÎp1, Îp2 stand for, respectively, the
nontrivial equilibrium values of the number of hosts infected byp1 andp2.

Using (3.7) we find that

Ŝ(p1, p2) =
bΦ(p1, p2)

δΦ(p1, p2) + β(p1)β(p2)(Ŝ(p2) − Ŝ(p1))
(3.17a)

Îp1(p1, p2) =
β(p2)
Φ(p1, p2)

(

Ŝ(p2) − Ŝ(p1, p2)
)

(3.17b)

Îp2(p1, p2) =
β(p1)
Φ(p1, p2)

(

Ŝ(p1, p2) − Ŝ(p1)
)

, (3.17c)

whereŜ(p) = α(p)+δ
β(p) .

Without any loss of generality we can assume thatT̂(p1) > T̂(p2). Hence
Φ(p1, p2) = β(p2)φ(p1, p2) and (3.17) specify a feasible (i.e., nonnegative and
nontrivial) steady state if and only if

Ŝ(p1) < Ŝ(p1, p2) < Ŝ(p2). (3.18)

Recalling that the boundary steady states are given by

Ŝ(p) =
α(p) + δ
β(p)

and Î (p) =
1

β(p)

( b

Ŝ(p)
− δ

)

,

we find that p1 can invade thep2-only steady state when̂S(p1, p2) < Ŝ(p2),
while vice versa,p2 can invade thep1-only steady state when̂S(p1) < Ŝ(p1, p2).
In other words, steady coexistence of two traits is possibleif and only if the traits
are mutually invadable. A necessary condition for this is that Ŝ(p1) < Ŝ(p2)
(that is, given that the traitp2 wins the internal competition,p2 must win the
single infection between-host competition), while a sufficient condition is given
in (3.18).
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In a similar manner as finding the singular points for the monomorphic dy-
namics, we can determine the (internal) singular coalitions by putting

d
dqrp1,p2(q)

∣
∣
∣
q=p1
= d

dqrp1,p2(q)
∣
∣
∣
q=p2
= 0.

Note that we can depict such coalitions from a pairwise invasibility plot. Namely,
each of the conditionsddqrp1,p2(q)|q=p1 = 0 and d

dqrp1,p2(q)|q=p2 = 0 represents a
curve in a (p, q) plane. If the curves intersect in the white area, where coexistence
is possible, we obtain a feasible singular coexistence. The(un)invadability of a
singular coalition can be (relatively) easily verified. Namely, a singular coalition
is evolutionarily stable if and only if the traits that form it are uninvadable. Con-
vergence stability, however, is not so straightforward, but the reader can find some
results in [78]. We shall refrain from analytic treatment ofsingular coalitions and
proceed by way of numerical examples.

Figure 3.8: (A) The PIP corresponding to the superinfectionmodel withψ = ψ200

in (3.14). (B) White areas correspond to the regions in (p, q) space in whichp
andq are mutually invadable. Grey regions are the areas whererp(q) andrq(p)
have opposite signs. (C) The graph ofrp•∗(q).

Example 3.8. We take the parameter values and the trade-off functions as in
Example 3.4 and investigate numerically whether evolutionary branching points
exist if the superinfection function is given by (3.14) for somen ∈ N. In this
case, the functionp 7→ T̂(p) is a strictly decreasing function, which implies that
the within-host CSS will take the value of the physiologicalrestriction on trait
values, in this case taken to bepmax = p∗ = 6.

We found that for low values ofn (that is, when the host is reinfected by
a relatively low dose) the convergence stable singular strategy will also be an
ESS and will hence give rise only to converging dimorphisms.Whenn becomes
larger, the convergence stable steady state becomes invadable, which can give
rise to evolutionary coexistence of two distinct traits at the host population level.
This is demonstrated in Figure 3.8, wheren = 200. The convergence stable
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Figure 3.9: (A) The graph ofrp1,p2(q) with the initial dimorphism (p1, p2) =
(4.7, 4.8) shows that (p1, p2) can be invaded by a small mutation whenq < p1

or q > p2. (B) The simulated evolutionary tree shows evolutionary branching
leading to two distinct pathogen subpopulations. (C) The graph ofr4.7,5.5(q) (D)
The graph ofr4.675,6(q).

strategy for the monomorphic dynamics was found numerically and takes the
value p•∗ = 4.69345. Note thatp•∗ in Figure 3.8 is a branching point, however,
of an unusual type as it is invadable from above, but not from below.

The simulated evolutionary tree in Figure 3.9B shows monomorphic evolu-
tion towardsp•∗, after which branching occurs. In general, branching does not
guarantee that we will find coexistence on the evolutionary time scale since one
branch may go extinct and the other may evolve towards a monomorphic ESS.
However, extinction after branching was not encountered inthis case. We found
that the within-host CSS,p∗ (which is in this case at the physiological maximum,
cf. Example 4), coexists at the host population level with trait p = 4.675.

Figures 3.9A and 3.9C show the graphs ofq 7→ rp1,p2(q) for two choices
of resident coalitions (p1, p2): Figure A shows the initial dimorphism and the
invasion ability of neighbouring traits, while Figure C is taken later on in the
evolutionary time with (p1, p2) = (4.7, 5.5). Note that the scope for successful
invaders around the lower trait is indeed very small, compared to the scope for
successful invaders around the upper trait. Figure 3.9B shows the result of a
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single simulation. Note also that the lower branch appears to be constant but is
fact not so sincep•∗ = 4.69345, but the lower trait in the evolutionarily stable
coexistence takes the valuep = 4.675. We have performed a large number of
simulations, which suggest that the coalition (4.675, 6) is convergence stable as
well as uninvadable (the uninvadability is also seen in Figure 3.9D).

3.5.2 Maintenance of dimorphisms through the evolutionarytime

We have demonstrated that the mechanistic case allows for evolutionary branch-
ing as well as evolutionary coexistence. In fact, so does the‘smooth’ case, but
since this case is not as biologically relevant as the other two, we do not give it
much attention. We have furthermore shown that the ‘jump’ case does not in-
duce branching points; natural selection will in this case drive p towards a local
minimum of T̂(p), but perhaps also via convergent polymorphisms and not only
through trait substitutions.

When there is no limitation on the size of the mutation (apartfrom, of course,
that the traits remains in the biologically feasible interval), or when the pathogen
population is polymorphic to begin with, branching points are neither necessary
nor sufficient for maintenance of polymorphisms. In such a case, evolutionary
coexistence becomes possible also in the ‘jump’ case. The only candidates for
stable coalitions, however, are the minima ofT̂ that are mutually invadable (a
necessary condition for such coexistence is therefore thatp 7→ T̂(p) has more
than one local minimum). This can be seen if we use (3.17b) to rewrite (3.16) as

rp1,p2(q) = sp2(q) −
(
β(q)
β(p2)Φ(p1, p2) − Φ(p1, q)

)

Îp1(p1, p2) + Φ(p2, q)Îp2(p1, p2)

(3.19a)

and (3.17c) to write

rp1,p2(q) = sp1(q) +
(
β(q)
β(p1)Φ(p1, p2) + Φ(p2, q)

)

Îp2(p1, p2) + Φ(p1, q)Îp1(p1, p2).

(3.19b)

With the same reasoning as in Section 3.3.1 we can then show that the only at-
tracting coalitions are the ones consisting of two local minima of T̂(p): if the
mutations are small, i.e., lie in (p1 − ε, p1 + ε) ∪ (p2 − ε, p2 + ε) for someε > 0,
then each successful mutation will bring eitherp1 or p2 closer to a local mini-
mum. Note, however, that in a generic case we will have eitherT̂(p1) < T̂(p2) or
T̂(p2) < T̂(p1), but the better of the two at the within-host level will not outcom-
pete the other at the host population level, since the termssp1(q) and sp2(q) can
only be neglected in small enough neighbourhoods.

Finally, we observe that Nowak and May showed in [88] that, inthe ‘jump’
case, many traits can coexist on the epidemiological as wellas evolutionary time
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scale, while here we find that the number of local minima ofT̂ sets an upper
bound for the number of traits that can coexist on the evolutionary time scale.
When mutations are uniformly distributed (rather than being small) Nowak and
May even obtain a continuum of traits on the evolutionary time scale by a balance
between evolution towards increased virulence and generation (by mutation) of
low virulence strains.

3.6 The dynamics in the initial stages of a superinfection

In the initial stages of a superinfection, the invading trait q is likely to be present
only in small quantities. Hence, even whenT̂(q) < T̂(p) (and so the newly in-
troduced trait has the potential to outcompete the residenttrait), trait q may go
extinct due to demographic stochasticity in the initial stages of a superinfection,
when it is still rare.

In this section we supplement the deterministic model by describing the initial
stages of an invasion as a stochastic birth-and-death process. This will lead us
to continuous (but not differentiable) superinfection functions, hence the word
‘mechanistic’ for this case.

So let us begin by assuming that only one free pathogen with trait q is intro-
duced into a host already infected by traitp. If we assume that the traitp resides
in a stable equilibrium, then the new traitq is introduced into an environment
given by the steady state value ofT̂(p),

T̂(p) =
c

k(B0(p) − 1)
. (3.20)

The probability with which the clan of this initially introduced pathogen survives
in an already infected host, is given as the smallest fixed point of a generating
function [59]. In order to compute it, we must first derive theprobabilitiesπn,
with which one free pathogen with traitq will producen new pathogens.

Now, in order to reproduce, a pathogen must bind to an uninfected target cell.
This happens with probability

kT̂(p)

kT̂(p) + c
.

When the pathogen enters a target cell, its survival relies on the survival of the
target cell that hosts it. The life span of a target cell infected with traitq is expo-
nentially distributed with parameter (µ(q) + d). The infected target cell produces
free pathogens according to a Poisson process with parameter q. So the prob-
ability density that an infected target cell livest units of time and in that time
producesn offspring equals

(µ(q) + d)e−(µ(q)+d)te−qt q
ntn

n!
.
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Accounting for all possible timest, we arrive at the following expression forπn,

πn =
kT̂(p)

kT̂(p)+c

∫ ∞

0
(µ(q) + d)e−(µ(q)+d)te−qt q

ntn

n!
dt, (3.21)

which is valid forn ≥ 1. The probability of having no offspring at all is, however,
not given byπ0, as the pathogen may never reproduce simply because it neveren-
ters an uninfected target cell. Since the probability with which the pathogen dies
before it binds to a cell equals c

kT̂(p)+c
, we thus obtain the following generating

functionG(z),

G(z) =
c

kT̂(p) + c
+

∞∑

n=0

πnzn,

which, by using (3.21) and interchanging the order of summation and integration,
can be written as

G(z) =
c

kT̂(p) + c
+

kT̂(p)

kT̂(p) + c
· 1

1+ B0(q)(1− z)
. (3.22)

The functionG has the following properties:

(i) G(0) = c
kT̂(p)+c

+ π0,

(ii) G(1) = 1,

(iii) G′(1) = kT̂(p)
c+kT̂(p)

B0(q) = Rw
0 (q)(T̂(p)),

(iv) G′(z) > 0,

(v) G′′(z) > 0.

Let us assume thatG(0) > 0. One can then see that these properties guarantee that
G has at most two fixed points, one of which isz= 1. The probability with which
the clan of the invading pathogen goes extinct is given as thesmallest solution of
G(z) = z (see [35, 59] for details). Whether the second solution liesin [0, 1] (and
hence gives a meaningful value for a probability), depends on the value ofG′(1),
which equals the invaders within-host reproduction ratio in the environment set
by the resident,Rw

0 (q)(T̂(p)). If Rw
0 (q)(T̂(p)) ≤ 1, then the second solution is

above 1 and so the clan will go extinct with certainty. If, on the other hand,
Rw

0 (q)(T̂(p)) > 1, the invasion will be successful with nonzero probability.
Let P1(p, q) denote the probability of extinction of traitq, following an intro-

duction of a single free pathogen into an environment set by the resident traitp.
Using (3.22) and (3.20) we obtain

P1(p, q) = min
{

1,
c

c+ kT̂(p)
+

1
B0(q)

}

= min
{

1, 1− 1
B0(p)

+
1
B0(q)

}

.
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Note that, having rewrittenP1(p, q) in terms of burst sizes only, we can now
also say that the invading trait has a nonzero probability ofsuccess only when its
burst size exceeds the burst size of the resident traitp. We also observe that (i)
P1(p, p) = 1, as it should be since the resident trait resides at a stableequilibrium,
and (ii) whenB0(q) → ∞, the invading trait will survive with certainty, pro-
vided that the initially introduced pathogen makes it to an uninfected target cell.
The probability of extinction must therefore equal the probability with which the
pathogen dies before it enters a target cell. And indeed we find that

lim
B0(q)→∞

P1(p, q) =
c

c+ kT̂(p)
.

Let nowφ1(p, q) denote the complementary probability that the clan of one free
pathogen with traitq survives in the environment set by the resident trait. This is
then given by

φ1(p, q) =






1
B0(p)

− 1
B0(q)

, B0(p) < B0(q)

0, otherwise.
(3.23)

Whenn particles are introduced, therefore, the probability of survival equals

φn(p, q) =






1− Pn
1(p, q), B0(p) < B0(q)

0, otherwise.
(3.24)

or, to continue the thread of previous sections, rewritten in terms ofT̂(p) and
T̂(q),

φn(p, q) =






1−
(

1− kT̂(p)

c+ kT̂(p)
+

kT̂(q)

c+ kT̂(q)

)n
, T̂(q) < T̂(p)

0, otherwise.

(3.25)

In the limit, when the number of initially introduced pathogens approaches infin-
ity we have

lim
n→∞

φn(p, q) =






1, T̂(q) < T̂(p)

0, otherwise.

That is, when a large number of pathogens with traitq is introduced, the deter-
ministic description gives the full story: if the newly introduced trait goes extinct,
it is because it loses the competition within the host and notdue to bad luck while
it is still rare.
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Note that this description makes the superinfection functions φ = φn(p, q)
continuous (but not differentiable) as a function ofq in the pointq = p. The fact
that they are increasing as functions ofB0(q), implies that the traits that signif-
icantly increase the burst size (i.e., the ones that significantly reduce the steady
state level of uninfected target cells within the host) alsohave a better chance
of surviving in the host than the traits which are only slightly better within-host
competitors than the resident. When the number of initiallyintroduced mutants
goes to infinity, we obtain a superinfection function with a jump discontinuity in
q = p, which furthermore makes no distinction among the winning strategies.

3.7 Concluding remarks

The individual host is a cul-de-sac for parasites that reproduce within it and hence
parasite persistence relies on host-to-host transmission. When the risk that com-
petitors enter the same host is negligible, this need for transmission sets an op-
timal level for within-host prudence. But if the same host can be reinfected by
another strain, the parasites are confronted with a versionof the milker-killer
dilemma [104].

In order to evaluate the balance of the various evolutionaryforces one needs,
to begin with, a somewhat detailed description of the statusof an infected host
and how this status changes in the course of time. In principle, the status should
incorporate all relevant information about parasite burden, immune response and
harm done. Pragmatic first steps are usually based on very caricatural descrip-
tions in terms of just a few variables, with dynamics generated by very simple
deterministic rules. The link to the host population level is then made by speci-
fying how the mortality of the host and the transmissibilityof the parasite (upon
contact of the host with another, susceptible, host) dependon the status. Various
authors use terms like ‘nested’ or ‘embedded’ models to indicate that a submodel
for within-host dynamics is used as a building block for an epidemic model at the
host population level (see [1] for a survey and references).

In order to incorporate the effects of reinfection by another strain, one needs to
address a number of rather subtle issues, having to do with the ‘dose’ of parasites
that enters the host at transmission. A first point is that demographic stochasticity
may play a major role right away, simply because the dose is small. A second
point is that there is no clue as to the choice of an initial value for the deterministic
variable representing the new strain in the host status.

In this chapter we have, building on the work of Gilchrist andCoombs [52],
adopted a consistent series of simplifying assumptions to obtain a tractable mo-
del. First of all, we assumed that mutations are so rare at theepidemiological
time scale that we can use the Adaptive Dynamics descriptionof evolution as a
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sequence of trait substitutions and, possibly, branching.We consider an SI mo-
del, i.e., we ignore an immune response that clears the infection. This allows us
to assume that within-host dynamics is so fast compared to (the time scale of) the
host contact process and host demography, that we can neglect transients and fo-
cus on (steady state) attractors. Since the within-host model exhibits competitive
exclusion, an added bonus is that, in the deterministic description, we have su-
perinfection rather than coinfection (i.e., a newly arriving strain fails to have any
effect if it is a weaker competitor, while outcompeting the resident strain instan-
taneously if it is a better competitor). This no-yes dichotomy is shaded down by
demographic stochasticity, in the sense that ‘no’ remains ‘no’ but ‘yes’ becomes
‘possibly’, with the probability depending on the degree ofcompetitive superi-
ority. We use the branching process corresponding to the linearized within-host
model to compute how this probability of successful take-over depends on both
the difference in competitive ability and the dose (Mosquera and Adler [84] in-
troduced this idea in the present context in their Appendix B, but, curiously, did
not elaborate the link between the branching process and themechanistic within-
host submodel in their Appendix A. Note also that Pugliese [92, 93] questions the
absoluteness of the ‘no’).

Clearly all of these assumptions are open for debate (see [22, 97] for inspi-
ration). They are made in order to make progress, not as a terminus. The main
conclusions that we derived from these assumptions are

(i) superinfection leads to increased virulence and

(ii) superinfection may lead to evolutionarily stable coexistence of (at least) two
strains.

While the first is exactly what one would expect, the second isa bit surprising,
given the fact that Pugliese [92, 93] found converging rather than diverging di-
morphisms. It appears that the mechanistic within-host model leads to a richer
repertoire of adaptive dynamics than a phenomenological trade-off between trans-
missibility and host mortality. We are thus inclined to answer the rhetoric question
in the title of the stimulating paper [47] with ‘yes’, as did the authors!

Various attempts of devising meaningful, yet tractable, within-host submodels
have been made [1, 4, 29, 47, 52, 64, 83, 89, 101] and it has beenclarified how
superinfection can be seen as a limiting case of coinfection[29, 84]. In our view,
it is now a great challenge to incorporate immunity. If the infectious period has
a finite length due to the fact that the parasites are ultimately eliminated by the
immune system, it becomes much more difficult, if not impossible, to postulate
time scale differences that simplify the analysis. In addition, immunity has a ‘long
term memory’ effect [53, 55]. Will it be possible to determine the influence ofall
these factors on the evolution of infectious diseases?



Chapter 4
Relative effects of barrier
precautions and topical antibiotics
on nosocomial bacterial
transmission

4.1 Introduction

Infections with antibiotic-resistant microorganisms frequently occur in critically
ill patients. In almost all cases, infection is preceded by asymptomatic carriage,
i.e. colonization. Although different pathogens have different preferential colo-
nization sites, several body sites may eventually become colonized, even those
that are protected in healthy individuals. After one week ofhospitalization, col-
onization of the respiratory tract, gastro-intestinal tract and skin with potentially
pathogenic microorganisms occurs in almost all criticallyill patients [9].

Intensive care units (ICUs) generally hold a small number ofpatients (typi-
cally 5-50), with an average length of stay that may very wellbe less than one
week. Several routes of initiation of colonization can be distinguished. Patients
may become colonized during their stay in the ICU throughcross-transmission, a
process that depends on the colonization pressure, that is,the number/proportion
of other patients already being colonized [10]. In some patients susceptible mi-
croorganisms develop antibiotic resistance, either through specific mutations or
through horizontal transfer of resistance genes. These events usually occur under
antibiotic exposure and this mode of acquisition of resistance has been labeled
endogenousacquisition of resistance. Finally, patients may be admitted to an
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ICU while being colonized, either at a level that is detectable by microbiological
cultures, or in bacterial amounts that do not (yet) exceed the detection limits of
sampling tests. In the latter case, selection through antibiotics may ultimately re-
veal ‘new’ cases of colonization. The smallness of ICU populations, rapid patient
turnover and different routes of transmission create a complex epidemiology, with
naturally occurring large fluctuations in the prevalence ofcolonization [8].

Several infection control strategies can be used to reduce the prevalence of
colonization in such a setting. Barrier precautions (e.g. hand disinfection, use
of gloves and gowns, isolation of patients) aim to reduce cross-transmission (i.e.
patient-to-patient transmission) and, although to a much smaller extent, endoge-
nous transmission (transmission of microorganisms from one part of a patient’s
body to another, as yet uncolonized, part).

Administration of antibiotics, on the other hand, has many different facets.
When administered intravenously or topically, antibiotics may serve as a way to
reduce the prevalence of colonization in ICUs, either by reducing or by com-
pletely eradicating the susceptible flora, thereby also preventing the development
of resistance [23, 106]. Yet, the very use of antibiotics mayalso increase the se-
lection pressure and the emergence of resistant strains andmay thereby only be
adding to the ever increasing problem of antibiotic resistance.

Enteral administration of nonabsorbable antibiotics, as implemented inselec-
tive decontamination of the digestive tract(SDD), is highly controversial: topical
intestinal application of non-absorbable antibiotics in ICU patients was part of a
successful strategy to control an outbreak of multi-resistant Gram negativebac-
teria in a French ICU [11], but was associated with increasedresistance in some
other ICUs [74, 107]. In all successful interventions, SDD was presumably in-
strumental in reducing the spread in the ICU [23, 106]. However, in all such
interventions barrier precautions and antibiotic use wereintroduced simultane-
ously, but the relative importance of the two control measures has never been
determined.

In this chapter we present a theoretical setting to investigate the relative effects
of different interventions on the prevalence of colonization in ICUs. The small
population sizes and rapid patient turnover that are typical for intensive care units,
make it natural to formulate and study a stochastic model. But for precisely the
same reasons, one needs to be very careful when drawing conclusions regarding
the efficacy of different control measures. Namely, if a certain intervention is
implemented for some time and this intervention appears to be successful, to
what extent is the reduction of colonization a result of random fluctuations and to
what extent is it a result of the control measure? We therefore also formulated a
deterministic counterpart of the stochastic model and compared the conclusions
regarding the relative effects of different interventions with the ones drawn from
the Markov chain model.
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We present both models and the results in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. But to begin
with, we now first describe the epidemiology and patient dynamics in intensive
care units.

4.2 The epidemiology and the dynamics in the ICU

Our study does not focus on any pathogen in particular. The microorganism
we have in mind is characterized by the following properties: it is a pathogen
widely found in ICUs, it can colonize several sites of a patient’s body (including
the gastro-intestinal tract) and is resistant to some antibiotics, but is susceptible
to the intestinally administered nonabsorbable antibiotics. Pseudomonas aerug-
inosa, entericGram-negativebacteria, methicillin-resistantStaphylococcus au-
reus(MRSA) andenterococciare all examples of such a pathogen.

We shall, however, single out three body sites that can become colonized: the
skin, the gut and the lungs, and label the patients in the ICU according to the parts
of their bodies that are colonized at the time. Each of the body sites is assumed
to be either colonized or not (in other words, we neglect the fact that individuals
may differ in the bacterial load they carry at various sites) and so the label GS, for
example, indicates that the individual is colonized in the gut and on the skin, but
not (yet) in the lungs. In this way we can at any point in time characterize each
patient in the ICU by one of the following eight labels: 0, G, S, L, GS, GL, SL,
GSL.

Skin colonization may lead to contamination of health care workers’ hands
during patient care and is a prerequisite for cross-transmission. We shall use the
term ‘skin colonization’ throughout the chapter and describe by this term any sit-
uation that may lead to cross-transmission (e.g. a contaminated respiratory tubing
system or suffering from diarrhoea). In fact, colonization of the lungs/intestines
is characterized as one that cannot be transmitted through contaminated hands. It
is, however, possible that a patient colonized in the lungs or in the gut transmits
the bacteria to the skin by endogenous transmission.

The lungs, the gastro-intestinal tract and the skin are certainly sites frequently
colonized by one, or even several pathogens, in ICUs [9]. Butmore importantly,
these three sites capture precisely the three substantially different manners of col-
onization in view of the possible control measures: patients colonized on the skin
are infectious and hence an immediate threat to other patients (and health care
workers). We can reduce this threat by applying barrier precautions. Patients
colonized in the gut/lungs are not yet infectious but may become so through en-
dogenous transmission (e.g. developing diarrhoea or having a respiratory tube
inserted) and while reducing the chance of bacteria spreading from the gut to
the skin can be achieved by barrier precautions as well as antibiotics, preventing
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the bacteria to spread from the lungs to the skin can only be done by improved
hygiene. These three body sites hence capture the essence and any additional
colonization site would mainly only complicate the notation as well as the com-
putations without adding new qualitative aspects.

4.2.1 Transmission

We have already indicated in the previous subsection the possible transmission
routes. Here we describe them again in order to also introduce the notation and
some additional assumptions. We distinguish the followingtransmissions:

I. Cross-transmission, meaning that a patient colonized on the skin transmits
the infection, via health care workers, to another patient’s skin. All indi-
viduals not yet colonized on the skin are assumed to be equally susceptible
to an infection (i.e. possible colonization of other body sites does not influ-
ence their susceptibility). Infectiousness of patients colonized on the skin
is assumed to be independent of the colonization status of their other parts.
We denote the (constant) rate at which an individual colonized (at least) on
the skin infects type 0, G, L, GL byβ.

II. Endogenous transmission, where a patient spreads the bacteria from one of
the colonized sites to one of its as yet uncolonized parts. The following
internal transmissions are possible:

- from the gut to the skin,

- from the skin to the gut or to the lungs,

- from the lungs (possibly via the respiratory tube) to the skin.

The list of all possible endogenous transmissions and the (constant) rates at
which they occur is as follows:

G
αGS−→ GS, GL

αGS−→ GS L,

L
αLS−→ S L, GL

αLS−→ GS L,

S
αSG−→ GS, S L

αSG−→ GS L,

S
αS L−→ S L, GS

αS L−→ GS L.

4.2.2 Admission of new patients

Individuals are admitted to the ICU at a constant rateλ. Newly admitted pa-
tients can be colonized at any of the three body parts. We shall assume that the
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probabilities with which a newly admitted individual is of acertain type are con-
stant in time (one can for example imagine that the prevalence of this pathogen
in the community at large is stationary and that the individuals admitted to the
ICU are sampled randomly from the outside community) and we denote them by
p0, pG, pS , pL , pGS, pGL , pS L andpGS L and require that

p0 + pG + pS + pL + pGS + pGL + pS L + pGS L = 1.

4.2.3 Discharge/death

Individuals are removed from the ICU (either due to discharge or death) with
a constant probability per unit of timeµ, which is independent of the patient’s
colonization status. The numbersλ andµ are related to each other via the sizeN∗

of the ICU as follows:λ = µN∗ (see Appendix A).

4.3 The modeling

The typically low number of patients in ICUs makes a stochastic model a more
suitable and natural description of the process than a deterministic one. We shall
nevertheless first formulate a deterministic model (for thereasons mentioned in
the introduction) and then later on compare some of its features to the results of
the simulations of the stochastic version of the model.

4.3.1 The deterministic model

If the population sizes were large, we could describe the dynamics in the ICU by
the following set of ordinary differential equations:

ẋ0 = µp0 − (σI + µ)x0,

ẋG = µpG − (σI + αGS + µ)xG,

ẋS = µpS + σIx0 − (αSG + αS L + µ)xS,

ẋL = µpL − (σI + αLS + µ)xL,

ẋGS = µpGS + (σI + αGS)xG + αSGxS − (αS L + µ)xGS,

ẋGL = µpGL − (σI + αGS + αLS + µ)xGL,

ẋS L= µpS L + (σI + αLS)xL + αS LxS − (αSG + µ)xS L,

ẋGS L= µpGS L + (σI + αLS + αGS)xGL + αS LxGS + αSGxS L− µxGS L.






(4.1)

Here,x j with j ∈ {0,G,S, L,GS,GL,S L,GS L} represent the fractions of the
corresponding subpopulations (indicated by the indices) and

I = xS + xGS + xS L+ xGS L (4.2)
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denotes the proportion of individuals that are colonized onthe skin and can hence
(immediately) cause new cases of colonization. The new parameterσ can be
expressed in terms of the ‘old’ ones asσ = βλ

µ
.

The system (4.1) is a scaled version of the one written in terms of actual
numbers (as opposed to fractions) and the interested readercan find all the details
in Appendix A.

For reader’s convenience we depict the possible changes in an individual’s
colonization status and the rates at which they occur in the form of the diagram
in Figure 4.1.

G
σI+αGS

// GS
αS L

))TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

0
σI

// S

αSG

77ppppppppppppp

αS L

''NNNNNNNNNNNNN GL σI+αGS+αLS
// GS L

L
σI+αLS

// S L

αSG

55jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

Figure 4.1: Dynamics of an individual’s colonization status.

Equilibria and their stability

In Appendix A we show that the equilibrium value ofI is obtained as a fixed point
of the functionF given by

F(I ) = p+
p0σI

σI + µ
+

pL(σI + αLS)

σI + αLS + µ
+

pG(σI + αGS)

σI + αGS + µ
+

pGL(σI + αGS + αLS)

σI + αGS + αLS + µ
(4.3)

where

p = pS + pGS + pS L + pGS L (4.4)

denotes the probability that a patient is colonized on the skin already on admis-
sion.

WhenF(0) > 0, the system (4.1) has a unique positive equilibrium and this
equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable.

In the caseF(0) = 0 (for instance, when all newly admitted individuals are
free of the infectious agent in question, i.e.,p0 = 1), the system admits a ‘disease
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free’ equilibrium, by which we mean an equilibrium consisting of only the sub-
populations that cannot cause new infections. Whether the system also admits a
nontrivial steady state, relies on the value of the basic reproduction ratioR0 [35],
which is in the caseF(0) = 0 (and only in this case) well defined and is equal
to σ

µ
. Indeed, if, for instance,p0 = 1 (see Appendix A for the derivation ofR0

for other cases in whichF(0) = 0) and one individual colonized on the skin is
introduced into an otherwise infection free ICU, then this individual is expected
to remain in the ICU for1

µ
units of time and is in this time expected to infect the

skin of σ·1
µ

patients.

If R0 ≤ 1, the infection free steady state is the only steady state of(4.1) and it
is locally stable. WhenR0 > 1 there exists also a unique nontrivial equilibrium,
which is then locally stable, while the infection free steady state is in that case
unstable.

The proof of these claims is rather technical and can be foundin Appendix A.

4.3.2 The discrete time Markov chain model

In addition to the deterministic model, we formulate a discrete time Markov chain
model, which we investigate by way of simulations. The outcomes of simulations
will be presented later on, here we only briefly describe the setting.

In all the simulations, the reported ICU is assumed to hold 20beds, all of
which were assumed to be occupied at all times. The process was simulated as a
discrete time process, taking one day as the unit of time. We have in fact simulated
the process for a number of different choices of ICU size. We found that, even
though the outcomes (say, colonization levels) are different, our main conclusions
do not rely on the size of the intensive care unit.

The epidemiology (i.e. the colonization sites and the transmission routes)
has already been described in Section 4.2. We now furthermore assume that the
discharge and admission take place at one particular time each day. In this way,
the only thing that changes in the ICU in the course of one day are the patients’
colonization statuses.

The length of stay of each patient in the ICU is taken to be exponentially dis-
tributed with parameterµ. After the discharge has taken place, the available beds
are immediately filled with new patients. The colonization statuses (i.e. labels) of
newly admitted patients are distributed according to the admission probabilities
p j. The endogenous transmissions are taken to be exponentially distributed with
the rates that were introduced in Section 4.2.

Patient-to-patient transmission, on the other hand, is a density dependent pro-
cess. The cross-transmission rate is proportional to the number of patients in the
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ICU that are colonized on the skin and is given by

σ ∗ the number of patients colonized on the skin
the number of patients in the ward− 1

.

Note that this rate may change in time. We therefore update iton a daily basis,
after each round of discharge and admission. Lastly, transmissions are assumed
to be independent of one another.

4.4 Infection control measures

Administration of topical, nonabsorbable antibiotics hasno effect on the colo-
nization of the skin or the lungs. It can, however, have two different effects on
the individual’s gastro-intestinal tract: (i) it either reduces the rate of endogenous
transmission of bacteria from the gut to the skin (although bacterial loads were not
explicitly included, one can imagine that the lower rate is aresult of the reduction
in the bacterial load due to antibiotic therapy), but the patient remains colonized
until discharge, or, (ii) colonization can be completely eradicated before the pa-
tient leaves the ICU. Both of these scenarios were investigated but since the out-
comes were very similar we shall only present the results of the former scenario.
Let us only remark that the latter requires a modification of both models to take
into account the possibility that the intestinal carriage is successfully eliminated
during patient’s ICU stay.

Barrier precautions, on the other hand, can have an effect on several param-
eters. Primarily, they aim to reduce the cross-transmission parameterσ, but im-
proved hygiene during patient care may also lower the ratesαLS andαGS. Fur-
thermore, isolation of patients on admission or disinfection of patients’ skin on
admission may lower the value ofp = pS + pGS + pS L + pGS L.

In the deterministic setting we were in particular interested in the sensitivity
of the equilibrium value of skin colonizations,I ∗, to different parameters. The
steady state value ofI is given implicitly as a fixed point of the functionF (cf.
Appendix A), given in (4.3).

The sensitivity ofI ∗ to a certain parameter, sayθ,

SI∗,θ =
∂I ∗

∂θ

can be determined by using the implicit function theorem as

SI∗,θ =

∂F
∂θ

1− ∂F
∂I∗

,
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Figure 4.2: I ∗ plotted as a function ofαGS. In all three figuresµ = 1
10, αLS =

1
2

and, from the top to the bottom,σ = 1
2,

1
5,

1
8,

1
10,

1
20,

1
50, 0. In (A) p j = 0.05 for

j , 0, (B) pG = 0.2, pGL = 0.1, p j = 0.05 for j , {0,G,GL} and in (C) pG =

0.5, pGL = 0.2, p j = 0.05 for j , {G,GL}.

but since explicit computations lead to very cumbersome expressions that do not
offer straightforward ways of comparing the sensitivities ofI ∗ to different param-
eters, we proceed with numerical examples.

We performed a series of numerical experiments for both models, aiming to
determine the relative importance of different interventions. In particular, we tried
to identify circumstances in which antibiotic therapy has substantial effects and
should be used as a control measure to reduce the prevalence of colonization in
an ICU. In the next section we present a couple of representative figures, along
with the interpretation and the conclusions concerning implementation of control
measures in ICUs. Some additional figures can be found in Appendix B.

4.4.1 Results

In reality some parameters, such as the discharge rateµ and the fraction of skin
colonizations on admissionp, are difficult to influence. We will therefore keepµ
and p constant in the examples presented in this section, taking the same values
for the deterministic and the stochastic model:µ = 0.1, p = 0.2. The reader can
find some additional figures, in which the effects of reducingp (which would cor-
respond either to increased isolation on admission of patients that are colonized
on the skin or to improved hygiene on admission) are displayed, in Appendix B.

Studying the deterministic model, we found that the efficacy of topical antimi-
crobial prophylaxis relies heavily on (i) the level of cross-transmission in the ICU
and (ii) the proportion of individuals that are colonized inthe gut on admission.
This can be seen from Figure 4.2 in which three scenarios are presented; (A) low,
(B) intermediate and (C) high level of intestinal colonization on admission. We
observe that
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• in Figure 4.2A, the percentage of individuals that are colonized in the gut
on admission is very low (15%, including 5% of the total that are also
already colonized on the skin). In this case, antibiotic prophylaxis may,
of course, be beneficial at the individual level, but has virtually no effect
on the endemic level of skin colonizations, regardless of the level of cross-
transmission in the ICU.

• in Figure 4.2B, the proportion of individuals that carry thepathogen in
the gut on admission is 35%, including 5% of the total that arealso colo-
nized on the skin. Here, reducingαGS to zero has again almost no effect
on I ∗ when the level of cross transmission in the ICU is high (i.e. when
(1 − p)σ/µ > 1; see the top two curves), but when the cross-transmission
rate is reduced so that on average the patients are not expected to transmit
the infection to another patient during their stay in the ICU(the bottom
curves), antibiotic prophylaxis starts to have an effect on I ∗. In the case
σ = 0 (i.e. when there is no patient-to-patient transmission atall in the
ward), antibiotic treatment has the capacity to reduce the prevalence of col-
onization by about a third (prevalence is reduced from 50% to35%; see the
bottom curve in Figure 4.2B).

• antibiotic prophylaxis can, at the population level, only really be beneficial
when a large proportion of patients is amenable for treatment. However,
even then, the level of cross-transmission in the ICU determines the ef-
ficacy of antibiotics. We observe from Figure 4.2C that even though as
much as 70% of the newly admitted patients are colonized in the gut on
admission (and not yet on the skin), reducingαGS to zero has almost no
effect onI ∗ when (1− p)σ/µ > 1 (see the top curve in Figure 4.2C). Only
when (1− p)σ/µ is brought below one (by applying barrier precautions), do
antibiotics start to have an effect on the endemic level of skin colonizations
and in such a case we can observe a two-fold reduction inI ∗ (bottom three
curves).

Figure 4.2 also demonstrates the sensitivity ofI ∗ to the cross-transmission
parameterσ. We see from Figures 4.2A and 4.2B that, while antibiotics have
practically no effect on the endemic level of skin colonizations, barrier precau-
tions that aim to reduceσ have the potential to cause a two- or even three-fold
reduction in the prevalence: in 4.2A, the prevalence is reduced from 85% to 30%,
regardless of the value ofαGS, while in 4.2B the reduction is on average 45%.

Only in the case when the proportion of individuals colonized in the gut on
admission and the risk of transmitting the infection from the gut to the skin are
high (Figure 4.2C), is the beneficial effect of barrier precautions less visible. In
this case, antibiotic prophylaxis can significantly reducethe prevalence of skin
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Figure 4.3:p j = 0.05 for j , 0,αSG = 0.5,αLS = 0.5,αS L = 0.2. In (A)σ = 1 and
αGS = 1 (black),αGS = 0.1 (dark grey),αGS = 0.01 (light grey). In (C)σ = 0.01
andαGS = 1 (black),αGS = 0.1 (dark grey),αGS = 0.01 (light grey). The right
columns (figures (B) and (D)) show the mean of 1000 simulations, corresponding
to αGS = 0.01, along with the shaded area containing 90% of the simulations, and
the result of a single simulation.

colonizations in the ICU, but, as mentioned before, the level of cross-transmission
has to be reduced first. In such a case, therefore, a combination of the two control
measures would bring the best results.

A similar experiment was performed takingαLS =
1
15 (and so, while in the

scenario depicted in Figure 4.2 the patients are expected totransmit the bacteria
from the lungs to the skin during their stay in the ICU, they are not expected to do
so whenαLS =

1
15). The results are very similar to the ones in Figure 4.2 and will

not be shown here, but the interested reader can find them in Appendix B (Figure
4.6).

We now shift our attention to the results of the simulations.In all the figures
presented here, the process was simulated 1000 times for a period of 200 days,
starting with a randomly chosen initial condition. Just as in the deterministic case,
we study three scenarios of intestinal colonization on admission: in Figure 4.3 the
proportion of individuals admitted with colonized gut is low, in Figure 4.4 it is
intermediate and it is high in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4:pG = 0.2, pGL = 0.1, p j = 0.05 for j , 0,G,GL. αSG = 0.5,αLS = 0.5,
αS L = 0.2. Top: σ = 1, bottomσ = 0.01. Left column: αGS = 1 (black),
αGS = 0.1 (dark grey),αGS = 0.01 (light grey). The right columns (figures (B)
and (D)) show the mean of 1000 simulations, corresponding toαGS = 0.01, along
with the shaded area containing 90% of the simulations, and the result of a single
simulation.

The left columns (figures 4.3A,C , 4.4A,C and 4.5A,C) show themean of
1000 simulations for three values of the endogenous rateαGS. The right columns
(figures 4.3B,D , 4.4B,D and 4.5B,D) contain the bottom curveof the left column
(i.e. the one corresponding to the lowestαGS), the result of a single simulation
and also a shaded grey area corresponding to the area containing 90 % of all
simulations.

The simulations support the conclusions obtained from the deterministic mo-
del: when the admission of intestinal colonizations to the ICU is low (Figure 4.3),
antibiotic prophylaxis has almost no effect on the mean level of the prevalence,
regardless of the level of cross-transmission in the unit. This is also the case when
the admission of intestinal colonizations is somewhat higher (see the top row in
Figure 4.4). However, lowering the rateαGS does start to have an effect on the
mean prevalence if the cross-transmission is reduced to almost zero (see Figures
4.4A and 4.4C): while forσ = 1 half of the patients in the unit are colonized on
average (regardless of the value ofαGS), this number drops from 10 to 7 when
σ = 0.01 and we reduceαGS from 1 to 0.01. The grey area (that contains 90 % of
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Figure 4.5:pG = 0.5, pGL = 0.2, p j = 0.05 for j , 0,G,GL. αSG = 0.5,αLS = 0.5,
αS L = 0.2. Top: σ = 1, bottomσ = 0.01. Left column: αGS = 1 (black),
αGS = 0.1 (dark grey),αGS = 0.01 (light grey). The right columns (figures (B)
and (D)) show the mean of 1000 simulations, corresponding toαGS = 0.01, along
with the shaded area containing 90% of the simulations, and the result of a single
simulation.

all simulations), shifts from 10±3 (not shown) forαGS = 1 to 7±3 forαGS = 0.01.

Figure 4.5 again shows that maintaining proper hygiene in the ICU is nec-
essary if the antibiotics are to have an effect at all: in 4.5A, when the cross-
transmission is high, antibiotics have no effect: only whenσ is considerably re-
duced do the antibiotics have an effect on the population level. This effect is now,
due to the large proportion of newly admitted individuals with intestinal colo-
nization, considerable: on average, the number of skin colonizations in the ICU
is reduced from 17± 3 to 9± 3.

When focusing on averages, therefore, the deterministic and the stochastic
model echo the same message: antibiotic therapy as a means toreduce the preva-
lence of colonization in the ICU should only be used when a relatively high pro-
portion of patients are colonized in the intestines on admission and furthermore
the barrier precautions have already been applied to make sure that the occurrence
of patient-to-patient transmission in the ICU is as low as possible. Otherwise, the
benefits of antibiotic treatment may be high at the individual level, but the effect
at the population level will be negligible.
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Due to the low number of patients in ICUs and the rapid turnover, stochastic
effects may lead to considerable fluctuations in the prevalenceof skin coloniza-
tion in the ICU. In 10% of the simulations that fall out of the grey area, we may
observe long periods in which the prevalence remains below average, even de-
creases, for long periods of time before it increases again.In observing a single
run (or, in real life, a single intervention in one ICU ) one could, therefore, be
tempted to believe that intestinal application of antibiotics has significant benefits
even in the case of low/intermediate admission of intestinal colonization. The
deterministic model and the figures representing the means of 1000 simulations
show that this is not the case: if such an intervention seems to be successful in
an ICU, it may very well be a matter of chance rather than due toreal benefits of
antibiotic prophylaxis.

4.5 Discussion

Complex pathogen dynamics, small patient populations and rapid patient turn-
over make the observation of the efficacy of different infection control measures
in ICUs very difficult. Barrier precautions and intestinal administration of topical
antibiotics are two measures that can be applied to reduce the prevalence of an-
tibiotic resistant pathogens. Yet, prophylactic use of topical antibiotics is highly
controversial [8, 9, 10] as it may lead to increased occurrence of resistant strains.
Moreover, different control measures are usually implemented simultaneously,
precluding the observation of the effects of individual measures. To amend for the
lack of theoretical background in this matter, we formulated a deterministic and a
discrete time Markov chain model to describe the dynamics ofantibiotic resistant
bacteria in ICUs. We demonstrated that intestinal application of nonabsorbable
antibiotics, with the aim of reducing antibiotic resistance at the population level,
can only be effective when (i) a high percentage of newly admitted patientsis
colonized in the intestines and (ii) cross-transmission rates in the ward are low.
Our findings, therefore, represent a firm theoretical argument against the routine
use of topical antimicrobial prophylaxis for infection control.

Our study can be applied to several pathogens commonly foundin ICUs, such
asPseudomonas aeruginosa, MRSA,enterococciand entericGram-negativebac-
teria. Simultaneous colonization at multiple body sites with such pathogens is
universal among ICU-patients [9]. Pathogen dynamics, therefore, includes both
the within-host and patient-to-patient transmission. From a conceptual point of
view, these colonization sites can be divided in internal and external compart-
ments, distinguished by the capacity to act as a source for cross-transmission.
The model used in this study was based on this concept, with the skin as the rep-
resentative for all body sites that can be contacted by health care workers, and
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thus be a source for cross-transmission. For the internal compartments we chose
the lungs and the gastro-intestinal tract.

Under the vocal cords, the respiratory tract is usually sterile. Colonization fre-
quently occurs in ICU patients as the physiological defencemechanisms against
aspirated microorganisms are breached because of intubation. Moreover, the
commensal bacterial flora of the upper respiratory tract, susceptible to many an-
tibiotics, rapidly disappears after ICU-admission, partly because of antibiotics.
Subsequently, the upper and the lower respiratory tract become colonized with
the typical hospital-acquired bacterial flora, which is often resistant to many an-
tibiotics (e.g.Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Enterobacteriaceaeand MRSA). From
the respiratory tract pathogens may reach the external compartment (where they
can contaminate health care workers’ hands) during patientcare. Eradication of
bacterial colonization in the oropharyngeal cavity (part of the upper respiratory
tract) can be achieved with topical antimicrobial agents [6]. Yet, this approach
does not completely eradicate colonization of the lower respiratory tract. In our
analyses we, therefore, considered lung colonization as a constant source from
where bacteria could reach the external compartment.

The intestinal tract is considered the most abundant sourceof pathogens caus-
ing hospital-acquired infections. As in the respiratory tract, the commensal bacte-
rial flora, susceptible to many antibiotics, is rapidly replaced after ICU-admission
by the typical hospital-acquired bacterial flora. In contrast to the respiratory tract,
though, eradication of this flora is achievable with non-absorbable antibiotics.

Because of the constantly increasing prevalence of antibiotic resistance, pre-
vention of transmission of such pathogens becomes more and more important.
Barrier precautions are essential in infection preventionin hospitals. In clinical
practice, such measures include optimal hand hygiene afterpatient contact, plac-
ing a patient in a single-bed room and approaching the patient only when wearing
gloves and gowns. Barrier precautions alone have, however,frequently been in-
sufficient to prevent the spread of antibiotic resistant pathogens and additional
preventive measures are needed, especially in ICUs.

Eradication of bacterial colonization could be a very effective control mea-
sure. For most antibiotic-resistant bacteria, colonization, once established, per-
sists until patient discharge from the ICU. After that, re-establishment of the
commensal flora occurs, possibly because of reduced antibiotic selection pres-
sure. Several eradication strategies have been implemented, though frequently
without success [75]. The concept of nonabsorbable antibiotics applied into the
intestinal tract, usually through a nasogastric tube, has met considerable enthu-
siasm [106]. It has been tested frequently as part of SDD, in which intestinal
decontamination is combined with oropharyngeal decontamination and a short
course of intravenous antibiotic prophylaxis. The primarygoal of SDD was to
prevent the development of ICU-acquired respiratory tractinfections. After more
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than forty randomized trials evaluating the effects of SDD, there is strong evi-
dence that SDD indeed reduces incidences of ICU-acquired respiratory tract in-
fections [106]. Moreover, ICU-survival among patients receiving SDD increased
according to three recent studies [23, 24, 66]. The effects of SDD on the preva-
lence of antibiotic resistant bacteria, however, are controversial: SDD enhanced
preexisting high antibiotic resistant prevalence levels [73], whereas SDD reduced
such prevalence levels in units with low baseline prevalences [23]. It is generally
assumed that the intestinal component of SDD has the largesteffect on increasing
or decreasing unit-wide prevalence levels of antibiotic resistance. This assump-
tion is supported by the reported effects of topical antimicrobial prophylaxis, as in
SDD, as a measure for controlling outbreaks of antibiotic resistance [11]. There-
fore, the use of SDD has been advocated as a routine measure tocontrol antibiotic
resistance in ICUs.

Our findings, to some extent, support this concept. Yet, optimal use of barrier
precautions and a relatively high admission rate of intestinal carriage of resistant
bacteria are prerequisites for the efficacy of intestinal decontamination. In most
ICUs a considerable part of the patients is directly admitted from the community
(such as trauma patients) and the admission prevalence of colonization with resis-
tant bacteria will be low. To conclude, the results of this study, therefore militate
against the routine use of topical antimicrobial prophylaxis for infection control.

4.6 Appendix A. The deterministic model revisited

The aim of this part is to establish the number of equilibria of the system (4.1)
and their stability. But first, we pay attention to the formulation of the model.

Let N0,NG,NS,NL,NGS,NGL,NS L,NGS L denote the sizes of the subpopula-
tions indicated by the indices. If the population sizes werelarge, we could de-
scribe the dynamics with the following system of ODEs:

Ṅ0 = λp0 − β(NS + NGS + NS L+ NGS L)N0 − µN0,

ṄG = λpG − β(NS + NGS + NS L+ NGS L)NG − (αGS + µ)NG,

ṄS = λpS + β(NS + NGS + NS L+ NGS L)N0 − (αSG + αS L + µ)NS,

ṄL = λpL − β(NS + NGS + NS L+ NGS L)NL − (αLS + µ)NL,
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ṄGS = λpGS + β(NS + NGS + NS L+ NGS L)NG − (αS L + µ)NGS +

+ αGSNG + αSGNS,

ṄGL = λpGL − β(NS + NGS + NS L+ NGS L)NGL − (αGS + αLS + µ)NGL,

ṄS L = λpS L + β(NS + NGS + NS L+ NGS L)NL − (αSG + µ)NS L+

+ αS LNS + αLSNL,

ṄGS L = λpGS L + β(NS + NGS + NS L+ NGS L)NGL + (αLS + αGS)NGL +

+ αS LNGS + αSGNS L− µNGS L.

The total population size,

N(t) = N0(t) + NG(t) + NS(t) + NL(t) + NGS(t) + NGL(t) + NS L(t) + NGS L(t)

changes according to the differential equation

Ṅ = λ − µN

and so the equilibriumN∗ = λ
µ

is globally asymptotically stable. If we define

σ =
λβ

µ
,

x j =
N j

N∗
, j ∈ {0,G,S, L,GS,GL,S L,GS L}

and

I := xS + xGS + xLS + xGS L,

we can indeed rewrite the system as (4.1).
To study the steady states of (4.1), we first express the steady state values of

x j , j ∈ {0,G,S, L,GS,GL,S L,GS L} in terms ofI ∗ (the steady state values will
be indicated by a superscript∗).

We have






x∗0 =
µp0

σI ∗ + µ

x∗G =
µpG

σI ∗ + αGS + µ

x∗L =
µpL

σI ∗ + αLS + µ

x∗GL =
µpGL

σI ∗ + αGS + αLS + µ
,

(4.5a)

as the steady state values of four variables, and, using these, we can write the
remaining four as
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x∗S =
µpS

αSG + αS L + µ
+

σI ∗

αSG + αS L + µ
x∗0

x∗GS =
µpGS

αS L + µ
+
σI ∗ + αGS

αS L + µ
x∗G +

αSG

αS L + µ
x∗S

x∗S L =
µpS L

αSG + µ
+
σI ∗ + αLS

αSG + µ
x∗L +

αS L

αSG + µ
x∗S

x∗GS L= pGS L +
σI ∗ + αLS + αGS

µ
x∗GL +

αS L

µ
x∗GS +

αSG

µ
x∗S L,

(4.5b)

which are explicit expressions in terms ofI ∗ once we insert (4.5a).
The steady state valueI ∗ satisfies

I ∗ = x∗S + x∗GS + x∗S L+ x∗GS L=: F(I ∗),

wherex∗S, x
∗
GS, x

∗
S L and x∗GS L are given in (4.5b). Hence, we need to investigate

the fixed points ofF.
After some manipulation we find that

F(I ) = p+
p0σI

σI + µ
+

pL (σI + αLS)

σI + αLS + µ
+

pG(σI + αGS)

σI + αGS + µ
+

pGL(σI + αGS + αLS)

σI + αGS + αLS + µ
,

wherep = pS + pGS + pS L + pGS L and the functionF has the following properties:

1. F(0) ≥ 0,

2. F′(I ) ≥ 0 for I ≥ 0

3. limI→∞ F(I ) = 1 and

4. F′′(I ) ≤ 0 for I ≥ 0.

These properties ensure that, whenF(0) > 0, the functionF has a unique,
strictly positive fixed pointI ∗. The system (4.1) then has a unique strictly positive
steady state. OnceI ∗ is determined, we can calculate the steady state values of all
state variables using (4.5a) and (4.5b).

Suppose now thatF(0) = 0. If we assume thatαGS > 0 andαLS > 0 then
F(0) = 0 precisely when all newly introduced individuals are susceptible. In this
case the value ofF′(0) determines whether there will exist a nontrivial steady
state. IfF′(0) = σ

µ
= R0 > 1 then we have a unique, strictly positive steady state

and ifR0 ≤ 1 then there is only the trivial steady state.
What remains is the possibility that at least one ofαGS, αLS equals zero. Let

us only consider the caseαGS = 0, αLS > 0 (the other two options are treated in
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the same way). ThenF(0) = 0 precisely whenp0 + pG = 1, that is, all newly
introduced patients are either not colonized at all or carrythe bacteria in their
gut. But sinceαGS = 0 they can not spread the bacteria to their skin and we
can treat individuals inx0, xG as a heterogeneous susceptible population. Hence,
R0 = p0

σ
µ
+ pG

σ
µ
= σ

µ
= F′(0) and an endemic equilibrium exists only when

R0 > 1.

Let us now focus on the case whenF(0) > 0 and show that the (unique) equi-
librium is locally asymptotically stable. In a similar fashion we can in fact also
prove the stability statements for the caseF(0) = 0.

To this end let

x∗ = (x∗0, x
∗
G
, x∗

S
, x∗

L
, x∗

GS
, x∗

GL
, x∗

S L
, x∗

GS L
)

denote the (unique) equilibrium of (4.1). The Jacobi matrixevaluated inx∗ is
denoted byJ and has the following form

J =





J1 0 −σx∗0 0 −σx∗0 0 −σx∗0 −σx∗0
0 J2 −σx∗

G
0 −σx∗

G
0 −σx∗

G
−σx∗

G
σI∗ 0 J3 0 σx∗0 0 σx∗0 σx∗0
0 0 −σx∗

L
J4 −σx∗

L
0 −σx∗

L
−σx∗

L
0 σI∗+αGS , σx∗

G
+αSG 0 J5 0 σx∗

G
σx∗

G
0 0 −σx∗

GL
0 −σx∗

GL
J6 −σx∗

GL
−σx∗

GL
0 0 σx∗

L
+αS L, σI∗+αLS , σx∗

L
0 J7 σx∗

L
0 0 σx∗

GL
0 σx∗

GL
+αS L, σI∗+αLS+αGS , σx∗

GL
+αSG, J8





where

J1 = −(σI ∗ + µ), (4.6a)

J2 = −(σI ∗ + αGS + µ), (4.6b)

J3 = σx∗0 − αSG − αS L − µ, (4.6c)

J4 = −(σI ∗ + αLS + µ), (4.6d)

J5 = σx∗
G
− αS L − µ, (4.6e)

J6 = −(σI ∗ + αGS + αLS + µ), (4.6f)

J7 = σx∗
L
− αSG − µ, (4.6g)

J8 = σx∗
GL
− µ. (4.6h)
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Let us define

S =





1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 −1 0 −1 0 −1 1





and calculateK = S−1JS. We obtain

K =





K1 0 0 0 0 0 0 −σx∗0
0 K2 0 0 0 0 0 −σx∗

G
σI∗ 0 K3 0 0 0 0 σx∗0
0 0 0 K4 0 0 0 −σx∗

L
0 σI∗+αGS αSG 0 K5 0 0 σx∗

G
0 0 0 0 0 K6 0 −σx∗

GL
0 0 αS L σI∗+αLS 0 0 K7 σx∗

L
σI∗ σI∗+αGS 0 σI∗+αLS 0 σI∗+αLS+αGS 0 K8





where
Ki = Ji for i = 1, 2, 4, 6 (4.7)

and

K3 = −(αSG + αS L + µ), (4.8a)

K5 = −(αS L + µ), (4.8b)

K7 = −(αSG + µ), (4.8c)

K8 = −µ + σ(x∗0 + x∗
G
+ x∗

L
+ x∗

GL
). (4.8d)

Now, it is clear from the form ofK thatK3,K5 andK7 are eigenvalues ofK (and
therefore ofJ, sinceK andJ are related by a similarity transformation) and from
(4.8a) - (4.8c) that they are strictly negative. Our aim now is to show that all other
eigenvalues ofK have negative real parts as well. In fact, we will see that allthe
eigenvalues ofK are real.

So letφ be an eigenvalue ofK and letvT = (v1, ..., v8) be a corresponding
eigenvector. We have the following relations:

0 = (K1 − φ)v1 − σx∗0v8, (4.9a)

0 = (K2 − φ)v2 − σx∗
G
v8, (4.9b)

0 = (K4 − φ)v4 − σx∗
L
v8, (4.9c)

0 = (K6 − φ)v6 − σx∗
GL

v8, (4.9d)

0 = σI ∗v1 + (σI ∗ + αGS)v2 + (σI ∗ + αLS)v4 + (σI ∗ + αLS + αGS)v6 (4.9e)

+ (K8 − φ)v8
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and

0 = σI ∗v1 + (K3 − φ)v3 + σx∗0v8, (4.9f)

0 = (σI ∗ + αGS)v2 + αSGv3 + (K5 − φ)v5 + σx∗
G
v8, (4.9g)

0 = αS Lv3 + (σI ∗ + αLS)v4 + (K7 − φ)v7 + σx∗
L
v8. (4.9h)

We first consider the following situation:

C 1. αGS > 0, αLS > 0, αGS , αLS .

Let us first see that in this case the spectrum ofK cannot containKi for i ∈
{1, 2, 4, 6}.

We show this by contradiction. Suppose thatφ = K1. Sincex∗0 , 0, K1 ,

K2,K4,K6 andI ∗ , 0 we see from (4.9a) - (4.9e) thatv1 = v2 = v4 = v6 = v8 = 0
and then from (4.9f) - (4.9h) that alsov3 = v5 = v7 and sov = 0, which cannot be
the case sincev is an eigenvector.

In the same way we can see that neither ofK2,K4,K6 lies in the spectrum of
K. We can hence use (4.9a) - (4.9d) to expressv1, v2, v4, v6 in terms ofv8. We
then obtain from (4.9e) thatv8 = 0 or

σ2I ∗x∗0
K1 − φ

+
σ(σI ∗ + αGS)x∗G

K2 − φ
+
σ(σI ∗ + αLS)x∗L

K4 − φ

+
σ(σI ∗ + αGS + αLS)x∗

GL

K6 − φ
+ K8 − φ = 0.

(4.10)

Let us first assume thatv8 , 0. Then, using (4.6a), (4.6b), (4.6d), (4.6f), (4.7) and
(4.8d) we can rewrite (4.10) as

(φ + µ)
( σx∗0
−K1 + φ

+
σx∗G
−K2 + φ

+
σx∗L
−K4 + φ

+
σx∗

GL

−K6 + φ

)

− (φ + µ) = 0. (4.11)

Hence, eitherφ = −µ < 0, or

σx∗0I ∗

−K1 + φ
+

σx∗GI ∗

−K2 + φ
+

σx∗LI ∗

−K4 + φ
+

σx∗
GL

I ∗

−K6 + φ
− I ∗ = 0. (4.12)

Let us now writeφ in (4.12) asφ = ν + iκ. Separating the real and the imaginary
component, we see thatκ = 0 or

σx∗0
(−K1 + ν)2 + κ2

+
σx∗G

(−K2 + ν)2 + κ2
+

σx∗L
(−K4 + ν)2 + κ2

+
σx∗

GL

(−K6 + ν)2 + κ2
= 0,

(4.13)
but since the steady state values ofx∗0, x

∗
G
, x∗

L
, x∗

GL
are strictly positive we see that

necessarilyκ = 0.
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Suppose now thatν = φ ≥ 0.We can then estimate the left hand side of (4.12)
as follows

... <
σx∗0I ∗

−K1
+
σx∗GI ∗

−K2
+
σx∗LI ∗

−K4
+
σx∗

GL
I ∗

−K6
− I ∗

<
σp0I ∗

−K1
+
σp∗GI ∗

−K2
+
σpLI ∗

−K4
+
σpGL I ∗

−K6
− I ∗

< p+
p0σI ∗

−K1
+

pG(σI ∗ + αGS)

−K2
+

pL(σI ∗ + αLS)

−K4
+

pGL(σI ∗ + αGS + αLS)

−K6
− I ∗

= F(I ∗) − I ∗

= 0,

where we have used in the second line thatx∗j < p j for j ∈ {0,G, L,GL} and in
the last thatI ∗ is a fixed point ofF.

Hence, in order forφ to be a solution of (4.12),φ has to be strictly negative.

Now, all that remains to be considered in this first case are the eigenvalues of
K for which the corresponding eigenvector is such thatv8 = 0. Since we have
already established thatφ , K1,K2,K4,K6 we obtain from (4.9a) - (4.9d) that
alsov1 = v2 = v4 = v6 = 0. We can then rewrite (4.9f) - (4.9h) as

0 = (K3 − φ)v3, (4.14a)

0 = αSGv3 + (K5 − φ)v5, (4.14b)

0 = αS Lv3 + (K7 − φ)v7 (4.14c)

and observe that, since not all three ofv3, v5, v7 can be zero, the remaining three
eigenvalues ofK areK3,K5 andK7, as we have already observed in the beginning.

SinceK3,K5 andK7 are all strictly negative we have now shown that in the
case whenαGS > 0, αLS > 0 andαGS , αLS all the eigenvalues ofK are real and
strictly negative and so the steady statex∗ is locally asymptotically stable.

To complete the proof, we have to consider the situation whenthe assump-
tions of the Case 1 are not met. This can happen in the following ways:

C 2. αGS > 0, αLS > 0, αGS = αLS ,

C 3. αGS = 0, αLS > 0,

C 4. αGS > 0, αLS = 0,

C 5. αGS = 0, αLS = 0.

Since all these cases are handled in a similar manner, we shall give details for
only one of them, namely, Case 2.
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In the same way as before, we observe thatK1 andK6 cannot be in the spec-
trum of K. In this case, howeverK2(= K4) can be an eigenvalue and we will see
that this necessarily is the case.

Let us first consider an eigenvalue ofK, sayφ, such thatφ , K2. We can then
expressv1, v2, v4 andv6 in terms ofv8 and just as in Case 1 obtain thatv8 = 0,
φ = −µ or thatφ satisfies (4.12). Since the conclusion from Case 1, that in the
latter case necessarilyφ < 0, relied nowhere on the fact thatαGS , αLS we can
carry it over right away to Case 2. Note however that, sinceK2 = K4, we obtain
a polynomial of degree 3 and hence three (strictly negative)roots. The ‘missing’
eigenvalue can only be equal toK2, which is strictly negative and so we again
conclude thatx∗ is locally asymptotically stable.

This completes the proof.

4.7 Appendix B. Additional figures

In Figure 4.6 we show the results of the same experiment as described in Section
4.4, only this time withαLS =

1
15.

Figure 4.6: The endemic level of skin colonizations plottedas a function ofαGS.
In all three figuresµ = 1

10, αLS =
1
15 and, from the top to the bottom,σ =

1
2,

1
5,

1
8,

1
10,

1
20,

1
50, 0. In (a) p j = 0.05 for j , 0, (b) pG = 0.2, pGL = 0.1, p j = 0.05

for j , {0,G,GL} and in (c) pG = 0.5, pGL = 0.2, p j = 0.05 for j , {G,GL}.

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the effects of reducing the proportion of individuals
that are colonized on the skin already on admission.

We begin at the right end point of thep-axis, with a certain starting distribu-
tion {p j}, j ∈ {0,G,S, L,GS,GL,S L,GS L}. Reductions inp = pS + pGS+ pS L+

pGS L are uniform in the four compartmentsS,GS,S L,GS Land yield a uniform
increase in 0,G, L,GL.
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Figure 4.7: In all three figuresσ = 0.1 and, from top to bottom:αGS =

1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, 0. The starting probabilities at the right end point of the p-axis
are (a) p j = 0.05 for j , 0, (b) pG = 0.2, pGL = 0.1, p j = 0.05 for j , {0,G,GL}
and in (c) pG = 0.5, pGL = 0.2, p j = 0.05 for j , {G,GL}.

Figure 4.8: In all three figuresαGS = 0.5 and, from top to bottom:σ =
0.1, 0.08, 0.06, 0.04, 0.02, 0. The starting probabilities at the right end point of
the p-axis are (a) p j = 0.05 for j , 0, (b) pG = 0.2, pGL = 0.1, p j = 0.05 for
j , {0,G,GL} and in (c) pG = 0.5, pGL = 0.2, p j = 0.05 for j , {G,GL}.



Chapter 5
Persistence and spread of
enterotoxigenicEscherichia coliin
the gastro-intestinal tract of piglets

5.1 Introduction

Post-weaning diarrhoea (PWD) is a multi faceted disease occurring in piglets
in the first two weeks after weaning. One of the causative agents of this dis-
ease is enterotoxigenicEscherichia coli(ETEC) expressingF4 fimbriae (F4+
E. coli). ETEC can adhere to the microvilli of the small intestine enterocytes.
When attached, bacteria produce enterotoxins, which act locally on the entero-
cytes, resulting in increased secretion of fluid and NaHCO3, leading to diarrhoea,
dehydration, acidosis or even death [48].

To this day, several empirical studies have investigated how the occurrence
and the clinical symptoms of PWD depend on different environmental factors,
such as, for instance, litter size, weaning age and temperature. In the recent field
work of P. Geenen [48], data had been obtained on the sheddingpatterns of piglets
and transmission of ETEC. The study furthermore contains some statistical anal-
ysis of the obtained data. However, there exist (to our knowledge) no theoretical
studies of the dynamics of ETEC and the real insight into thisdisease is still
lacking.

The aim of this chapter is to contribute to understanding of the dynamics of
ETEC in piglets. In order to study the spread of ETEC at the (piglet) popula-
tion level, one needs to be able to determine some individualcharacteristics, such
as individual’s infectiousness, and then ‘lift’ the dynamics at the individual level
to the dynamics at the (piglet) population level. We thus start by modeling the

113
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dynamics of ETEC in a single infected piglet. Even though ourlong term objec-
tive is to study more complicated models of within-host dynamics, we begin by
investigating a simple linear model.

We shall in particular investigate two aspects of the within-host dynamics.
Firstly, we aim to establish the conditions that guarantee growth of bacteria in the
intestine and specify when ETEC will not be able to persist. Secondly, we inves-
tigate whether we observe convergence to a so called stable bacterial distribution
(i.e. asynchronous exponential growth [37, 58]). We address these two questions
for the case when (i) the piglet is infected with a dose of ETECat timet = 0 and
there is no inflow of bacteria into its intestine aftert = 0 (we accordingly call this
case thesingle infection case) and (ii) a proportion of the excretedE-coli is rein-
troduced into the intestine (here we have in mind that piglets come into contact
with faeces that contain the bacteria). We call this scenario the(self)reinfection
case.

The chapter is structured as follows. The model describing the microbial
growth and movement in the intestine of a single piglet is introduced in Section
5.2. In Section 5.3 we investigate the single infection caseand Section 5.4 deals
with the (self)reinfection case. Some concluding remarks are collected in Section
5.5.

5.2 The model

We begin our study of the within-host dynamics of ETEC by describing the setting
and introducing the notation.

The intestine is represented by a cylindrical, but not necessarily circular, tube
of lengthL, constant cross-sectional areaA and of constant circumferenceC. Two
types of bacteria are considered: the ones attached to the wall of the intestine and
free bacteria that move downstream. We assume that on every cross-section, the
attached, as well as the free bacteria are uniformly distributed. Hence, ifu(τ, ξ)
andv(τ, ξ) denote, respectively, the distribution of attached and free bacteria at
timeτ, then for 0≤ ξ1 < ξ2 ≤ L the expressions

C
∫ ξ2

ξ1

u(τ, ξ)dξ and A
∫ ξ2

ξ1

v(τ, ξ)dξ

represent, respectively, the number of attached and free bacteria at timeτ with
positions betweenξ1 andξ2.

We assume that free bacteria move downstream with (at this stage assumed
constant) velocityg. They reproduce at a constant rater2 and attach to the wall
of the intestine at a constant rateb.
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Notation Meaning

A cross - sectional area of the intestine
C circumference of the intestine
L length of the intestine
Cu(τ, ξ) per unit of length density of the attached bacteria
Av(τ, ξ) per unit of length density of free bacteria
a wall detachment rate
b wall attachment rate
g stream velocity
r1 reproduction rate of attached bacteria
r2 reproduction rate of free bacteria
p1 probability with which the offspring of an attached bacterium

is attached
p2 probability with which the offspring of an attached bacterium

is free

Table 5.1: Parameters and their description

Attached bacteria reproduce at a rater1. Their offspring is either attached
or free; the former occurs with a constant probabilityp1 and the latter with a
constant probabilityp2. The rate at which attached bacteria detach from the wall
is denoted bya.

If we define

r11 := r1p1 and r12 := r1p2, (5.1)

then the above assumptions lead to the following (linear) system of PDEs,

uτ = (r11− a)u+ bA
C v

vτ = (r12+
aC
A )u+ (r2 − b)v− gvξ .

(5.2)

For the reader’s convenience, we describe the notation oncemore in Table 5.1.
Let us first rescale space and time so that both the length of the intestine and

the stream velocity equal one. In other words, we introduce new independent (and
dimensionless) variablest andx defined by

t :=
gτ
L

and x :=
ξ

L
(5.3)

and rewrite (5.2) as

ut = α11u+ α12v

vt = α21u+ α22v− vx,
(5.4)
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with

α11 =
(r11− a)L

g
, α12 =

bAL
gC

, α21 =
(r12A+ aC)L

gA
, α22 =

(r2 − b)L
g

. (5.5)

Note that, whileα12 andα21 must be nonnegative in order to be biologically
meaningful,α11 andα22 can, in principle, take any value. We thus make the
following

Assumption.α12 ≥ 0 andα21 ≥ 0.

5.3 Persistence and spread of bacteria following a single
introduction

Suppose that bacteria are introduced into an infection freeintestine. Our first aim
is to find the conditions under which the bacteria will be ableto persist in the
intestine and find out when their washout is inevitable.

We hence take

u(0, x) = 0,

v(0, x) = 0, for x ∈ (0, 1)
(5.6)

as the initial condition that corresponds to an infection free intestine at timeτ = 0,
and consider a sudden introduction of bacteria atτ = 0 andξ = 0. Mathemati-
cally we express this by choosing for the boundary conditionthe Dirac measure
gAv(τ, 0) = δ0(τ). Sincecδ0(cz) = δ0(z), we can use (5.3) to prescribe the flux
into the intestine as a function oft as,

LAv(t, 0) = δ0(t). (5.7)

Remark 5.1. The boundary condition (5.7) requires that we look for a solution
of (5.4), which is not a function in the traditional sense of the word, but rather a
generalized function, i.e. adistribution [94, 96]. Here we only briefly give the
idea behind generalized functions and describe in what sense the differentiation
in (5.4) should be understood. We refer the reader to [94] fora more extensive
treatment of the subject.

Let Ω be a nonempty set inRn. If f (x) is a function onΩ, we can define a
linear mapping

φ 7→
∫

Ω

f (x)φ(x)dx (5.8)

for a suitable class of functions, which are calledtest functions. When the linear
map in (5.8) satisfies some continuity conditions (see [94],Chapter 5, Defini-
tion 5.7), it is called adistribution or ageneralized function. Test functions are
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required to vanish near the boundary ofΩ, and the derivative∂ f
∂xj

can then be
defined as the mapping

φ 7→ −
∫

Ω

f (x)
∂φ(x)
∂x j

dx.

We thus require no differentiability of f in the usual sense; the only requirement
is thatφ is differentiable and we hence choose the test functions to be as smooth
as needed. Note, however, that, if the functionf is differentiable in the usual
sense, then this definition agrees with the classical derivative, as can be seen by
integration by parts.

Let us now focus on obtaining a solution of (5.4). One way of obtaining the
solution of (5.4) that satisfies (5.6) and (5.7) is to employ the Laplace transform
of generalized functions. Although this is not too difficult, we choose to take
another route here, namely, we consider smaller, easier to handle building blocks
that eventually lead to the explicit solution of the problemand moreover allow for
more interpretation.

The idea is the following. Initially, only free bacteria areintroduced atx = 0
and there are no bacteria present inside the intestine. The equation

v(1)
t = α22v

(1) − v(1)
x , (5.9a)

with conditions

v(1)(0, x) = 0, x ∈ (0, 1)

LAv(1)(t, 0) = δ0(t),
(5.9b)

hence describes the dynamics of the initial free bacteria and the part of their
complete offspring (not only the first generation) that never attaches tothe wall
nor has any ancestors that ever attached to the wall.

Let u(1)(t, x) denote the distribution of the ‘first generation’ of attached bacte-
ria. The functionu(1)(t, x) satisfies the equation

u(1)
t = α11u

(1) + α12v
(1) (5.10a)

with initial condition

u(1)(0, x) = 0, x ∈ (0, 1). (5.10b)

After (5.9) has been solved, (5.10) represents a simple linear ordinary differ-
ential equation. When the solution of (5.9) and (5.10) is found, we can proceed
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inductively to obtain the distribution of the free bacteriaproduced after then-
th detachment from the wall and before the (n + 1)- th attachment to the wall,
v(n)(t, x), and the distribution of the attached bacteria that are produced after the
n-th stop on the wall and before the next detachment from the wall, u(n)(t, x), as
the solutions of the equations

v(n+1)
t = α21u

(n) + α22v
(n+1) − v(n+1)

x (5.11a)

u(n+1)
t = α11u

(n+1) + α12v
(n+1) (5.11b)

with n ∈ N and where we furthermore require that for everyn > 1

u(n)(0, x) = v(n)(0, x) = 0, x ∈ (0, 1)

v(n)(t, 0) = 0.
(5.11c)

The solution of (5.4) that satisfies (5.6) and (5.7) is then obtained by summing
the contributions of all ‘generations’,

u(t, x) =
∞∑

n=1

u(n)(t, x), (5.12a)

v(t, x) =
∞∑

n=1

v(n)(t, x). (5.12b)

Let us therefore begin by finding the solution of (5.9). To do so we introduce
a new independent variable and instead of (t, x) work with (s, x), wheres is the
‘traveling’ coordinate defined by

s := t − x. (5.13)

With this substitution, (5.9a) becomes an ordinary differential equation (we thus
employ the so calledmethod of characteristics[94]). Taking into account (5.9b),
we find that the solution takes the form

v(1)(t, x) = 1
LAδ0(t − x)eα22x. (5.14)

Having obtained (5.14), we can now solve (5.10). We find that

u(1)(t, x) = 1
LAα12e

(α22−α11)xeα11tH(t − x), (5.15)

whereH denotes the Heaviside function,

H(x) =






1 ; x > 0

0 ; x ≤ 0 .
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The second generation of free bacteria,v(2)(t, x), is again obtained by employ-
ing the change of variables given in (5.13). Taking into account (5.11c), we find
that

v(2)(t, x) = 1
LAα12α21xe(α22−α11)xeα11tH(t − x). (5.16)

We then proceed in the same manner to find the solution of (5.11) for n ≥ 1.
Using (5.14), (5.15), (5.16) and the fact thatH′(x) = δ0(x) it is simple to check
by induction onn that for everyn ∈ N

u(n)(t, x) = 1
LAα

n
12α

n−1
21

xn−1

(n−1)!
(t−x)n−1

(n−1)! H(t − x)e(α22−α11)xeα11t (5.17)

gives the distribution of then-th generation of attached bacteria, while (5.14)
along with

v(n)(t, x) = 1
LAα

n−1
12 αn−1

21
xn−1

(n−1)!
(t−x)n−2

(n−2)! H(t − x)e(α22−α11)xeα11t (5.18)

for n > 1 represent the distributions of different generations of free bacteria.
According to (5.12) we obtainu(t, x) and v(t, x) by summation of, respec-

tively, u(n) andv(n) onn. In both sums we recognize modified Bessel functions of
the first kind,

Iµ(z) =
( z
2

)µ
∞∑

n=0

z2n

22nn!Γ(n+ µ + 1)
,

and we can now writeu(t, x) andv(t, x) as

u(t, x) = 1
LAα12e

(α22−α11)xeα11tI0

(

2
√

α12α21x(t − x)
)

H(t − x), (5.19a)

and

v(t, x) = 1
LAδ0(t − x)eα22x+

+ 1
LAα12e

(α22−α11)xeα11t

√

α12α21

t − x
I1

(

2
√

α12α21x(t − x)
)

H(t − x).
(5.19b)

Note that, since the convergence radius ofIµ is infinite, (5.19a) and (5.19b)
give for everyx ∈ [0, 1] and everyt ≥ 0 a well defined solution of the problem.

To study the behaviour of the solution fort → ∞ we note that for a fixedµ
andz� µ we have

Iµ(z) ∼
ez

√
2πz

.

It is then clear that the sign ofα11 determines whether bacteria persist or not.
Sinceα11 = (r11 − a)L/g we conclude the following (see also Figures 5.1 - 5.3):

(i) if r11 ≥ a, i.e., if the reproduction of bacteria on the wall exceeds, or equals,
the rate at which bacteria detach from the wall, then bacteria in the intestine
persist and

(ii) if r11 < a, bacteria are washed out.
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Figure 5.1: The caser11− a > 0. Bacteria in the intestine persist.

Figure 5.2: The caser11− a = 0. Bacteria persist also in this case.

5.4 Persistence and spread of ETEC in the case of
(self)reinfection

The aim of this section is to investigate the dynamics in the intestine when a
proportion, sayε, of the excreted bacteria is reintroduced into the individual’s
gut. We therefore study (5.4) with initial conditions

u(0, x) = u0(x),

v(0, x) = v0(x),

and the boundary condition

v(t, 0) = εv(t, 1),

which ensures that our requirement is met: a fractionε of the bacteria shed at
x = 1 is reintroduced into the intestine. The initial conditions are biologically
meaningful ifu0(x) andv0(x) are nonnegative functions such that the total amount
of the attached, as well as the free, bacteria in the intestine is finite, i.e.,

C
∫ 1

0
u0(x)dx< ∞ and A

∫ 1

0
v0(x)dx< ∞.

We thus require that 0≤ u0 ∈ L1[0, 1] and 0≤ v0 ∈ L1[0, 1].
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Figure 5.3: The caser11− a < 0. Bacteria are washed out.

Our first step is to introduce the following transformation.We defineU(t, x)
andV(t, x) as

U(t, x) := εxu(t, x)

V(t, x) := εxv(t, x),
(5.20)

which leads to the following evolution problem (EP)

(EP)






Ut = α11U + α12V

Vt = α21U + (α22+ ln ε)V − Vx

U(0, x) = U0(x),V(0, x) = V0(x)

V(t, 0) = V(t, 1),

(5.21)

where, by definition,U0 = ε
xu0 andV0 = ε

xv0.
With this scaling, the bacteria shed atx = 1 are all reintroduced atx = 0, i.e.

V(t, 0) = V(t, 1) and we can thus view (5.21) with the domain forx being a circle
instead of an interval (see also Remark 5.3).

To obtain information about the existence and the qualitative properties of a
solution of (5.21), we employ some known results from the theory of (positive)
one-parameter semigroups. Since our goal is to look for solutions of (5.21) that
are integrable functions on [0, 1], we first make the following definition.

LetX denote the Banach spaceL1[0, 1] × L1[0, 1] and letA be the (unbounded)
operator onX defined by

A

(

f
g

)

=

(

α11 α12

α21 α22+ ln ε − d
dx

) (

f
g

)

with

D(A) = {( f , g) ∈ X | g is absolutely continuous, g(0) = g(1)}.
(5.22)

Remark 5.2. If ( f , g) is to be a solution of (5.21), the functiong needs to be
differentiable (in the sense of distributions). Elements ofL1[0, 1] that are differ-
entiable in the sense of distributions form the so called Sobolev spaceW1,1[0, 1].
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It turns out [43, 94] thatg ∈ W1,1[0, 1] precisely wheng is absolutely continuous,
i.e. of the formg(x) = g(0)+

∫ x

0 h(y)dy for someh ∈ L1[0, 1].

We can thus reformulate (5.21) as the abstract Cauchy problem (ACP)

(ACP)






(

φ̇(t)
ψ̇(t)

)

= A

(

φ(t)
ψ(t)

)

φ(0) = φ0,

ψ(0) = ψ0.

(5.23)

Our aim is now to show that the operatorA generates a strongly continuous
semigroup{T(t)}t≥0, which will, by

(

φ(t)
ψ(t)

)

= T(t)

(

φ0

ψ0

)

give the solution of the problem for every (φ0, ψ0) ∈ D(A).
Note thatA is a closed, densely defined linear operator, which is necessary if

A is to generate a strongly continuous semigroup (cf. [43], Chapter II, Theorem
1.4).

5.4.1 Existence and uniqueness of a solution

Before embarking on the existence of a solution of the evolution problem given
in (5.21), we make the following definitions.

Definition 5.1. A family{T(t)}t≥0 of bounded linear operators on a Banach space
X is called astrongly continuous (one-parameter) semigroupif it satisfies the
functional equation

T(t + s) = T(t)T(s) for all t, s≥ 0,

T(0) = I

and if furthermore the maps

R+ → X

t 7→ T(t)x

are continuous for every x∈ X.

An important (in problems arising from biology) subclass are the so called
positive semigroups. To introduce positivity, one first needs a notion of an or-
dering on a Banach space. We thus first introduce the notion ofa Banach lattice
[98].
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Definition 5.2. Let (X,≤) be an ordered vector space (where the binary relation
“ ≤” is assumed to be reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive),that is, a vector
space in which the following holds

f ≤ g⇒ f + h ≤ g+ h for all f , g, h ∈ X

f ≤ g⇒ λ f ≤ λg for all f , g ∈ X, λ ∈ R+.

The vector space(X,≤) is called avector lattice, if for every f, g ∈ (X,≤) the ele-
mentssup{ f , g} and inf { f , g} belong to(X,≤). A Banach lattice is a vector lattice
that is also a Banach space equipped with a norm‖.‖, for which the monotonicity
condition

f ≤ g⇒ ‖ f ‖ ≤ ‖g‖

holds for all f, g ∈ (X,≤).

Note thatL1[0, 1] is a Banach lattice with the orderingf ≤ g ⇐⇒ f (x) ≤
g(x) a.e. and the standard norm onL1[0, 1], defined as‖ f ‖ =

∫ 1
0 | f (x)|dx.

Definition 5.3. A strongly continuous semigroup{T(t)}t≥0 on a Banach lattice is
calledpositive, if every operator T(t) is positive, i.e., if

0 ≤ f ∈ X implies 0 ≤ T(t) f for every t≥ 0.

Definition 5.4. Let {T(t)}t≥0 be a strongly continuous semigroup on a Banach
space X. The(infinitesimal) generator of the semigroup is the operator A defined
by

A f = lim
h↓0

T(h) f − f
h

and the domain of A is the set of all f∈ X for which this limit exists.

By showing that the operator given in (5.22) generates a strongly continuous
semigroup we can then use the following result (see [43], Chapter II, Proposition
6.2) to establish existence and uniqueness of a classical solution of EP.

Theorem 5.1. Let (A,D(A)) be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup
{T(t)}t≥0. Then, for every f∈ D(A), the function

t 7→ T(t) f

is the unique classical solution of ACP.

One way of showing thatA indeed generates a strongly continuous semigroup
of bounded linear operators onX, is to employ the Hille-Yosida theorem ([43],
Chapter II, Theorem 3.5). The conditions of the Hille - Yosida theorem are often
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very difficult to check. We thus prefer another approach here, namely,we con-
struct the generator and the corresponding semigroup by decoupling the processes
taking place in the intestine (the idea of decoupling the ‘movement’ and ‘growth’
in the semigroup framework goes back to 1984 with the work of Diekmann et al.
on the stability of the cell size distribution [37]).

We first writeA as

A = A0 + B

where

A0

(

f
g

)

=

(

α11 0
0 α22+ ln ε − d

dx

) (

f
g

)

(5.24a)

withD(A0) = D(A) and

B

(

f
g

)

=

(

0 α12

α21 0

) (

f
g

)

. (5.24b)

Note that the operatorA0 is an unbounded operator whereasB is a bounded oper-
ator (defined onX), which we consider as a perturbation ofA0.

Clearly, the diagonal operator (A0,D(A)) generates a positive, strongly con-
tinuous semigroup{T0(t)}t≥0, which is given explicitly by

T0(t)

(

f
g

)

(x) =

(

eα11t f (x)
e(α22+ln ε)tg(x− t + k)

)

(5.25)

with the uniquek ∈ N for which x − t + k ∈ [0, 1). Namely, since according
to A0 bacteria do not change their state after birth (i.e., there is no attaching or
falling off of the intestine wall) the distribution of the attached bacteria at timet
is obtained simply by multiplying the initial distributionby eα11t, while the free
bacteria at timet and positionx with x− t ≥ 0 either must have been at position
x− t at time 0, or are (moving) descendants of (free) bacteria that were at position
x− t at time 0. Ifx− t < 0, then bacteria must have reentered the intestine at least
once. In such a case, the position and the number of reentriesk are determined so
that x− t + k ∈ [0, 1).

Remark 5.3. Note that the introduction of new dependent variables in (5.20)
made sure that for (f , g) ∈ D(A) we haveg(0) = g(1). Identifying the points
x = 0 and x = 1, we can then look at the operator (A0,D(A)) as an operator
describing the reproduction and movement of bacteria on a circle

Γ = {z∈ C, |z| = 1}
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and with

f̃ : Γ→ R
f̃ (e2πix) := f (x)

rewrite the semigroup{T0(t)}t≥0 as

T0(t)

(

f̃
g̃

)

(e2πix) =

(

eα11t f̃ (e2πix)
e(α22+ln ε)tg̃(e2πi(x−t))

)

. (5.26)

SinceB is a bounded operator we can use the following Theorem (see [43],
Chapter III, Theorem 1.3) to show that also the operator (A,D(A)) generates a
strongly continuous semigroup onX. We shall denote this semigroup by{T(t)}t≥0.

Theorem 5.2. (Bounded Perturbation Theorem) Let(A0,D(A0)) be the generator
of a strongly continuous semigroup{T0(t)}t≥0 on a Banach spaceX satisfying

‖T0(t)‖ ≤ Meωt

for all t ≥ 0 and someω ∈ R,M ≥ 1. If B ∈ L(X) then

A = A0 + B with D(A) = D(A0)

generates a strongly continuous semigroup{T(t)}t≥0 onX that satisfies

‖T(t)‖ ≤ Me(ω+M‖B‖)t

for every t≥ 0.

According to [43] (Chapter III, Theorem 1.10), we can construct {T(t)}t≥0 as

T(t) =
∞∑

k=0

Tk(t) (5.27)

whereT0 is given in (5.26) and the operatorsTk are fork > 0 obtained by

Tk+1(t) :=
∫ t

0
T0(t − s)BTk(s)ds. (5.28)

For k = 0, T0(s)( f , g)T gives the distribution of attached and free bacteria at
time s, given that none of the initial bacteria (the distribution of which is given
by ( f , g)T ) and none of their offspring change their state in the time interval
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[0, s]. Applying B corresponds to the bacteria changing their states and hence
T1(t)( f , g)T describes the distribution of the first generation of attached and free
bacteria in exactly the same sense as we have described it in Section 5.3. Similar
interpretation can be obtained for operatorsTk+1 with k > 0 and we can thus, by
using (5.27), (5.28) and Theorem 5.1 to write the solution ofthe ACP, obtain the
generation expansion in the same sense as in Section 5.3.

Theorem 5.1 guarantees existence and uniqueness of the solution of the ACP and
accordingly also of the evolution problem. Our next aim is toinvestigate the
qualitative properties of the solution.

Using the generation expansion, we can compute the solutionfor finite times
t, but this alone gives us no information about the behaviour of the solution for
t → ∞. In order to study the asymptotic behaviour of the solution,we shall
determine thegrowth boundof the semigroup defined as

ω0(T(t)) = inf {ω : ∃C < ∞ so that‖T(t)‖ ≤ Ceωt for all t ≥ 0}.

Since the semigroup is completely characterized by its generator, one sometimes
writesω0(A) instead ofω0(T(t)).

We shall in fact show that the growth bound equals the spectral bound of the
generator, defined as

s(A) = sup{Re(λ) | λ ∈ σ(A)}. (5.29)

We shall do so by using the known result (cf. [15], Chapter 8, Theorem 8.6) that

ω0(A) = max{s(A), ωess(A)}, (5.30)

whereωessdenotes theessential growth bound(introduced shortly). Let us thus
begin by determining the spectrum ofA.

5.4.2 The spectrum of the infinitesimal generator

Let us begin by recalling the notion of the spectrum and of theresolvent set.

Definition 5.5. Let X be a Banach space and let(L,D(L)) be a linear operator on
X. Theresolvent setρ(L) is a set of allλ ∈ C, for which the operator(λI − L)−1

exists and is bounded. The complement of the resolvent setσ(L) = C \ ρ(L) is
called thespectrum of L. The spectrum can be divided into three (disjoint) sets,
(i) the point spectrum σp(L), thecontinuous spectrumσc(L) and theresidual
spectrumσr(L) characterized as follows:

σp(L) = {λ; λI − L is not injective}
σc(L) = {λ; λI − L is injective and has a dense range}
σr(L) = {λ; λI − L is injective and its range is not dense inX}
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The elements of the point spectrum are also calledeigenvaluesand f ∈ D(L) for
which L f = λ f is called aneigenfunctioncorresponding to eigenvalueλ.

Thespectral radiusof an operatorL, r(L), is defined as

r(L) = sup{|λ| ; λ ∈ σ(L)}

and theboundary spectrum, σ+, is the set

σ+(L) = {λ ; |λ| = r(L)}.

With these definitions in mind we can now characterize the spectrum of the
generator (A,D(A)). We distinguish two cases. Let us begin with

Case I. α12 , 0, α21 , 0.

and first determine the point spectrum ofA in (5.22).

The point spectrum of (A,D(A))

By definition,λ ∈ σp(A) if there exists a nonzero (f , g) ∈ D(A) such that

(α11− λ) f + α12g = 0 (5.31a)

α21 f + (α22+ ln ε − λ)g− g′ = 0. (5.31b)

We first observe that ifλ ∈ σp(A) thenλ , α11. Were that not the case, we
would first obtain from (5.31a) thatg = 0 and then from (5.31b) that alsof = 0,
which cannot be the case.

Now, if λ , α11, we can expressg in (5.31a) in terms off and rewrite (5.31b)
as

g′ =
[ α12α21

λ − α11
+ α22+ ln ε − λ

]

g. (5.32)

Taking into account the restrictiong(0) = g(1) we find thatλ is an eigenvalue of
A precisely when eitherg = 0 (but since this would lead tof = 0 we can dismiss
this option) or whenλ satisfies the equation

χ(λ) :=
α12α21

λ − α11
+ α22+ ln ε − λ = 2kπi (5.33)

for somek ∈ Z. We call (5.33) thecharacteristic equation.
By writing λ = µ + iν we can rewrite (5.33) as

α12α21(µ − α11)

(µ − α11)2 + ν2
+ α22+ ln ε − µ = 0, (5.34a)

ν
[ α12α21

(µ − α11)2 + ν2
+ 1

]

= 2kπ with k ∈ Z. (5.34b)
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Condition (5.34b) implies that whenk , 0 the eigenvalues are truly complex. It
is also clear that if (µ, ν) is a solution of (5.34a) and (5.34b), then so is (µ,−ν);
solutions of (5.34a) and (5.34b) corresponding to a pair−k, k for k , 0 form
conjugated pairs. Ifk = 0 then (5.34b) implies that the eigenvalues are real. We
thus find thatk = 0 yields (the only) two real eigenvalues ofA and that these are
given by

2λ±0 = α11+ α22+ ln ε ±
√

(α11− α22− ln ε)2 + 4α12α21. (5.35)

Conditions (5.34a) and (5.34b) yield a countable set of eigenvalues ofA (here
we can either use the fact that the roots of an analytic function are isolated points
or Bezout’s theorem about the number of intersections of algebraic curves). Since
we will in the end only be interested in the spectral bound ofA we refrain from
giving explicit expressions for the complex eigenvalues and only show that no
eigenvalue ofA has a real part larger thanλ+0 .

So let us assume that the opposite holds, i.e. that there exists an eigenvalue
λk = µk + νk such thatµk > λ

+
0 .

We first observe that
λ+0 > α11

and also thatλ+0 > α22+ ln ε (this latter will be useful later on).
Consider now (5.34a) forλ+0 andµk. Sinceµk > λ+0 > α11, we can do the

following estimate in (5.34a),
α12α21

λ+0 − α11
+ α22+ ln ε − λ+0 = 0

=
α12α21(µk − α11)

(µk − α11)2 + ν2
k

+ α22+ ln ε − µk

<
α12α21

µk − α11
+ α22+ ln ε − µk

and hence

µk − λ+0 <
α12α21(λ+0 − µk)

(µk − α11)(λ+0 − α11)
,

which brings us at a contradiction. Hence, no eigenvalue ofA has a real part
larger thanλ+0 .

The continuous spectrum of(A,D(A))

We have seen that, ifα12 , 0 andα21 , 0, thenα11 cannot lie in the point
spectrum ofA. We will now show thatα11 in fact belongs to the continuous
spectrum,σc(A). To this end, let (f , g) ∈ D(A) and (F,G) ∈ X such that

(A− α11I )

(

f
g

)

=

(

F
G

)

,
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which we rewrite as

α12g = F (5.36a)

α21 f + (α22− α11+ ln ε)g− g′ = G (5.36b)

Note first that, sinceg needs to be absolutely continuous, the range ofA − α11I
cannot be all ofX. Sinceg(0) = g(1) we also require thatF(0) = F(1). The
domain of the resolventRα11(A) = (A − α11I )−1, i.e. the set{(F,G) ∈ X|F ∈
W1,1[0, 1], F(0) = F(1)}, is dense inX and the resolvent can, by using (5.36a)
and (5.36b), explicitly be written as

(A− α11I )
−1

(

F
G

)

=

(

f
g

)

,

with

g =
1
α12

F, (5.37a)

f =
1
α21

[

G− (α22− α11+ ln ε)
1
α12

F +
1
α12

F′
]

. (5.37b)

Clearly, the resolvent is not bounded and soα11 indeed belongs to the continuous
spectrum ofA, σc(A).

The resolvent set of(A,D(A))

We will now show that ifλ is not an eigenvalue ofA and not equal toα11, then
λ belongs to the resolvent set,ρ(A). So let us take such aλ and let for (f , g) ∈
D(A), (F,G) ∈ X

(A− λI )

(

f
g

)

=

(

F
G

)

.

We write this in detail as

(α11− λ) f + α12g = F, (5.38a)

α21 f + (α22+ ln ε − λ)g− g′ = G. (5.38b)

Sinceλ , α11 we can use the first equation to expressf in terms ofg as

f =
1

α11− λ
[

F − α12g
]

(5.39)

and next obtain from the second that

[

α22+ ln ε − λ − α12α21

α11− λ
− d

dx

]

g = G− α21

α11− λ
F. (5.40)
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Sinceλ is not an eigenvalue ofA, the operator defined by the left hand side of
(5.40) has a trivial nullspace. With

χ(λ) = α22+ ln ε − λ − α12α21

α11− λ

we can explicitly write

g(x) = ceχ(λ)x − eχ(λ)x
∫ x

0
e−χ(λ)y

(

G(y) − α21

α11− λ
F(y)

)

dy (5.41)

and determinec so thatg(0) = g(1),

c =
eχ(λ)

∫ 1

0
e−χ(λ)y(G(y) − α21

α11−λF(y)
)
dy

eχ(λ) − 1
.

It is then clear that (5.39) along with (5.41) defines, by way of (F,G) 7→ ( f , g), a
bounded operatorRλ(A) onX.

Hence, sinceλ+0 > α11, we obtain in this first case that

2s(A) = 2λ+0 = α11+ α22+ ln ε +
√

(α11− α22− ln ε)2 + 4α12α21

and thats(A) is an eigenvalue. The spectral bound is in a fact an algebraically
simple eigenvalue and this fact will play an important role later on when we dis-
cuss convergence to a stable bacterial distribution. Let ussee that this is indeed
the case.

The eigenvalueλ is analgebraically simple eigenvalueif the dimension of the
generalized eigenspace ofA associated withλ, defined as

∪∞k=1N(A− λI )k,

equals one. Here,N(.) denotes the nullspace.
Let us show thatλ is an algebraically simple eigenvalue precisely when it is a

simple root of the characteristic equation.

Lemma 5.1. λ is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of A if and only ifχ′(λ) , 0,
whereχ is defined in(5.33).

Proof. We first note that (A− λI )2 is given by
(

(α11− λ)2 + α12α21 α12
(
α11− λ + α22+ ln ε − λ − d

dx

)

α21
(
α11− λ + α22+ ln ε − λ − d

dx

)
α12α21+ (α22+ ln ε − λ − d

dx)2

)

and that
χ′(λ) , 0 ⇐⇒ (α11− λ)2 + α12α21 , 0.
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Let us first assume thatχ′(λ) = 0 and let (f , g)T ∈ D(A2) be such that
(A− λI )2( f , g)T = 0. We can rewrite this as

0 =
(

(α11− λ)2 + α12α21

)

f + α12

(

α11− λ + α22+ ln ε − λ − d
dx

)

g (5.42a)

0 =α21

(

α11− λ + α22+ ln ε − λ − d
dx

)

f +
(

α12α21+ (α22+ ln ε − λ − d
dx)2

)

g.

(5.42b)

If (α11− λ)2 + α12α21 = 0 andα12 , 0, then the first equation coincides with
equation (5.32). It is then straightforward to see that, for( f , g)T ∈ N(A − λI ),
also (0, g)T ∈ N(A − λI )2, while no (f , g)T with f = 0 lies inN(A − λI ). The
dimension ofN(A − λI )2 is thus strictly larger than the dimension ofN(A − λI )
and the eigenvalueλ is not simple.

Suppose now thatχ′(λ) , 0. We know from (5.31a), (5.31b) and (5.33) that
(

F
G

)

∈ N(A− λI ) ⇐⇒
(

F
G

)

= e2kπix
( α12

λ−α11

1

)

for somek ∈ Z. Hence,

(A− λI )

(

f
g

)

=

(

F
G

)

for some (f , g)T ∈ D(A) requires that

2kπig − g′ = e2kπix
(

1+
α12α21

(α11− λ)2

)

and so
g(x) = g(0)e2kπix −

(

1+
α12α21

(α11− λ)2

)

xe2kπix,

which does not satisfy the conditiong(0) = g(1) if χ′(λ) , 0. �

Case II. When at least one ofα12 or α21 is equal to zero, then the operator
A is either upper or lower diagonal or, when bothα12 andα21 are zero, diagonal.
In any of these cases,α11 belongs to the point spectrum (indeed,A − α11I has a
nontrivial nullspace in all three cases). Moreover, the second set of eigenvalues is
obtained by taking

−g′ + (α22+ ln ε − λ)g = 0

which, taking into account the conditiong(0) = g(1), requires that

λ = α22+ ln ε + 2πki

for somek ∈ Z.
In the same way as we have done in Case I we can show that ifλ , α11 and

λ < {α22+ ln ε + 2πki | k ∈ Z}, thenλ lies in the resolvent set.
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Since there is now no relation betweenα11 and the rest of the spectrum, we
obtain

s(A) = max{α11, α22+ ln ε}.
It is straightforward to see thats(A) is also in this case an algebraically simple
eigenvalue.

5.4.3 The Browder essential spectrum

In order to show that the growth bound of the semigroup equalsthe spectral bound
of the generator we shall now show that theessential growth boundof A is strictly
smaller thans(A). According to (5.30), it then follows thatω0(A) = s(A).

The fact that the spectral bound ofA equals the growth bound of the semi-
group in fact holds for every positive semigroup on anL1 space and follows
directly from Derndingers’s result in [27]. The information about the essential
growth bound will allow us to make some further statements about the conver-
gence to a stable distribution (cf. subsection 5.4.4).

So let us first introduce the notion of the Browder essential spectrum.

Definition 5.6. The complex numberλ belongs to theBrowder essential spec-
trum of the bounded operator L,σess, if at least one of the following holds:

(i) λ is a limit point ofσ(L),

(ii) R(λI − L) is not closed,

(iii) ∪k≥0N(λI − L)k is infinite dimensional.

It can be shown that ifλ ∈ σ(L) \ σess(L), thenλ ∈ σp(L). These are the so
called normal eigenvalues.

In order to define the essential growth bound, we introduce the notion of a
measure of non-compactness.

Definition 5.7. For a bounded subsetΩ ∈ X, we define the measure of noncom-
pactnessα(Ω) by

α(Ω) = inf {d > 0 : there exist finitely many subsetsΩ1, ...,Ωn

of X such that diam(Ωk) ≤ d andΩ ⊆ ∪n
k=1Ωk}.

where the diameter of the setΩ, diam(Ω), is defined by

diam(Ω) = sup{‖x− y‖ : x, y ∈ Ω}.

For a bounded operator L we define the measure of non-compactness|L|α by

|L|α = inf {k > 0 : α(LΩ) ≤ kα(Ω) for every bounded setΩ of X}.
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Essential growth boundof the generatorA of a strongly continuous semi-
group{T(t)}t≥0, ωess(A), is given by

ωess(A) = inf
t>0

1
t

log |T(t)|α = lim
t→∞

1
t

log |T(t)|α. (5.43)

One can see that|T(t)|α ≤ ‖T(t)‖. This implies that the essential growth bound
never exceeds the growth bound, i.e.

ωess(A) ≤ ω0(A).

To see thatωess(A) < ω0(A), we recall the generation expansion

T(t) = T0 +

∞∑

k=1

Tk(t).

The first generation,T1, is according to (5.28) given by

T1(t) =
∫ t

0
T0(t − s)BT0(s)ds,

which, using (5.26) can explicitly be written as

T1(t)

(

f
g

)

(x) =





∫ t

0 α12eα11(t−s)e(α22+ln ε)sg̃(e2πi(x−s))ds
∫ t

0 α21e(α22+ln ε)(t−s)eα11s f̃ (e2πi(x−(t−s))ds



 (5.44)

According to [39],T1(t) is for everyt ≥ 0 a compact operator. Using the fact
that compact operators form an ideal in the space of bounded linear operators, we
can show (i) by induction onk that also every subsequent generation operatorTk,
obtained by (5.28) is compact and (ii) every finite sum

∑n
k=1 Tk is a compact op-

erator. But since the ideal of compact operators is a closed one, also the operator
∑∞

k=1 Tk(t) is compact.
Since we furthermore know that for every bounded operatorL and a compact

operatorK
|L + K|α = |L|α,

we have
ωess(A) = ωess(A0).

Hence

ωess(A) = ωess(A0) ≤ ω0(A0) = max{α11, α22+ ln ε} ≤ s(A)

and the last inequality is strict in Case I whenα12 andα21 are strictly positive.
According to (5.30),

ω0(A) = s(A).
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5.4.4 Asynchronous exponential growth

The aim of this section is to establish whether the bacterialpopulation in the
intestine experiences the so called asynchronous exponential growth.

A population is said to haveasynchronous exponential growth, if there exist
an operatorP with a one dimensional range andλ > 0 such that for everyφ ∈ X

lim
t→∞

e−λtT(t)φ = Pφ.

To see whether such convergence of the distribution of bacteria in the intestine
takes place we again treat cases I and II separately. We beginwith

Case I. We haveωess(A) < ω0(A) = s(A) and we know thats(A) is a simple
eigenvalue. So letδ > 0 be such that

(i) ωess(A) ≤ s(A) − δ and

(ii) Re λ ≤ s(A) − δ for everyλ ∈ σ(A), λ , s(A).

We can decompose the spaceX as follows (see [15], Theorem A.3.1),

X = N(s(A)I − A) ⊕ R(s(A)I − A),

whereN(.) andR(.) denote, respectively, the null space and the range. Both
subspaces are invariant under the action of the semigroup{T(t)}t≥0. Let us denote
by P the projection onN(s(A)I −A). Note that the operatorP commutes with the
operatorsT(t).

The action of the semigroup on the subspaceN(s(A)I − A) is very simple,
namely,

T(t)P = PT(t) = es(A)tP.

The restriction of the semigroup to the invariant subspaceR(s(A)I − A), on the
other hand, is given by{T(t)(I − P)}t≥0 and is generated by the restriction ofA to
R(s(A)I − A). Let us denote this restriction bỹA. The spectrum of̃A is the set
σ(A) \ {s(A)}. Hence

s(Ã) ≤ s(A) − δ.

Clearly
ωess(Ã) ≤ ωess(A) ≤ s(A) − δ

and hence
ω0(Ã) = max{s(Ã), ωess(Ã)} ≤ s(A) − δ.

Thus, there exists a constantM(δ) such that for everyφ ∈ X

‖T(t)(I − P)φ‖ ≤ M(δ)es(A)−δ‖φ‖.
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By writing φ = Pφ + (I − P)φ we hence obtain

‖e−s(A)tT(t)φ − Pφ‖ ≤ M(δ)e−δt‖φ‖.

By Theorem 8.17 of [15] there in fact exists an elementφ0 ∈ X+ and a strictly pos-
itive functionalφ∗0 ∈ (X∗)+ such thatAφ0 = s(A)φ0, A∗φ∗0 = s(A)φ∗0,< φ0, φ

∗
0 >= 1

and the projection is given by

Pφ =< φ, φ∗0 > φ0.

For an arbitrary initial distributionφ, therefore, the solution behaves as

es(A)tPφ = es(A)t < φ, φ∗0 > φ0

whent goes to infinity. The dominant eigenvalue,s(A), is accordingly also called
theMalthusian parameter.

Case II. We now haves(A) = max{α11, α22 + ln ε}. If α22 + ln ε < α11 we can,
in the same way as before, decompose the spaceX to establish convergence to a
steady distribution. If, on the other handα11 ≤ α22 + ln ε, the eigenspace cor-
responding tos(A) is no longer one dimensional (remember that the eigenvalues
of A include the set{α22 + ln ε + 2kπi | k ∈ Z}). The bacterial population will in
the long run still grow (or decay) likees(A)t, but we will not observe convergence
of the distribution of bacteria in the intestine. In such a case we observe the so
calledmerry-go-roundbehaviour.

5.4.5 The effects of (self)reinfection on the intrinsic growth rate of
ETEC

Now that the conditions for persistence have been established, it is time to discuss
the effects of reinfection on the intrinsic growth rate.

We have shown in Section 5.3 that the parameterα11 determines whether the
bacteria in the intestine persist after a single introduction. When a fractionε of
the excreted bacteria is reintroduced into the intestine, the intrinsic growth rate of
bacteria is given by the spectral bound of the operatorA given in (5.22). We have
seen thats(A) is, in both Case I and II, an eigenvalue ofA. In particular, in

Case I. The spectral bound is given by

2s(A) = α11+ α22+ ln ε +
√

(α11− α22− ln ε)2 + 4α12α21 (5.45)

and since in this cases(A) > α11, reintroduction always enhances the growth.
It is simple to check thats(A) is an increasing function ofε. One can also see

that

lim
ε→0

s(A)(ε) = α11, (5.46)
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Figure 5.4: The figure represents the sign of the Malthusian parameters(A) as
a function ofε (the proportion of reintroduced bacteria) and the parameter α11

that determines persistence in the ‘single infection’ case. We furthermore take:
α12 = 3, α21 = 4, α22 = −2. Bacteria persist in the white region and go extinct in
grey and black area.

as is to be expected and that

lim
ε→1

s(A)(ε) = s(A)(1) = 1
2

(
α11+ α22+

√

(α11− α22)2 + 4α12α21
)

(5.47)

We thus have the following three possibilities.

C I. α11 ≥ 0.
In this case bacteria persist already following a single introduction and rein-

troduction only enhances their growth.

C I. α11 < 0, s(A)(1) > 0.
Bacteria are washed out following a single introduction of ETEC. When a

sufficient proportion of excreted bacteria is reintroduced intothe intestine, the
bacteria can persist. This ‘sufficient’ proportion is obtained by calculatingε0

such thats(A)(ε0) = 0. Everyε ∈ (ε0, 1] then guarantees growth.

C I. α11 < 0, s(A)(1) < 0.
In this case bacteria cannot persist even when they are all reintroduced back

into the intestine.

Figure 5.4 shows the three regions by plottings(A) as a function ofε andα11

for following parameter values:α12 = 3, α21 = 4 andα22 = −2 and the domains
of ε andα11 taken to be, respectively, intervals [0, 1] and [−10, 10]. The curve
separating the white and the grey area represents the curves(A)(ε, α11) = 0, i.e.
the curve that separates the domains of extinction and asynchronous exponential
growth. The white region corresponds to the area in which bacteria persist. Since
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s(A)(ε) > α11, this region always includes the area in whichα11 is positive. The
black region depicts the region in which bacteria don’t stand a chance even when
they are all reintroduced into the intestine. Also in the grey area the bacteria go
extinct. However, assuming the same value ofα11, bacteria can persist ifε is
increased so thats(A)(α11, ε) crosses the curves(A)(α11, ε) = 0 and enters the
white region.

Case II. The spectral bound is now

s(A) = max{α11, α22+ ln ε}.

If α11 > α22 + ln ε, then bacteria persist if and only if they persist after a single
introduction. Ifα11 ≤ α22+ ln ε, we again have three possibilities.

C II. 0 < α11 ≤ α22+ ln ε.
Bacteria persist already following a single introduction and reinfection only

enhances the growth.

C II. α11 < 0 < α22+ ln ε
Bacteria are washed out after a single introduction, but a proportionε of rein-

troduced bacteria is sufficient to guarantee persistence.

C II. α11 ≤ α22+ ln ε < 0.
Bacteria cannot persist in the long run, even if a fractionε is reintroduced in

the intestine. In the limiting caseε→ 1 (i.e. whenα11 ≤ α22 < 0), bacteria don’t
stand a chance even when they are all reintroduced.

5.5 Conclusions and outlook

The aim of this chapter was to investigate the dynamics of enterotoxigenicEs-
cherichia coli(ETEC) in the gastro-intestinal tract of a single piglet. ETEC can
lead to post-weaning diarrhoea, a disease that often results in severe deterioration
or even death in newly weaned piglets.

We formulated a simple model describing bacterial growth and movement in
the intestine of a single infected piglet. In other words, wefocused on the within-
host dynamics.

The intestine is represented by a cylindrical tube of constant cross-sectional
area and constant circumference. According to our model, bacteria can at any
point in time be in one of the following two states: either attached to the wall of
the intestine or moving downstream with (constant) speed. Bacteria change their
state (i.e., either attach to the wall or fall off of the intestine wall) at a constant
rate. We furthermore assume that both the attached, as well as the free, bacteria
can reproduce. However, while the offspring of free bacteria is necessarily free
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(at least initially, that is), offspring of the attached bacteria can be either attached
or free.

We have in particular focused on the condition(s) that guarantee growth or
extinction of ETEC. This condition turns out to involve a single number, called the
intrinsic growth rateor theMalthusian parameter. In the case of persistence, we
have also investigated whether the bacterial population experiences the so called
asynchronous exponential growth, which means that the distribution of bacteria
in the intestine, given by

(

u(t, x)
v(t, x)

)

behaves asymptotically (i.e. fort → ∞) as

(

u(t, x)
v(t, x)

)

∼ Cert
(

ũ(x)
ṽ(x)

)

wherer is the Malthusian parameter, (˜u(x), ṽ(x)) is the so called stable distribution
andC is a constant.

To begin with, we investigated a ‘single infection’ case, i.e. the case when
some bacteria are introduced into the intestine at timet = 0 and there is no inflow
of bacteria into the intestine aftert = 0. Since piglets are likely to come into
contact with the shed bacteria contained in the faeces, it seems relevant to also
investigate the conditions for growth/extinction for the case when a proportionε
of the excreted bacteria is reintroduced into the intestine. Of course, if bacteria
can persist following a single introduction, their persistence is guaranteed also
when the piglet can be reinfected.

The question of how the intrinsic growth rate depends onε is particularly rel-
evant for control of ETEC. Indeed, since the proportion of reintroduced bacteria
depends on the amount of shed bacteria, maintaining a high level of hygiene on
pig farms can reduceε and may thus prevent the bacteria to settle in an individual
piglet.

In the single infection case it is clear that, since no bacteria are introduced af-
ter the initial dose att = 0, bacteria must, in order to persist, establish themselves
on the wall of the intestine. And indeed, we found, by constructing the explicit
solution of the problem, that the bacteria persist precisely when the growth rate
on the wall exceeds the rate at which bacteria detach from thewall. It is also clear
from the explicit solution in (5.19a), (5.19b), that there is (in the case of growth)
no convergence to a stable bacterial distribution in the intestine.

To find the conditions for persistence in the case a piglet canbe reinfected,
we approached the problem in a different manner, namely, we reformulated the
problem as an abstract Cauchy problem and employed the theory of positive
semigroups. We found that, even though the spectrum of the (generator of the)
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semigroup does not consist solely of point spectrum, findingthe condition for
persistence boils down to finding the dominant eigenvalue ofthe generator. We
furthermore showed that when bacteria in the two states (attached and free) are,
in a sense, well mixed, then the bacterial population in the intestine experiences
asynchronous exponential growth.

The two cases, or, rather, the approaches with which we studied them, are
related in the following way. First of all, having obtained the fundamental solution
(that is, the solution in the ‘single infection’ case) we canconstruct the solution
for any boundary conditionv(t, 0) = v0(t). Indeed, since we are dealing with a
linear system, we can think ofv0(t) as a superposition of impulses given by Dirac
measures,

v(t) =
∫ t

0
δ0(t − s)v(s)ds.

On the other hand, we can similarly formulate the ‘single infection’ problem as
an abstract Cauchy problem and study it by employing semigroup theory. Note
however, that the operators should then be defined on the Banach space of mea-
suresM([0, 1]) (which is known to be a Banach lattice when equipped with the
total variation norm and the following order relation,

m1 ≤ m2 ⇐⇒ m1(ω) ≤ m2(ω)

for every measurable setω ⊆ [0, 1]).

There are, to the best of our knowledge, no models in the literature that describe
the dynamics of enterotoxigenicE-coli in piglets. We can, however, draw some
parallels with the work of others on related subjects. In particular, we wish to
mention here the papers of Gyllenberg and Webb [58], Pachepsky et al. [90] and
Ballyk and Smith [5].

In [58], the authors considered a model for cell growth incorporating the fact
that cells can either be ‘normal’ (meaning that they progress in size, as well as in
age), or quiescent (meaning they get old, but do not increasein size). Cells can
change the state they are in at any point in time and so, in a sense, their ‘normal’
resembles our ‘free’ (free bacteria can move as well as reproduce), and their ‘qui-
escent’ bears likeness to our ‘attached’ (attached bacteria do not move, but can
reproduce). The model of Gyllenberg and Webb is more elaborated than ours, tak-
ing into account age and size dependent rates, but their workalso demonstrates
that populations can avoid extinction by transferring cells from normal (or, in our
case, free) to the quiescent state (attached).

The model of Pachepsky et al. [90] resembles the model of thischapter in
many respects. The authors investigate the so called ‘driftparadox’, namely the
question of how some populations, say aquatic organisms in rivers, can persist,
even though they are subjected to strong, mostly unidirectional, flow. As we in
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the present study, the authors in [90] consider attached andfloating organisms.
The model in [90] furthermore includes the random movement of free organisms
(that is modeled by an additionalD ∂2

∂x2 in the free compartment), however, it does
not allow for reproduction of free organisms. Two conditions are found which
guarantee persistence. The first coincides with the one found in the present study:
a population can persist if the rate of reproduction on the wall (or, benthos) ex-
ceeds the rate at which the organisms enter the stream. However, when the model
also includes random movement, organisms can persist even when the reproduc-
tion on the wall is not sufficient to guarantee persistence in the absence of such
movement. The second condition includes other parameters and in fact involves
a minimum length of the domain that is required for persistence.

In [58] as well as in [90] the question of reintroduction doesnot have much,
if at all any, biological significance. The question of reintroduction is, however,
relevant and in fact investigated in the paper of Ballyk and Smith [5], along with
the question of persistence in a single introduction case. Along with the equations
for attached and floating bacteria, the model in [5] includesa third equation for the
dynamics in the external pool of bacteria, from which bacteria can be introduced
into the gut. The conditions for growth/extinction for the ‘no inflow’ case are
similar to the ones presented in [90]. The authors in [5] furthermore show that
persistence is always guaranteed when the bacteria are reintroduced at a constant
rate.

In the present study, we have investigated the dynamics of ETEC in a sin-
gle piglet. With ‘reintroduction’ we thus have in mind that selfreinfection occurs
when a piglet comes into contact with its own faeces. Insteadof assuming a con-
stant source of reintroduction, we have assumed that the fraction ε of shed bacte-
ria reenter the intestine. We found that (i) reintroductionenhances the growth of
bacteria in a piglet and (ii) the Malthusian parameter depends onε and accord-
ingly reinfection of a proportionε of the shed bacteria does not always guarantee
persistence. The external pool of bacteria modeled with an additional variable
seems, however, a good idea to describe the source of (re)infection at the (piglet)
population level.

Our study can be seen as a starting point for investigating more complicated
models of within-host dynamics as well as dynamics at the piglet population level.
Much remains to be done.

At the individual level, a more realistic within-host modelshould incorpo-
rate many other aspects. For instance, the movement in the intestine almost cer-
tainly does not only include unidirectional downstream movement, but also ran-
dom movement, which we can model as diffusion. A more realistic model should
furthermore incorporate the effect of crowding of bacteria on the wall of the in-
testine. According to our model, offspring of the attached bacteria may not find
its place on the wall, which can be seen as a consequence of crowding, but there
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is no saturation effect included - all free bacteria can attach to the wall at the same
constant rateb. Moreover, one could incorporate a position dependent speed g(ξ),
position dependent ratesa, b, etc. We plan to study more elaborated models in the
future.

Another aspect not investigated in the present study is modeling the popula-
tion dynamics of ETEC. To study the spread of ETEC in a population of piglets
one needs to determine some individual characteristics. Within-host modeling, as
performed in this chapter, can provide such information. Wemay, for instance, as-
sume that infectiousness of an individual piglet in time, say A(t), is proportional
to the amount of shed bacteria, i.e.,

A(t) = cv(t, L).

What remains is to describe contact structure and transmission of ETEC. We plan
to expand our study in the near future.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift gaat over vier vragen met biologische of medische achtergrond.
Modellen worden geformuleerd, geanalyseerd en vervolgensworden de antwor-
den geı̈nterpreteerd. Het grootste gedeelte van het proefschrift handelt over ver-
schillende aspecten van de dynamica van infectieziekten.

Stel dat er een nieuwe populatie geı̈ntroduceerd wordt in een stabiele be-
staande populatie. Hierbij kan gedacht worden aan een roofdier, dat de huidige
populatie als prooi heeft, of aan een infectieziekte in een vatbare populatie. Als de
reproductie ratio, aangegeven doorR0, voor de binnenkomende populatie groter
dan 1 is, dan kan de nieuwe populatie gaan groeien in de bestaande situatie. Dit
is onmogelijk alsR0 < 1. Onze vraag is wat er gebeurt alsR0 de kritische waarde
van 1 passeert?

In Hoofdstuk 2 geven we een antwoord op deze vraag, onder de aanname dat
de individuen gekarakteriseerd kunnen worden door een eindig aantal eigenschap-
pen (zoals bijvoorbeeld, geslacht, leeftijdscategorie, stadium van de voortgang
van de ziekte, enz.) en dat de dynamica wordt beschreven als een deterministisch
proces, of in de vorm van een geparameteriseerd stelsel van differentiaalvergeli-
jkingen of als een geparameteriseerde afbeelding. We zien dat de populatie-
invasie modellen (ongeacht de achterliggende biologie) specifiek gedrag verto-
nen, waaruit we afleiden dat het passeren vanR0 = 1 overeenkomt met een
trans-kritische bifurcatie. Vanuit wiskundig oogpunt is er maar één generiek type
trans-kritische bifurcatie. In de biologische context moeten we daarentegen on-
derscheid maken tussen twee gevallen, afhankelijk van of depositieve tak van
de evenwichten sub-kritisch is of super-kritisch. We geveneen eenvoudige for-
mule die ons in staat stelt de twee, kwalitatief zeer verschillende, scenario’s te
onderscheiden.

In Hoofdstuk 3 beschouwen we de evolutie van een chronisch infectieziekte.
Pathogenen reproduceren en zijn onderhevig aan natuurlijke selectie op verschil-
lende, maar nauw verbonden, niveaus. Bijvoorbeeld, pathogeen plant zich voort
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en strijdt om de benodigde bouwstoffen in een gegeven geı̈nfecteerde gastheer,
maar ook op het niveau van de populatie concurreren pathogenen om de vatbare
gastheren. Ondanks dat een toenemende reproductie binnen een gastheer de ver-
spreiding van het pathogeen op populatie niveau in eerste instantie zal doen toen-
emen, kan deze toenemende reproductie ook de gastheer schaden en de oorzaak
zijn van stijgende sterfte. Zo rijst de volgende vraag: hoe verhouden deze twee
tendensen zich tot elkaar gedurende de evolutie en in welke mate beı̈nvloeden
de twee niveaus van voortplanting het resultaat van de evolutie? In Hoofdstuk
3 gaan we op deze vraag in, door de dynamica op het gastheer-populatie niveau
van eenS I (vatbaar - infectieus) model met de dynamica op het binnen-gastheer
niveau te combineren. We combineren de twee niveaus door de mogelijkheid
van super-infectie in het model op te nemen en we bestuderen de evolutie van de
binnen-gastheer voortplantingssnelheid van het pathogeen.

In Hoofdstuk 4 beschouwen we de dynamica van pathogenen, dieregelmatig
op intensive care afdelingen (ICUs) gevonden worden. We richten ons in het
bijzonder op de evaluatie van het relatieve effect van maatregelen die bedoeld
zijn om de prevalentie van kolonisatie in ICUs te verminderen. Infecties met
ziekenhuisbacteriën worden in het algemeen voorafgegaandoor asymptomatisch
dragerschap op één of meerdere delen van het lichaam, zoals de huid, het maag-
darmkanaal en de luchtwegen. De dynamica van het pathogeen is dus afhankelijk
van binnen-gastheer transmissie en van de verspreiding tussen patiënten. De ver-
schillende manieren van verspreiding zorgen voor een ingewikkelde epidemiolo-
gie, die nog verder gecompliceerd wordt door de snelle doorstroom van patiënten
en de relatief kleine populatie groottes in ICUs. In Hoofdstuk 4 introduceren we
een model, dat het feit dat een persoon op meerdere lichaamsdelen gekoloniseerd
kan zijn, meeneemt. We onderzoeken het relatieve effect van preventiemaatrege-
len en profylactische antibiotica op de prevalentie van kolonisatie. Ons onder-
zoek kan worden toegepast op verschillende pathogenen, diegevonden worden in
ICUs, zoalsPseudomonas Aeruginosa,MRSA, enterococcien enterischeGram-
negatievebacteriën.

Hoofdstuk 5 handelt over de binnen-gastheer dynamica van enterotoxigene
Escherichia coli(ETEC) in biggetjes. ETEC is één van de veroorzakers van
“post-weaning” diarree (PWD), een ziekte die regelmatig voorkomt bij bigget-
jes gedurende de eerste twee weken na het spenen en die kan leiden tot ernstige
gezondheidsproblemen of zelfs de dood. We introduceren en bestuderen een een-
voudig model, dat de dynamica in de darmen van een geı̈nfecteerd biggetje op
microbieel niveau beschrijft. We richten ons op de randvoorwaarden die nodig
zijn voor het overleven van ETEC in twee scenario’s. Om te beginnen bepalen we
de Malthusiaanse parameter voor het zogenaamde ‘één infectie geval’, waar een
biggetje geı̈nfecteerd wordt met een enkele dosis ETEC op tijdstip t = t0. Na dit
tijdstip komen geen bacteriën meer de darmen binnen. Omdathet waarschijnlijk
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is dat biggetjes in contact komen met uitwerpselen die bacteriën bevatten, onder-
zoeken we verder nog het geval dat een biggetje geherinfecteerd wordt met een
fractie van de uitgescheiden bacteriën. Voor beide scenario’s onderzoeken we of
er een stabiele bacteriële distributie bestaat.
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